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Doesn't he
look
happier?

Now that
we are
married!
EXCHANGE LTD

AMATEUR RADIO

ors'

Undoubtedly the world leader in scanning receivers from 25MHz-520MHz AM -FM continuous cover. £595

General coverage UHFNHF scanner -

AM -FM - with memory frequency
cover 25-550MHz. £359.

VHF/UHF SCANNER

Airband plus low -band, high -band and
UHF AM and FM. £258.

SONY 7600D

ICOM IC -R71

CENTURY -21D
The bargain of the year! HF synthesised
receiver 500kc-30MHz. Digital readout Good sensitivity and selectivity. £169

RE 2000E

AR2001

SX 400

What more can be said about this receiver that has not been said already the choice of the experts. £695.

When it comes to portability, this little
receiver is tops - fits into a briefcase or
even a handbag. Scans - memory &
bands. HF & VHF. CW, AM & SSB. £179.

PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS
ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
WE CANNOT POSSIBLY LIST EVERY SINGLE

AND NOW THREE NEW MODELS

ITEM WE STOCK. BUT WE DO CARRY ALL THE
WELL-KNOWN BRANDS INCLUDING:
ALINCO
BNOS

FRG8800

DIAMOND
JAYBEAM

The latest from Yaesu. A great receiver using all the latest
technology available. 150KHz to 30MHz. AM wide-narrowSSB FM wide -narrow -VHF option. £PHONE.

FT2700R

The long awaited dual band VHF/UHF transceiver with full
duplex operation. Phone for more details.

T.E.T.
DRAE
ICS

AMTOR
WRASSE
slow scan
TONNA
antennas
HI -MOUND
keys
AKD
wavemeters
HS antennas
SMC
MICROWAVE MODULES
MUTEK
TONO
RTTY/CW/AMTOR

HX2000E
An excellent
hand-held
scanner
60- 80MHz
118-136MHz
138-174MHz
436-490MHz
490-525MHz

AM/FM

5-10-121/2Kc steps
£269

All prices inc. VAT

PLUS

BRENDA'S

CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST
PHONE FOR BEST PRICES FOR
CASH, OR CHEQUE ON NEW AND
SECONDHAND

CLOSED - Mondays
OPEN - TUES, WED, THURS,
FRI 9.30-5.30. SAT 9.30-5.00.

LONDON.
373 UXBRIDGE ROAD.
ACTON.
LONDON W3 9RH
Tel 01-992 5765 6

AMATEUR RADIOEXCHANGE LTD

Rotators and VHF amps
Power supplies and VHF amps
antennas

NORTHERN
38 BRIDGE STREET.
EARLESTOWN, NEWTON LE WILLOWS.
MERSEYSIDE WA12 9BA
Tel 092 52 29881
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STEPHENS-JAMES
LTD.
47 WARRINGTON ROAD, LEIGH, LANCS. WN7 3EA
101

Telephone (0942) 676790

LANCASHIRE Et THE NORTH WEST'S

LEADING RETAILER IN AMATEUR
RADIO. 20 YEARS SERVING THE
AMATEUR'S BY AMATEURS
SPECIALISING ONLY IN AMATEUR
RADIO EQUIPMENT.
24HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE

MAPCLAKAPO

Turn al the Greyhound Motel on the A580 (East Lancs. Road).

ANTENNAS
Hy -Gain

Explorer 14. Tribander

£52.90
£66.70
£113.85
£169.05
£202.40
E396.00
£325.00

Mini Products
HQ1Minibeam 10-15-20m

Lleaoo

12AVQ 3Band Vertical
14 AVQ/WB 4Band Vertical
18AVT/WB 5Band Vertical
TH2MK3 2E1. Tribander Beam
TH3JNR 3E1. Tribander Beam
205BA 5Element 2Orn Beam

The TS930S latest trans-

ceiver from Trio Price:
£1,250.00 inc. VAT.

We are proud to introduce the VHF UHF communications receiver we have all been waiting for. A glance at
the brief specification will tell you why the new AR2001
receiver is going to take the listener by storm.
* Continuous coverage 25-55CMHz (no gaps).
* Receive modes of AM (for VHF/UHF airbandl, FM
narrow (for amateur radio, CB, business radio) and FM
wide (for broadcast and TV FMI.

* Digital display of frequency, mode and memory
channel.

* Memory channels which store frequency and mode.
* Full range of scan facilities.
The performance of the AR2001 sets new standards.

Gone are the complaints of "deaf" receivers. The
AR2001 has typical sensitivity of 0.2 microvolts for
12dB SINAD on FM IN) across the entire 25550MHz
range.

Finally, the AR2001 is small, light weight, and powered
from any 12V dc source, so it can be used at home, in
the car, boat or aircraft, and whilst out portable.
Now comes complete with 12V PSU. E365.00

TRIO TS430's

733.53

J.R.C. NRD515D
General coverage receiver 100 KHz to 33 MHz fully
synthesised. Digital readout PLL synthesiser with rotary

type encoder pass band tuning - modular con-

struction.
£965.00
NS0515 TRANSMITTER Er AC PSU 11,371.00
NEW 96 CHANNEL MEMORY UNIT.
Ac PSU £998.03
J.R.C. JST 100IF TRANSCEIVER

TW 4000A
510.00

DATONG PRODUCTS
PCI General Coverage Converter
Low Frequency Converter
FL I Frequency Audio Alter
FL2 Multi -Mode Audio Filter
Automatic FR Speech Clipper
RF Speech Clipper P.C. Board only

D70Morse Tutor
AD370Active Antenna (outdoor)
AD270Active Antenna (indoor)
2K4 Converter

Keyboard Morse Sender

TRIO R600 RECEIVER

D R 7500R

DR7600X
DR76CCR

KENPRO

Kenpro 250

TRIO R2000 RECEIVER

456.00
VHF CONVERTER. £122.26
Covers 118-174MHz

E 137.42

KR500 Elevation Rotator

E125.50

SP400
SP1OX

SP15M
SP45M

Welti AC 38Antenna Tuner
Global SWL AT1000Tuner

DL6C05C0-im 6C0wattD.Load
TV 33COlow pass filter
HP41 high pass filter

HF SSB TRANSCEIVER
793. 0 0
NEW TRIO MODELS

£179.48
£281.60

BELCOM
L5 -202E 2m hand held DM-SSB transceiver.

plus accessories.
Belcom LS20E am FM hand meld transceiver
G -whip Mobile Antennas. New all band base
station vertical

E 169.50

f 230.00
1231.50
£283.95
£45.95
f 59.95
£99.00
f 74.40
169.00

TONNA
4 Element 2m Yagi
9 Element 2m Yagi

£1495
f 17.71
137.66

17 Element 2m Yagi
19 Element 432MHz Yagi

21 Element 432MHz Yagi

f 20.70
f 29.67

Welz Diamond Antennas
DP CP5 Vertical
DP CP4 Vertical

139.50
£99.00

Holtman
1/4 wave 2m Whip mobile
5/8 wave 2m Whip mobile
7/8 wave 2m Whip mobile
5/8 wave Base Station antenna
GPV-52m Base Station Co -Linear
GPV-77Ctm Base Station Co -Linear
GPV 720144/432MHz dual base station

£2.54
£11.26
£17.06

£4268
£35.27
£35.35
£25.00
£25.00

Revcone Discone
JAYBEAM
LW 5

£15.33
£19.55
£ 2530
137.95
£49.95
160.95
£86.25
£27.60

5E1 2m Yagi

LW8 8E12rn Yagi
LW1010E12rn Yagi
LW1616E12m Yagi
PBM1010E1Parabeam
PBM1414E1Parabeam
C 5/2m 2w Co -Linear

D5/2m Double 5Element Slot Yagi
D8/2m Double 8 Element Slot Yagi
04/2m 4 Element 2m Quad
06/2m 6 Element 2m Quad
Q8/2m 8Element 2m Quad
C8/70cm 432MHz Co -Linear
D 8/70cm Double 8 Slot Yagi

E37.95
E31.63
E41.40
£51.75

£92.00
£28.18
£34.50
146.00
£31.05
£23.00

PBM 18/70cm 18E1 Parabeam
PBM 24/70cm 24E1Parabeam
LW2424 El folded dipole

E37.95
£51.75
144.85
£55.20
£29.90
f 38.53
148.30

MEM/18889El muhibeam

8XY/70Crossed 8Yagi
12XY/7012EI Crossed Yagi
5XY/2m Crossed 8ElYagi
8X Y/2m Crossed 8 El Yagi

£65.55

£189.50

DL 150 Dummy Load

TRIO TS830S

£153.67
£189.37
£213.41

KR6OCRC

Station Accessories

£172.50

MBM2828 El multibeam
MBM4848EI multibeam

KR400C

HK 708 Morse Keys
Diawa 2 way Ant. Switch
SWL 2 way Ant Switch
V22 way Ant Switch
V33 way Ant Switch
V44 way Ant Switch
DL50 Dummy Load

TS711E 2M Multimode Base Transceiver
1S811E 70cm Multimode Transceiver

£29.90
156.35
£64.40
£47.15
£39.67

£13250

SWR 25

TR26CCE 21V1 FM Transceiver

£8280

ANTENNA ROTATORS
Diawa

285.00

TH21E 2M FM Micro Transceiver

£137.42
£29.90
£79.35
£89.70

T.E.T.
HB23SP
2EL Tribander
HE323M Triband Minibeam
HB33M Triband Minibeam
3EL Tribander
HB335P
5EL Tribander
HB35C
MV3I3H 3Band Vertical
MV48H 4Band Vertical
MV 5BH 5Band Vertical
TE21414Element 2m Beam
MV3BH with Radial Kit

10X Y/2m Crossed lOElYagi
ANT PRODUCTS

f 15.95
£20.95

LY621/1 Yagi

LY82M Yagi

18200
£28.75
E41.00
£59.75
£73.95
£99.00
f 14.95
£15.25
£15.88
£4.75
£7.00
£10.50
E11.95
17.97
£19.95
£39.50
£27.60
£4.95

£22500
E 139.00

£85.50
Microwave Modules. FDK, and other equipment also

£79215

available, including I.C.S. - Diawa - Telereader -

£896.00

RSGB and ARRL publications.

6

S
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THE R532
AIRCRAFT BAND RECEIVER

f 186.50 inc. VAT
SPECIFICATION.

Frequency range: 110 to 136MHz, i.e. all NAV/COM

channels.
Number of channels: 1040125KHz steps).
Sensitivity: Better than 0.75 microvolts 10:113 /SN.
Memory channels: 100110 banks of 101. Memories can
be scanned automatically or selected manually.
Power required: 12V dc negative earth 330mA typical.

(Display can be switched off to reduce consumption
when operating portable). Size: 160 x 45 x 130mm.
Weight: approx. 1Kg. (including memory backup
batteries).
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2 METRE MULTIMODE

fr.:11(R CUSAVE

DULES

TRANSVERTER

MMT144128-R

V\N
144 MHz MULTIMODE

TRANSVERTER

Ck°1
DESCRIPTION
FEATURES

The MMT144/28-R is a high performance solid-state 2 metre
multimode transverter, designed to allow users of existing HF band
transceivers to establish a first-class transceive capability on the

25 Watts Tx Output

144 MHz band.

GaAsFET RF stage

Transmit ALC Circuit
13.8V DC operated
Repeater Shift (normal, simplex, reverse)
High Level Double Balanced Rx Mixer
LED Bargraph Power Meter
RF VOX - Adjustable Delay and PTT Override

SPECIFICATION
GENERAL
INPUT FREQUENCY RANGE
OUTPUT FREQUENCY
RANGE
MODES OF OPERATION
REPEATER SHIFT

:

:

INPUT/OUTPUT IMPEDANCE:
RF CONNECTORS
POWER CONNECTOR
DC POWER REQUIREMENTS :

TRANSMIT SECTION
OUTPUT POWER
INPUT LEVEL RANGE
ALC RANGE
LEVEL OF SPURIOUS
OUTPUT

RECEIVE SECTION
CONVERSION GAIN
NOISE FIGURE
3rd ORDER INTERCEPT

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

28 - 30 MHz

144- 146 MHz
SSB, FM, CW, FSK, AM
Simplex,
Normal ( - 600 kHz)
Reverse ( + 600 kHz)

BARCLAYCARD

band.

25 Watts

The MMT144/28-R is housed in an aluminium extruded enclosure,
which has both excellent electrical screening and thermal stability
characteristics. Connectors are located on the rear panel together
with the input level control and the DC supply fuse. Protection
against reverse polarity is included. Antenna changeover at 144
MHz is achieved internally by a low -loss PIN diode switch.
This new design utilises 15 transistors, 4 regulator IC's, 3 other IC's
and various diodes and PIN diodes.
All plugs are supplied.

1/4 mW to 300mW
20dB

PRICE: £215 inc. VAT 1p + p £3.501.

50 ohm
S0239 (PTFE)
5 pin DIN socket

13.8V DC at 6 Amps peak

- 65dB or better

22dB +/- 1dB
2dB or better
+ 19dBm (output)

HOURS:
Access

The transverter incorporates many new and exciting features
previously not found on equipment of this nature, which combine
to make this product simply superb.
The MMT144/28-R can be used with virtually any 28- 30MHz
transceiver having a low level output power in the range 'A mW to
300rnW. (An external attenuator can be used to allow a higher
power level to be used if necessary.)
A noise -matched NEC GaAsFET preamplifier together with
excellent filtering and a double balanced mixer produces a rugged
receive converter, which has excellent strong signal handling
characteristics and excellent immunity to overload and cross modulation.
The transmit section produces a highly linear 25 watts output and
incorporates an ALC circuit to ensure that a particularly clean
signal is produced. This is an important feature which will virtually
eliminate compressed signals and the resultant problems caused to
local stations. A visual indication of relative output power is
displayed by the front panel mounted LED bargraph display.
The unit incorporates the usual repeater features: - simplex,
normal repeater -600 kHz), and reverse repeater ( + 600 kHz) and
is ideally suited for all modes of communication on the 2 metre

MONDAY- FRIDAY

9- 12.30, 1- 5.00
E. Er 0.E.

MICROWAVE MODULES LTD.
Brookfield Drive, Aintree, Liverpool L9 7AN,
England.
Telephone: 051 -523 401 1.
Telex: 628608 MICRO G.
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South Midlands
* FREE FINANCE

*2 YEAR GUARANTEE

BRANCHES AT: SOUTHAMPTON, LEEDS, CHESTERFIELD,

r'YAESU' FOR H.F. EQUIPMENT

- 'SMC' AT YOUR SERVICES'
SPECIFICATION
FREQUENCY COVERAGE:
150 KHz - 29.999 MHz

118 MHz- 173.999MHz

FREQUENCY RESOLUTION:
100 Hz (Digital Readout)

FREQUENCY STABILITY:
<JACO Hz in 30 mins after 1 min on

<50Hz in 30 mins after warm up
MODES OF RECEPTION:
AM, CW, NBFM, SSB (LSB/USB)
A3E, A1A, G3E, J3E

FRG8800 £525 inc.

SELECTIVITY:
GENERAL COVERAGE

KEYBOARD

Continuous coverage from 150 KHz to 30MHz.
Two speed spin tuned VFO plus keyboard plus
computer interface control.

A 12 button keyboard is fitted as standard

ALL MODE
The FRG 8800demodulates SSB (USB and LSB),
CW, AM (Wide and Narrow) and FM narrow as

standard. This, complemented by an all mode
squelch, produces the most practical receiver
available. The FM narrow is useful for 1CM, CB
and for VHF with the optional VHF convertor.
MEMORY
The FRG8800comes fully equipped with twelve

allowing quick accurate changes of frequency

and band, (MHz and KHz programmed

individually). The keyboard also has nine control
buttons to allow rapid changes from memory to
VFO, memory to memory and VFO to memory.

6.0 KHz @ -6dB, 15 KHz @ -501B
2.7 KHz @ - 6dB, 8 KHz @ - 50113

Memory channels can also be recalled at the
turn of a knob, ideal for storing calling/working
channels or broadcast reception.

SENSITIVITY:

SSB/CW (J3E/A1A) @ lods s + N/N:
<0.44N into 50 ohm, 1.50-30MHz
<3.CuV into 500 ohms, 0.15- 1.6 MHz
<1.0uV into 50 ohms, 118- 117 MHz*

The keyboard is complemented by a optocoupled, two speed, VFO drive, fast for rapid
tuning of a band or slow for accurately tuning in
a signal. In addition a fine tune control

memories programmed and scanned at the
touch of a single button. Any of the memory
channels will accept a frequency within the

compensates for drift in the received signal. The

whole range of the receiver including the VHF
range with the optional VHF unit). The mode is
also stored in the memory eliminating the need
for inconvenient manual mode change, when
hopping from one memory to the next.

CLOCK/TIMER

SELECTIVITY AND SENSITIVITY
Four filters are fitted as standard (SSB/CW, AM,

SSB/CW (J3E/A1A):
2.7 KHz @ - 6dB, 8.0 KHz @ -501B
FM (G3E) narrow:
12.5 KHz @ - 6dB, 30 KHz @ - 40dB
AM (A3EH3E) (standard/narrow):

FM (G3E) @ 20dB S +N/N:

<1.0uV into 50 ohms, 1.60-30MHz
<2.0uV into 50 ohms, 118- 174 MHz

dial can be electronically locked preventing

AM (A3E) @ 10dB S + N/N:

accidental change in frequency.

<4.0uV into 50 ohms, 1.60- 30MHz
<3.0LiV into 500 ohms, 0.15- 1.6 MHz
<10uV into 50 ohms, 118- 174 MHz*

Dual accurate 12 hour clocks, with AM/PM
indicators are ideal for log keeping (GMT/Local).

SQUELCH SENSITIVITY:
SSB/CW (J3E/A1A):

The clock uses the main digital display and
features full back-up facilities in the event of a
mains failure or disconnection. The timer can
activate the receiver or tape recorder via the

<2uV, 1.60- 30.0MHz
<4uV, 118- 174 MHz

AM-NAR and FM NARI with bandwidths
chosen for optimum performance, these

relay contacts provided. A snooze facility

combined with switchable AGC and variable
tone control provides maximum enjoyment
despite today's crowded bands.
High input sensitivities are obtained by the

VHF CONVERTER (OPTIONAL)

<1.0uV, 118- 174 MHz

The FRV8800 extends coverage to include

AM (A3E):

latest in RF stages, making the most of

inefficient aerials and difficult locations, and a
continuously variable RF antenuator control
overcomes problems encountered with very
powerful stations.

FM (G3E)

allows up to 59 minutes of listening.

<O. 5uV, 1.6 - 30.0 MHz

<2uV, 1.60- 30.0MHz
<4uV, 118- 174MHz*

118-174MHz all within the main frame, thereby

allowing monitoring of: PMR, marine and air
bands, as well as 2M.

AUDIO OUTPUT:
1.4W in 8 ohms internal @ 10% T.H.D.

The FRG8800 is operated as before via the
keyboard or VFO, and the memory still holds
any frequency and mode. The actual VHF
frequency is displayed on the main LCD to a

4- 16 ohms external speaker/phones
Constant level line output (recorder)
POWER REQUIREMENTS:
100/ 120, 220/240V @ 50/60 Hz

resolution of 100 Hz.

LCD DISPLAY

The back -lit green LCD display incorporates
easy to read "any angle" 10mm digits. A twelve

function display indicates the transceiver's
status at a glance. It includes memory channel
number, mode, and frequency to a resolution of
103Hz. Also included is a two dimensional LCD,
graphical SIMPO and 'S' meter, which is

conventionally calibrated at 1-5 and 0-9,
+ 20dB, + 4016, + 601B respectively.

35VA Rx, 5VA standby
12VDC (nominal)'
1A Rx, 0.020A standby

SPECIFICATION

WORLDWIDE
At 6.1 Kg (excluding convertor) the FRG8800 is
ideal for taking on any trip. The power supply is

DIMENSIONS (Ex/Inc. projections):

335/350W, 120/130H, 235/270d, mm
Weight 6.1/6.3 Kg (w/o, c/w VHF unit)

easily adjustable from 240-220 VAC to
110-120V, 50/60Hz mains and 12VDC operation
is available as an option.

'OPTIONAL UNIT

SMC STOCK CARRYING AGENTS WITH DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
John Doyle GW4F01 Transworld Communications, Neath.

SMC SERVICE
Free Securicor delivery on major equipment.
Access or Barclaycard over the phone.
Biggest branch agent and dealer network.
Securicor 'B' Service contract at £5.00.
Biggest stockists of amateur equipment.
Same day despatch whenever possible.

Eve. 106391 2942

FREE FINANCE
'On many regular priced items SMC offers.
Free Finance Ion invoice balance over f 1201.
20% down and the balance over 6 months
or 50% down and the balance over a year.
You pay no more than the cash price!!
Details of eligible items available on request.

Day 10639152374

GUARANTEE
Importer warranty on Yaesu Musen products.
Ably staffed and equipped Service Department.
Daily contact with the Yaesu Musen factory.
Tens of thousands of spares and test equipment.
Twenty-five years of professional experience.
2 year warranty on regular priced Yaesu products.
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Aul HOWSE/

Communications Ltd

V

YAESU

MAIN DISTRIBUTOR FACTORY BACKED

BUCKLEY, STOKE, GRIMSBY, JERSEY, EDINBURGH, N. IRELAND.

- 'SMC' YOUR SUPPLIER

' 'YAESU' FOR H.F. EQUIPMENT
es

41)

FT203R Et FT703R HANDHELDS

FT209R/FT709R HANDHELDS
KEYBOARD ENTRY - SCANNING
COMPREHENSIVE LCD DISPLAY
Two 4 bit CPU's: 10 memories (independent Tx

"THUMBWHEEL"
TINY HANDHELD

Rx ),

Er

reverse/simplex (either) by single key touch, scanning; manual -auto
band (full or partial) - memory, clear -busy, skip -select,
programmable power save system ( 10 selectable dwell times). Large
LCD 1/4" Digits + 10special functions, "any angle". Meter; S/battery
condition, VOX, 65 x 34x 169mm.

Ultra compact 65W x 34D x 153-Imm, synthesised handheld.

7

Computer aided design and component insertion with chip capacitors

'

and resistors has produced this modern marvel: 2.5W RF )10.8v)
(3.5W RF (12V)). It has VOX (for use with YH-2 lightweight headset),

and built in 'S'/PO meter. Supplied with tone burst, helical and
appropriate case.

FT203i

INCREDIBLE

FT203R
FT203R

c/w FBA5, YHA14A, CSC10, etc.. £209.00
c/w FNB3, YHA14, CSC10, etc... £239.00

FT209R (1.8W)
FT2C9R 12.7W)

c/w FNB4, YHA14, CSC11, etc... £249.00
c/w FBA5, YHA14, CSC10, etc... £229.00
c/w FNB3, YHA14, CSC10, etc... £259.00
c/w FNB4, YHA14, CSC11, etc... £269.00
£6.90
Soft case (FBA5, FNB3fitting)
£7.65
Soft case (FNEI4 fitting)

FT209R a 7W)
FT209RH (2.3W)
FT209RH (3.7W)
FT209RH (5.0N)
CSC10
CSC11

N

FBA5
FNB3
FNB4
CSC6

ii

r

+FT270R/RH

FT2700RH - TWO -IN -ONE

E 6.50

12.CN NiCad Pack (50OrnAH)
Soft case (FBA5 or FNB3 fitting)

CSC7
YH2
MH-12A 2B
MMB21
SMC8.9AA
NC15

For general accessories see FT203R list.
FNB5, FNB3, FNB4, YH2, MH12A2b, SMC8.9AA, NC 15, MMB2

£156.00
£185.00
E190.00

c/w FBA5, CSC6, etc.
c/w FNB3, CSC6, etc.
c/w FNB4, CSC7, etc.
7.2/9V Cell case only (6 x 'AA')
10.8V NiCad Pack (425mAH)
Soft case (FNB4 fitting)

£35.00
£40.00
£5.75
£6.90

Headphone/Microphone option.... £29.90
Speaker/Microphone option
£14.55
Mobile mounting bracket
E7.65
Charger (slow) 13A style
£8.45
Charger (quick) and Power Unit.

£57.50

- LARGE ON OUTPUT

The ultimate 2M and 70cms
FM radio based on Yaesu's

new die-cast aluminium

FT270R/RH is a 251 FM
Transceiver based on a

chassis, allowing 25W

unique
diecast
aluminium heatsink

output on both bands. Two

4 -bit CPU's allow simple
operation of the dual VFO's

10 channel memory, with

1f

l

I

I

-

back up. Dual; receiver
ffront
ends
local
synthesisers, IF's and

-

'''

i

with ducting which
allows continuous

.-

----

45W output

(RH
model). The R model is

,

[--7

rated at 25W output.

transmitter RF stages gives

The LCD display uses

Comprehensive scanning

allowing easy reading of all transceiver functions. Dual 4 -bit microprocessors allows
quick operation of dual VFO's, ten memories and scanning. Upper and lower band
scanning limits can be set as well as monitoring priority memory channel. Optional voice
synthesiser is available to give an audible indication of frequency, at the touch of a
button.

large 5mm digits

full duplex capability.

facilities allow continuous or skip scanning between memory channels in the same band,
combined with a MHz switch for changing from one band to another. Large green LCD

gives aesthetically pleasing and easy to read display of transceiver operating status
including memory and reverse repeater at a glance. The PO/S meter is a distinctive two
colour graphical LCD incorporated into the main display.
£520.00

Tx/Rx, 2M/70cms, 25W/25W, Full Duplex
Voice Synthesiser Module
Owner's Manual

FT2700RH
FT2SYNTH

(21.45
£2.65

FT2SYNTH
0MT270R

-

-

.. t '42.5 80

- ....-..

......

memo,ry25 KHz marker
generator, IF shift and

width filters, effective
noise blanker and AF
speech processor.
all at no extra charge.
.

.

-,

-

-

iI17
'"----

Owners Manual

FT77 THE IDEAL MOBILE

FT757GX THE BIGGEST SELLER
Every item normally
sold as an extra is
provided as standard,
including AM and FB
modes, a 600 Hz
narrow CW filter, iambic
keyer with dot -dash

Employing all the latest
engineering and
manufacturing
techniques the FT77 is
intended to offer the
essential modern
operating features in the
most economical
reliable and compact HF
transceiver available.

7.

1'1.7

,..

LEEDS

CHESTERFIELD

SMC (Leads)

SMC (Jack Tweedy)
102 High Street

257 Chivy Road
Leeds 16. Yorkshire
Leeds 10532) 782326

9-5.30 Mon -Sat

Ltd

£759.00
£249.00
£140.00

FT 77S

E 179.00

FV7000M
MKT77
FMUT77
AMUT77

f 106.20
£54.80

£5&65

BUCKLEY

STOKE

SMC ITMP1

SMC (Stoke)

Unit 27, Pinfold Lane
New Whittington
Buckley, Clwyd
Chesterfield
Buckley 102441 549563
Chasinsfited 10246) 453340 10-5 Tun -Fri

9-5.30 Ties -Sat

FP700
FC700

Et

MAIL ORDER

-

is.

- --

-

-,s, '`i ...

.. ...

-

iili '.-..l'Illa

16".

.

- ...

''.

Matching antenna tuner
Digital VFO unit

Marker unit
FM unit

AM unit

SMC (Grimsby)
247A Freeman Street
76 High Street
Grimsby, Lines
Talk. Pits, Stoke
Kidsgrove 107815) 72644 Grimsby 10412) 59388

9-5.30 Mon -Sat

9.30-5.30 Mon -Sat

10-4 Sat

£479.00
£449.00
£146.00
£105.00
£209.03
£10.75
£28.35
£23.75

8 Band Rx/Tx 1COW output
8 Band Rx/Tx 10W output
Matching AC PSU

GRIMSBY

JERSEY

EDINBURGH

N. IRELAND

SMC (Jersey)
1 Belmont Gardens
St Hauer, Jersey
Jersey 10534) 77067

SMC Scotscomm

SMC IN. Ireland)
10 Ward Avenue
Bangor
County Down

9-5 pm Man -Sat

23 Morton Street
Edinburgh Oil 5 2HN

Tel: 031-557 2430
10-5 Tires -Fri, 9-4 Sat

0247 464875

Closed Wed

SOUTHAMPTON SHOWROOM OPEN 9-5.30 Mon -Fri

HEAD OFFICE

,T,,,!!!!!!, , ::,...,

'

FT77

FIF65
FIF232C

va5uV.

.

Transceiver General Coverage Rx
Automatic antenna tuner
Switch mode PSU (50pc duty)
Heavy duty PSU (100pc duty)
Computer interface for PCECO1 NEC
Computer interface for Apple II
Computer interface RS232C

FT757GX
FC757AT
FP757GX
FP757HD
FIF80

£325.00
£380.00
£21.45
£2.65

Transceiver 2M, FM, 25W synthesised
Transceiver 2M, FM, 45W synthesised
Voice Synthesiser Module

FT 27CR
FT 27CRH

9-1 Saturday

S.M. HOUSE, RUMBRIDGE STREET, TOTTON, SOUTHAMPTON, SO4 4DP, ENGLAND
Tel: Totton (0703) 867333. Telex: 477351 SMCOMM G. Telegram: "Aerial", Southampton

e
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RADIO SHACK are pleased to

be
stocking the TAU SYSTEMS REAL ATU
FULL COVERAGE TUNES 1.5 CONTINUOUS TO 29.350 Mcs
Special Features

NEW

model SPC 3000

Renowned "SPC" transmatch circuit
2 TAU innovative composite designI
3 Large spaced Capacitors rated 5kV, tested to 7kV
4 Roller Coaster Inductor infinitely variable
err awe
Poe w
5 Balun built in, 1Kw, 4 to 1 impedance ratio
6 Transmitter switch, thro ATU or direct to antenna
Lz
7 Five position antenna switch to 5 input/outputs
8 Twin Meter automatic readout of SWR & Power
9 unsurpassable transmission strength and clarity
an am
temmittill
10 Solid, traditional precision radio engineering
0,
Ox
IVO
SPC
11 Heavyweight, long -life construction
12 Superb ultra -compact cabinet design with tilt feet
cabinet dimensions, wide 313mm, high 147mm, deep 380mm
13 Superlative finish and looks - compatible with all rigs
unpacked weight 9.7 kilos of solid quality engineering
14 Will tune any Transmitter/Aerial combination to optimum
95 including UK VAT
15 Lifetime Investment - will never need replacing
ex store carriage £6.90
1

1

t

Trio

rO
sr,

£349

And everything else in Amateur Radio

RADIO SHACK LTD

188 BROADHURST GARDENS,
LONDON NW6 3AY

BAPCt XYCAPD y

(Just around the corner from West Hampstead Station on the Jubilee Line)
Giro Account No. 588 7151

Telephone 01-624 7174

Telex: 23718

B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS
Descript on

Lot No

240
241

242
243
244
245

246
247

248
249

City.

20
Avo Meters. Model 7
400
Rectifiers. M201
20
Pyrometers
4
.......
........
..........
Berco Rheostats.
A C Chargers, 110VAC Input........ 1 On
Anacne Cave .4111nlegrel Peg
3
Boards
2
Baldwin Radiological Densaansters
Fleyrolle Metalclad 15 amp
4 On
Connectors
Wild Barfield Incinerator........__.
Schomandl Frequency Meier, Type

FOI

Price
Price
Each
Each
As Seen Tested
C15
C0.50
Cl

E5
TS

£40

288
289

290

--

291

£20

6

£25

Airrnec Sweep Signet Generator.
Type 352
Pye Westminster. LcraBand 24 wit
Type W30
Marconi White Norse Test Set

294
295

14

£25

1

T.200

Bros/ 6 Neer Microphsne Amplifier.

TYr 26°4 Type PW9418
MarconiHSipe SquaredPulse & Bar
Generator, Type TF29(5/6M
Signal Generetor.
Marconi F
Type TF1066A/1

I

T50
C40

I

C90

Lot No

Desorption

£70
£40

DIODES

Each

£220
£250
£50
£70
£70
£65
£65
£45
£120

tery and service manual. T6 each

C1110

plus C1 p.p. plus V.A.T.

10C OFF £5
1000 OFF E30

PYE POCKETFONE PF1
UHF RECEIVER
440-470 MHz, Single Channel, int

£10
£90
0200

RADIOSONDE RS21
METEOROLOGICAL
BALLOON
TRANSMITTER

COO

C50

PLEASE NOTE

ell sets ere sold less crystals one,, otherwise stated.
Camino on PT equipment - Mobiles C2.00 each. Base stetrons 075 .00 each.
Red Ster evadable al cost

Large Stocks of Ex -Equip. Crystals £2 each + VAT SAE for Lists.

Supplied
aerial.
rechargeable bat-

Activated
Battery,
Water
sensors,
all-weather
fully solid state. £5 each plus C1
p.p. V.A.T.
with

contains

All Prices Quoted Exclude VAT, Packing & Carriage will be Charged at Cost.
Please Check Availability Before Ordering. Minimum Order E3 Value of Goods,
Minimum P&P £1, Prices Shown are Subject to Change Without Notice.

358

360
361

Type TFB01

Radiometer FM/AM Signal
Generator. Type MS279
Electrohoms Stn. Video Monitors
Afrrnec Moduladen Meter.
Type 210A

C50

£70
5

C10

6

CYO

6

T40

£50

8
8

COO

0140

T25

T50

12

£40

[120

C110

E550
E1200

Rohde& Schwarz Decade Signal Generstor0.3-500MHz TypeSMVBN41104 T1200
£50
Pya Modulation Meter 68 - 510 MHz Type MIAI *118 manual
C110
Marconi Universal Bridge Type TF866 6
TO
Servornex AC Voltage Slabilser Type AC2 240v ac 9 amp
£95
SOIVOIMix AC Voltage Stabillaw Type AC7 240v ac 40 amp
21.80 each
60 amp Miasmata & Generator Noise Filter..
£10 each
TektronixOscllbatppe Probes
Mullard van -cap Tuners Type ELC 2003 Ea Brand Nev Equip.. ......... .....E5.50
Pye Cambridge/Vanguard 16 Way Control Lea
SOp each
BNC Pups 75 ohm
£25
Circulatom 590 - 720 MHz N' sockets
4 for t1
Transistors Type 2N3055 Brand New
T1.00
Transformers 30 soh ii9 1 amp
[1.00
Transformers 36 von @I 5 amp
thane km dame.
'Variacs' 2 amp 8 amp. 15 erne. 20 amp. 25 amp.
E6.00
Loudspeakers Richard Allan Type CP12. 12in. 15ohrn
10 7 MHz SSB coal Filters (2.4 Khz BenOrnoth) Low imp. Type. Carrier and entrant.,
udeband reOction min - 40db (needs 10.69635 6 10.70165 Mats for USBiLS6 not
C10.00 each.
supplied) Size appro. tin. 4 lin. x lin.
Lew Pass Filters(kr Imp. type).21o9 Mhz.small rnatalencapsulation ..... 75peach.
E.2.00 each.
IC Test Clips Gold plated pins, 28 pin OIL end 40 pin DIL

tin Vidcon Scan Coils Transistor type byt no dolmas, compioto with wdicon
te.50
base

Saws. Pack of nuts, bolts, washers. tags. teNtaps etc. Mixed BA /I Metric. Sold by
£2.00 per Kilo.
Weight
Mains Isolation Transformers 500 VA 2404 Input, 240v CT output housed in metal
E15.00
box but less lid
E250
Avo VaNe Charecteristic Meter Type VCM 163 with dats
t595
Tektronix Oscilioscope Type 453 Wal-Trace 50 km:

EXPORT AND TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

5 STATION ROAD, LITTLEPORT, CAMBS CB6 1 QE
PHONE: ELY (0353) 860185

Price
Each

£40

Schomandi Synth... Type ND 100M

10p EACH

and
with

338
356
357

AIM Pulse Generator
Marconi 20MHz Sweep Generator.
Type TF1099.
Rs., Frequency Meter. Type 9059
Roband Oscilloscope. Type R060A
Marconi VHF &grail SiananaCil
Type TF1080
Marconi k M. Signal Generator,

Schornandl Modulator Type MAF B14441962

IN5406 8 IN5407

speaker
complete

296
337

£140

Price

Ory.

As Seen Tested

359

EH. Pulse Generator. Type 139L13

RADIOTELEPHONE EQUIPMENT
Pye Base Station Type F30 AM High Band & Low Band
Pye Base Station F401 AM High Band
Pye Reporter Type MF6 AM High Band
Pye Europa Type MFS FM High Band
Pye Europa Type MFS U UHF
Pye Olympic Type M201 AM High Band
Pye Olympic Type M212 UHF
Pye Motofone Type MF5 AM High Band & Low Band
Pye M293 AM High Band
Pye M296 FM UHF
Pye Pocketphone PF1 Battery Charger 12 Way
Pye Base Station Type F9..1 UHF
Pye Base Station Type F412 UHF
Pye Pocketfones Type PF2 FM High Band
Pye Base Station Type F460 To. UHF

Price
Each

£30

1

1

292
293

[10

1

Price
Each

Eny.

As Seen Tested

E2

£10

Desorption

Lot No

[WOOD Et DOUGLAS
Why not start 1985 on a new band?

We can now offer the following
packages for 24cms FMTV
1.

£105.00
£120.00

f110.00

All prices include delivery (UK only) and VAT at 15% Independent reviews
shown in (brackets)

(VIDIF Kit - TVMOD1 Kit - 1250DC50
(VIDIF Ass - TVMOD1 Ass - 1250DC50

f126.00

Boxed)
3.

'STATE OF THE

ART DESIGN'

Receive Package
Boxed)

DATONG
20 EXAMPLES OF

The following list shows most of our products. Please phone or write for
a free catalogue and free data on product(si which interest you.
It takes only a phone call with your Access or Barclaycard number to
speed any product on its way to you. Normally we despatch the same
day. Or if you prefer you can obtain our "amateur" products from your
local dealer.

Receive Package

(VIDIF Kit - 12500050 Boxed)
(VIDIF Ass - 12500050 Boxed)
2.

547
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AUDIO FILTERS

utomatic Toodpecker Blanker as seen on 2 well-known TV science
programme (SWM Sept. 83. Ham Radio Feb. 84. World Radio TV
Handbook 84). £86.25
ANF Advanced stand-alone automatic whistle removal filter for SSB,
plus CW filter. (SWM July 83, Ham Radio Oct 83, R.S.EW July 83).

SR =

Transmit Package

Kit (UFM01 - 70LIN3/LT - 70FM10 £130.00

WDV400/1200 Boxed)
Ass (As above)

£67.85

f155.00

FL2 SSB/CW/RTTY Variable audio filter. (Rad Corn. Aug. 80) £89.70
FL3 SSB/CW/RTTY audio filter (as in FL2) plus automatic whistle

remover. £125.37

The above prices are inclusive of VAT but exclusive of £1.50 postage. Please

FL2/A Fully assembled PCB module with hardware and instructions to
convert FL2 to FL3. £39.67

allow maximum of 28 days for delivery for boxed items. No additional discount
available for the purchase of more than one package. Please contact our sales

RF SPEECH PROCESSORS
ASP The fully automatic definitive RF Speech Processor (73" July 81)

staff for further information.

£82.80

075 Manually controlled RF speech processor £56.35
075/K Uncaseo version of D75 £40.70

MORSE EQUIPMENT

*

The demand for boxes, connectors, etc., to make a
professional finish on our pre-amp/linear combinations has
encouraged our release of the following hardware packs: Typical Contents: Diecast Box, Heatsink, Switches, LEDs,
Cable, etc.
1. 2M LINEAR/PRE-AMP 25W (BNC
Connectors)
2N/I LINEAR/PRE-AMP 25W (S0239
Connectors)
2. 2M LINEAR/PRE-AMP 10\N (BNC
Connectors)
2M LINEAR/PRE-AMP 10VV (S0239
Connectors)
3. 144LIN2513 KIT (BNC Connectors)
144LIN25B KIT (S0239 Connectors)
4. 70LIN 10 KIT (BNC Connectors
70LIN 10 KIT (S0239 Connectors)

£14.95
£14.25

£13.95

070 The "go -anywhere" Morse Tutor. The PP3 battery supplied should
last you until the exam) £56.35
MK Deluxe Self contained keyboard morse sender with memories. (SWM

Aril 82, Amateur Radio Aoril 83) £137.42

RADIO DIRECTION FINDER

This system turns any NBFM rig into a radio direction fin. er w ich really
works. It is currently in use from HF to UHF by Government
Departments, professionals of all kinds, and amateur "Wally Hunters".
(Rad. Com. Jan. 84, Citizens Band Jan 83).
CIF +DFA2 Display unit with magmount antenna combiner. Just add four
quarter wave whips and your receiver (Antennas also available) £182.85

MINIATURE ACTIVE RECEIVING ANTENNAS

You don't need unsightly rambling antennas for HF reception. Be discrete
like the professionals and use a Datong active Antenna. Your neighbours
will definitely approve. And so will you when you hear the DXi
AD370 Complete active dipole receiving antenna. Covers 100kHz to 100
MHz.Weather-sealed for outdoor mounting. With mains power unit (Rad.
Corn. June 82). £69.00
AD270 Indoor version of AD370 £51.75

RF CONVERTERS AND AMPLIFIERS

f13.25
£13.75
£12.80
£13.75

f12.80

For further details of these Hardware packages please
contact our sales staff on the above telephone number.

Other companies also make converters and preamps. When you choose

check the "fine print" first. You can trust Datong to "do it right".
VLF Receiver 0 to 500kHz on your 28 to 28.5MHz receiver. £29.90
PC1 Get "no -compromise" reception from 50kHz to 30MHz on your
existing 2 -metre all -mode. (Rad. Corn. April 82) £137.42
DC144/28 Receive 2 -metres on your 28MHz receiver. Again it is the "fine
print" performance which makes this the best of its type. (SWM Aug. 82,
Rad. Corn. April 82)E39.67 Uncased version: £29.95
RFA 5 to 200MHz low noise preamplifier. Why be bound to one band per
preamp? (Ham Radio Nov. 83) £33.92

SELECTIVE CALLING EQUIPMENT

ixty four channel tone squelch system for fitting to any FM or AM
rig. Excellent performance on noisy channels. One needed per rig.

Prices are inclusive of VAT but exclusive of £1.50carriage.

£45.99

CODECALL 4096 channel Selcall for any FM, AM, or SSB rig. No
internal connections needed. One needed per rig. (R&EW June 82).

While every endeavour is being made to hold prices on our
products due to the fluctuating dollar/pound exchange rate we

£33.92

cannot guarantee to hold some component prices. In particular RF

Power components such as 'SD' part numbers will be affected.
Please check current prices with our sales staff before ordering
replacement parts.

PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

DATEST 2 Automatic in -circuit tester for transistors. FE Ts. SCRs and
triacs. Complete with test probes. £51.75
SS -32 Speech Scrambler Module for first level Security in mobile radio
systems POA
RFS-1 Wideband RF signal detector and locator. POA
0F2 Microprocessor controlled direction finding system POA
POA - PRICE ON APPLICATION

Further details on our product range will gladly be forwarded on
receipt of large size SAE. Technical help is available by 'phone
during normal office hours. Kits are usually available by return of
post but please allow 28 days for unforeseen delays. Please add
75 pence to your total order for postage and handling. Credit card
orders are gladly accepted, please give us a call.
ANYONE CAN SELL A KIT . . REPUTATION SELLS OURS
UNIT 13, YOUNGS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
ALDERMASTON, READING RG7 4PQ.
Tel: 07356 71444 Tx: 848702
.

DATONG ELECTRONICS LIMITED
ORDER FORM
Nanw
Address

Town

Me. Se SMil

tNe.0ro.ft

Te

Teta.

Mon Include rest,

CR E

SCIOTO- (Dept SW

I endow CHEQUE POST AL ORDER,
.or (
Mease detrt m. VISNACCESS w<okoll

CEP Stn

Aril No
orclerERent RE ERERER. 'R'E'.E.R.".'

Any delay will . not,. to pu menet.,
Rom Co.
racking and VAT (U.K.)
Spence MilH Mai Lane Bramley LeeasLS,3 3HE Engiana Tel (0532)552461
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5-7 AND NOW 12 ELEMENT ZL SPECIALS

TAR
TTKZJ

5 ELE

TA 1 AR

TAR AERIALS
AND COMMUNICATIONS
THE COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE
KING WILLIAM STREET, AMBLECOTE
STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS DY4 4CY

E9.50

7 ELE £12.50
12 ELE £25.00

THE

HB9CV
MUST BE
THE MOST
POPULAR

G5RV TYPE MULTIBAND DIPOLE

BEAM IN USE

P&P 5 & 7 ELE

TODAY

2

C250
12 ELE 13 50

M

GAMMA
TWIN

-Tr

OUR BEST SELLER

a

SIZE 1511

4010 MTRS

£12.95
O NLY

£10.95

'SLIM JIM'
AN INEXPENSIVE

£14.95

ANTENNA

BASE

- 01.80 P&P

EI 80 P&P

FOR ONLY

NOTE WE USE SLOTTED
SOFA PHASING LINES
AND SILVER PLATED

THE TAR

E2.50 P&P

BASED ON
THE FAMOUS

FULL SIZE
80-10 MTRS

IGP3

2 MTR
VERSION

PTTE TERMINALS

FOR 2 MTRS
CAN BE
USED
MOBILE
PORTABLE
OR AS A
BASE ANTENNA
THREE ANTENNAS 1
FOR THE PRICE

BUILT ES 95

£7.95
of 1.75

CO P&P

P&P

KIT E3 .IN - C2 P&P

70 CMS
VERSION

PROFESSIONAL GUY ROPE KITS

BUILT ORS - Cl 50 P&P
KIT E3 19 - CI 50 P&P

dIllbgaitututemenustmou

OF 1

£14.95
- C1 75 P&P

80-10 MTR TRAP DIPOLE KIT

CONTAINS ALL THATS REQUIRED FOR E24.95
THIS POPULAR MULTIBAND ANTENNA
Cl 75 P&P

L
I

DBE Products ITS

too mimeos to list
Seed ELM raft...MI. against
say aeronaut tor ow Catalina@
liming our mann saga.

IseIsdisg
AU. PARTS AN COMPONENTS FOR INC 0

T

ANTENNA CONSTRUCTOR

CONTENTS 1.3 WAY GUY RING

STANDARD
HEAVY DUTY
E9 9S - C2.50 P&P

ALWAYS IN

COMPRENENSIVE SANDE Of OUR MASTS.SRACKETS

LAMING EQUIPMENT

6 THIMBLES
12 WIRE ROPE GRIPS
3 TURN BUCKLES
30 MTRS WIRE ROPE

ES 95 - a P&P

LARGE SFUCTION

ADDITION TO OUR MANG UST FOR
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

OUR FACTORY AND SHOWROOM

SPECIAL OFFER

Eg .

ANA OPEN E SATS Pe Ma MOOR
CAM MANSKE 1111. MIME 0 MVO NM

A FOUR SECTION 20..1e. DIA

ALUMINIUM MAST ONLY En IS - C2 50 CARR

BOLTS

DIRECT TO A MAST
WITH ITS OWN CLAMP
FOR IMMEDIATE USE

ONLY £7.95

£2 PAP

ALSO

OUR TAR 40. MAST
COMPRISING 8.52" DIA. ALUMINIUM SECTIONS
I BASE PLATE
2 PROFESSIONAL GUY ROPE KITS

MASTS AND AERIAL
BRACKETS YOU NAME IT
WE EITHER MAKE IT OR
STOCK IT OUR CATALOGUE
LISTS THEM ALL

SOWN FOLIVINE111 IIR. RAM TINA ETC

Microwave

A

A

=WM Ift STOURRIUDGE
3909.4

f/vfl\._Motlules

Jp.b.7.7

1113041

4,11,Stockist

ALL FOR E55.00 CS CARR

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS

Bredin7fit
electronics

MAIL ORDER
AND RETAIL

BAR(IA CARD

HIGH ST., HANDCROSS, W. SX.
0444 400786
RH176BW

MON-FRI. 9-12.30/1.30-5.00
SAT. 10.00-4.00 p.m.

THE COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE OF THE SOUTH2N1 FM TRANSCEIVERS

HF TRANSCEIVERS
TRIO

1250.00
1475.00
1239.00
898.00

TS93CIS

YAESU FT980
ICOM
ICOM

IC751

IC745
TS 430S
TS8.33S
TRIO
YAESU FT757GX
TRIO
TS 530S
TRIO
TS130S
YAESU FT77

TM201A 25W Mobile
IC27E 25W Mobile
YAESU FT230R 25W Mobile
TRIO
TR2500 Handheld
TRIO
TH21ET Micro Handheld
YAESU FT208R Handheld

73a00
79a00
759.00
698.00
598.00
479.00

ICOM
ICOM

429.00

IC -AT 500 Auto
IC -AT 100 Auto

29900

II

150.00 12.001

loaca 11.501
103.85 11.501
73.95 11.501
48.25 11.001

YAESU FRT7700 Short Wave Listening .
TAU
SPC 3000

349.00 I -

HF RECEIVERS

ICOM
ICOM
TRIO
TRIO
TRIO

699.00 1 599.00 I 456.00 I 122.00 1 285.00 I 525.00 I 95.00 I -

R71

R70
R2000
VC 10 VHF Converter for R2000
RECO

YAESU FRG8800 New receiver
YAESU FRV8800 VHF Converter
VHF RECEIVERS
JIL
AOR
FDK
FDK

SX2OZN

AR2001 25-500MHz

ATC720 Handheld Airband .
FIX40 Handheld 141-179 MHz

BLACKSTAR Meteor Frequency Counter

I

277.00 1 245.00 I 186.00 I -

AT250 Auto
YAESU FC 757 Auto
YAESU FC102 High Power
AT230
TRIO
AT130
TRIO
YAESU FC700
WELZ AC38

.

299.00 1 365.00 1 179.00 I 14203 1 141.00

IC 2E Handheld
ICO2E Handheld

Icfypi

SPEAKERS

-I
1-I
-

TRIO
TRIO
TRIO

-I

I

TRIO
YAESU
TRIO
ICOM
ICOM
TRIO
YAESU

TS7£00 2151 and 70cm base

FT72EFI 2151 fitted I70cm optional)
TS711E 2151 base
IC271E 25W base

IC290D 25W Mobile
TR9130 25W Mobile
FT290R Portable

934.00
839.00
792.00
699.00
469.00
479.00
309.00

-I

-

TW4000A Mobile 2M/70cm.. .
TM401A 12W Mobile
TR3500 Handheld
TH41ET Micro Handheld
IC4E Handheld

.

.

TS811E 70cm base

510.00
324.00
277.00
199.00
259.00

memo

BNOS

FP757HD
FP700
PS430S
PS20
PS15
PS20
4 amp
34.00
6 amp
5100
6 amp
52.90
12 amp 95.45

SP120 ITS130, 1201

HC 10 Digital
.

-

75.00 (2.001
59.00 12.00)
34.50 12.00)

.

ANTENNA BITS
HI -Q Balun 1:1 5kw p.e.p

11.95 (0.751

-1

7.1 MHz Ral-Traps- Epoxy
pair
Self -Amalgamating Tape 10m x 25mm

1-1
-

Polyprop Strain Insulators
Small ceramic Egg Insulators
Large ceramic Egg Insulators
75 ohm Twin Feeder -Light duty. per metre
300 ohm Twin Feeder
per metre
UR67 Low Loss Coax - 50ohm . per metre
UR76 50 ohm Coax-Dia 5mm . per metre
UR7070ohm Coax
per metre

3.95 10.751
1.50 10.301
0.50 10.10)
0.50 10.101
0.75 10.101
0.16 10.04)
0.14 10.04)
0.65 10.201
0.25 10.051
0.30 10.051

4mm Polyester Guy Rope, strength 4010Kg
per metre
50 Mtrs 16 swg Hard drawn Copper Wire

0.16 10.041
6.90 11.001

I

-I

.

-

T -piece Polyprop. Dipole centre

I

-

POWER SUPPLIES

YAESU
YAESU
TRIO
TRIO
ICOM
ICOM
DRAE

SP430 ITS43101

Gold Globe Clock -LCD readout
YAESU QTR 24D - Analogue quartz .

70cm TRANSCEIVERS
TRIO
TRIO
TRIO
TRIO
ICOM
TRIO

45.46 11.501
32.40 11.501
29.27 11.501
57.90 11.501
15.67 10.751
14.95 10.751

WORLD CLOCKS
TRIO
ICOM

I

(cop)

SP230 1TS830, 530)

YAESU SP102 IFT1021
TRIO
SP40Mobile speaker
YAESU SP55Mobile speaker

2114 MULTIMODE TRANSCEIVERS

ANTENNA TUNER UNITS
ICOM
ICOM
TRIO

295.00
359.00
269.00
257.00
179.00
209.00
199.00
259.00

TRIO
ICOM

.

I -I..12 amp

179.00
145.00
136.00
59.95
135.00
189.00
79.50

(1.501
(2.501
12.501
12.001
12.501

12.50)

1-I

I -1..24 amp 110.00 I I - 1 24 amp 138.00
I -1..40 amp 276.00 I -

NEW AKD WAVEMETER (VHF) £24.95

8.95 11.5101

WELZ SWR-POWER METER

SP15M SWR-Power HF/2M 200W
SP45M SWR-Power 2M/70cm 100W .
SP350M SWR-Power HF/2M/70bm 200W .
.

45.00 11.001
65.00 11.1:01
75.50 11.001

COAXIAL SWITCHES

SA450 2 Way Diecast S0239 I500\4Hz)
SA450 2Way Diecast N plug(500\AHz1 .

CH20A 2 Way Welz 50239 (900MHz).
CH2CN 2 Way Welz N plugs I9CCN1Hz) .

.
.

GW Brass Morse Key

GOODS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 24 HRS. - PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS - E&OE

12.95 10.751
16.95 10.75)
21.95 11.001

38.75
34.50

11.001
12.001
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EDITORIAL
10, 18 and 24 MHz
These three bands, won after a great deal of very hard work by the RSGB, ARRL, the Russian Central Radio
Club and many others, back in 1979 at WARC, seem not to be getting the use that they justify. At the time
they were opened it was agreed that they would be CW-only allocations, and in the U.K. at least there are
power restrictions too, and aerial limitations.
All this doesn't alter the fact that for some reason, both 18 and 24 MHz are grossly under -used, the latter
disastrously so. However, by general agreement they are not used by the contesters, and so they are ideal
bands for rag -chewing and casual contacts on the key.
To try and improve the situation, we propose that the first weekend of each month for the rest of the year
should be designated a 'New Bands Activity Period' and that those stations worldwide which are equipped for
these allocations come on the air, work a few people, and then report their results. Not in any way a contest

activity, just a 'gathering of the clans' - with particular stress on 18 and 24 MHz. Please pass the word
around.

Having just referred to the RSGB above, reminds me that I am sometimes asked what our attitude is with
respect to the Society. Notwithstanding my own continuous membership for the last 33 years, it should be
quite clear by now that Short Wave Magazine appreciates the importance of the Society to amateur radio,
especially in these days of pressure groups (after all, it is our pressure group), and in particular recognises and
applauds its many achievements over the years.
That is not to say, of course, that the RSGB has not made mistakes in its time (what individual or organisation
hasn't?), and on such occasions - if our own independence means anything - we have felt bound to make
what we consider to be appropriate comment. And naturally, this is a reciprocal situation.
Ideally, everyone active in amateur radio in the U.K. should be a member of the Society, prepared to make his
or her criticisms known from within the system, and to vote at elections at each level.
In other words we are very much 'for' the RSGB - in principle, always, if not quite always in practice! After
all, no one (not even S. W.M.) is always right all the time.

We rather appreciated, in an odd sort of way, the mistake the Society made in one of its recent News
Bulletins, when it reported that 1985 was our 50th anniversary; actually, Short Wave Magazine is not 50 years
old until 1987!

WORLD- WIDE COMMUNICATION

February, 1985
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VHF

the four band one are the 78 administrative
ones in G, GD, GI, GJ, GM, GU and GW,

January copy was on its way to the printer,

plus the 26 in the Irish Republic. The

mental period of one year, they may apply
for a waiver to vary their licence to allow
them to transmit CW. This is the outcome
of negotiations between the RSGB and the

countries are the DXCC ones plus
Shetland, GM, and Sicily, IT9.

Maidenhead Locators

To recap, from April 1, for an experi-

D. T.I. and was officially sanctioned on

BANDS

work the European Locator system has

This seems a logical step to help those

been replaced by the unique Maidenhead

NORMAN FITCH, G3FPK

system. This was fully explained in the

learning morse code from slow morse
transmissions. Now they will be able to

January, 1984 issue of the Magazine, while

send as well, so that their tutors can assess

the July, 1984 isue carried an article
explaining how to convert the old
European primary squares, such as ZL,
into the Maidenhead version, such as

their progress under normal operating

The 1984 Tables
THE general impression was that 1984
was not such a good year as was 1983
and this seems to be borne out by the final

As most readers will kmow, for contest

1091. For convenience, it makes sense to
use the new locator codes in reports, as

many readers have already. The new

placing tables. There were fewer memor-

system makes no difference to our Squares

able tropo. auroral and sporadic E

Table or to the QTHCC, since both are

openings so it was easier for readers to miss

based on the 2° by 1° squares.

out on some of those that did occur. Last

December 7.

conditions. Provided sensible safeguards

are included, this development

is

welcomed by your scribe. However, it
seems the idea does not have universal

approval, some dedicated CW users
fearing the bands will be cluttered up with
local CW QSOs at five words per minute
when they are trying to work some choice
DX. Therefore, it would seem appropriate
to limit this facility to certain parts of the

year, fifty readers entered the Annual

Awards News

2m. band in particular, say 144.440 to

VHF/UHF Table, comprising 27 Class A

Another VHF Century Club Certificate
has been issued for 144 MHz. It is no. 372

This would be in line with current band

licensees and 23 Class B.

Congratulations to Kelvin Weaver,

awarded to Graham Gould, G6UMP,

GW4TTU, the outright winner with 244

from Kenilworth, Warks. First licensed in
January, 1983, his 2m. station comprises a

points. Keith Hewitt, G6DER, came
second and was the only other participant
to pass the double century with 208 pts. In

third spot was Gordon Emmerson,
G8PNN, with 194 pts.

Fourteen readers used 4m. and Bill
Hodgson, G3BW, headed the list with 52
pts. Next was Arthur Breese, GD2HDZ,

with 48. In joint third place were Jerry
Russell, G4SEU, and Tim Raven, G4ARI,

with 46 pts. Only G3BW and G4SEU
worked six countries. GW4TTU led the

Yaesu FT -480R with 50w to a 10-ele. Yagi

licence should be sent to the RSGB at
Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters
Bar, Herts. EN6 3JW. Envelopes should
be marked, "Class B Variation" and two
17p stamps must be sent to cover the cost.
Again it appears sensible that this minor
administrative exercise be handled by our
national society at negligible cost to
anyone. It also suggest that H.M.G.
recognises that radio amateurs and their
national society can be trusted to carry out
a degree of self regulation.

a Yaesu FT -790R running one watt.
Graham hopes to be using 0-10 soon and is

also building some gear for 3cm.

Telephone Interference
Following publication of last month's
"Funny Noises" notes, several 2m.

of 129. Runer-up was Mick Ailmark,
G1EZF, with 109 pts. with Mick Cuckoo,

Icom IC -202 to track down the source

G6ECM, third with 107. The only other

which was a house on a hill three-quarters

reader to reach the magic 100 in 1984 was
G6DER.
It was a closer contest on 70cm. where
Chris Easton, G8TFI, won with 81 pts. He

of a mile from his QTH in Whetstone,
North London. Again it was a handset
Type 8520, Gen. 84/1S causing these

managed 18 countries. GW4TTU was

Characteristically, they radiate signals on

second with 78 and G6DER third with 75

four frequencies randomly spaced over

pts. 12 of the 35 entrants worked ten or

about 100 kHz and wander up -or down the

more countries. On 23cm. G8PNN

band in the course of a day.
A BT source suggested there are about

amassed 51 pts. for first place, while
G8TFI was next with 44. GW4TTU was

plan and is not in a part of the band that is
heavily used.
Requests for a variation of the Class B

antenna. He also operates on 70cm. using

operators have identified QRM from these
BT Ambassador telephone handsets. Jim
Rabbitts, G8LFB, is suffering from a very
strong signal, or rather signals. He used his

field on 2m. with a new record points total

144.495 MHz, using SSB mode for voice.

spurious emissions in the 2m. band.

7,000 of these instruments in use, but it

"VHF Bands" deadlines for the next three

months:March issue - January 30
April issue - March 6
May issue - April 3
Please be sure to note these dates

third with 37 pts., shared with Adrian

should not be assumed that all are acting as

Beacon Notes

Chamberlain, G4ROA.
The Annual CW Ladder was a new table
in 1984 and again, GW4TTU was a clear
winner with 629 different stations worked
using 2m., 70cm. and 23cm. Kelvin had 32
QSOs on the microwave band and was the
only one of the 23 participants to use it.

radio transmitters. Hopefully the wizards
of Martlesham will come up with a cure.
Meantime, any lawyers among our readership might like to comment on the legal

The 2m. beacon GB3VHF at Wrotham,
Kent, has been re -programmed to give its

obviously behaving as illegal radio trans-

cycle taking 125 seconds. the Cornish 2m.
beacon GB3CTC also gives its new

Ray Baker, G4SFY, only used 2m. in
which he made 553 pts. to earn second
place. Appropriately, Tim Raven,
G4ARI, who proposed this table, was
third with 416 pts. from 4m. and 2m.

away. If they are rented from BT, who is
committing any offence? BT or the unsus-

locator, 10700J. The 2m. Angus beacon,

pecting user? The RSGB is vigorously

7, though. Serge Canivenc, F8SH, the
I.A.R. U. Region 1 Es Coordinator, has
confirmed the QTH of the OX3VHF

QSOs. He worked 87 different stations on
4m.
The 1985 annual tables will follow the
same rules as for last year. The counties in

implications. These handsets are

mitters if they can be detected several miles

pursuing this matter with the D. T.I.

CW for All
News about the proposal to permit
interested Class B licensees to use CW did
not reach your scribe's desk until after his

Maidenhead locator J001DH. The
sequence is now; call twice, locator, call
twice, locator, RTTY information, this

GB3ANG was still sending YQ35c on Jan.

beacons in eastern Greenland as
Denmarkshavn (IQ06PS). He advises via
OZ8SL that the equipment was sponsored
and built by a group of Danish amateurs.
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Contest News

ANNUAL VHF/UHF TABLE

The first VHF event of 1985 is the 70
MHz Cumulatives on Jan. 27, Feb. 10 and
24, and Mar. 10 and 24 from 1000 to 1200.

These are "no separate sections" affairs
for single operators with normal radial
ring scoring. The 144 MHz CW contest is

on Feb. 3, 0900-1500, and is also a "no
separate sections" event. The 432 MHz
Fixed contest is on Feb. 17, 0900-1500, and

is Single -op. and Multi -op. All require
exchange of RS(T), serial number and
Maidenhead locator. Additionally, the

Cumulatives require the QTH to

551

be

exchanged, e.g. 3km. north of York. The
weekend Mar. 2/3 sees the 144/432 MHz
event; details next month.

VHF Convention
Geoff Stone, G3FZL, has provided
details of this years RSGB National VHF
Convention to be held on March 23 at the
Sandown Park Racecourse, Esher in
Surrey. Admission is 1.00 as last year with

concessions for young people. As usual,

there will be a big trade show with a
number of specialist groups, such as
AMSAT-UK, taking part. It is hoped to
have an equipment testing facility again.
At 1345, there will be an address by RSGB

President Mrs. Joan Heathershaw,
G4CHH, followed by the presentation of
awards and trophies.
From 1415, there will be three streams of

three, one hour lectures. Stream A starts

with Dr. Ian White, G3SEK, giving a

completely new talk on VHF/UHF
receiver front end design. Next comes

Geoff Brown, GJ4ICD, on the
construction of high power VHF/UHF

Final Placings at December 31, 1984

FOUR METRES
TWO METRES 70 CENTIMETRES 23 CENTIMETRES TOTAL
Counties Countries Counties Countries Counties Countries Counties Countries Points

Station

GW4TTU
G6DER
G8PNN
G4TIF

-

-

46

6

31

3

GIEZF
G3BW
G4ROA
GD2HDZ
G6XVV
G4SEU
G6XLL
G6MGL
G4ZTR
G4MUT
G4ARI
G4VXE
G8ULU
G4HGT
G8FMK
G8TFI
GW8UCQ
G6ZPN
G4XKR
GW3CBY
G6ECM
G6YIN
G6AJE
G4NRG
G3FPK
G4SFY
G6HFF
GM8YPI
G8RWG
G4LZD
G8XTJ
G8HHI
G8VFV
G6NVQ
G4WHZ
G4YIR
G2DHV
GU4HUY
GM4CXP
GW4HBK
G6XSU
G4CMZ
G4EZA
G3PBV
G6CSY
GW3MHW

--

43

40
17
37

--

5

6

1

42

4
4

--

--

14

6

-

22

-

2

3

4

-

92
75
65
69
83
63

37

62

25
14

61

16
14

51

13

20
26

56

13

52

11

23

35

9

61

12

58
79
59

11
8

14

75

19

59
54
52
72
67

20

54
37
54
26
52
46

16

38

17

29

10
7

9
15

20
16
18

58

57
36

10

5

60
72

17
15

I

29

4

-

-

38

16

4

32
43

13

48

8

63

18

40

8

9

-

9

56
79

16

21

28

71

17

13

10

9

7
5
3

64

16

14

7

23
75

21

20

--

24
24

71

60
40
59
60
60

8

21

16

21

20

-

15

14

5

9

33

52

16
7

-

12
12

51

1

13

-

44

61

41
2

9
9

-

29
38

60

10

11

34
49

7
8
13

31

6

3

1

1

31

9

8

-

6

3

6
7

41

5

2

7

29
25
38

-

17

16
32
8

-

1

9
22

-

8

30
32

--

8

9

4

5

-

9

3

-

-

18

4
1

2
2

--

8

1

-30
4

8
8
13

244
208
194
192

2
5
5

3

-1

6
6

7
5

12

4

1

-4

-

191

182
175
160
160
155
155
153
146
146
138
137
136
135
132
125
125
125
115

110
107
104
101

99
99
95
94
86
79
75
74
72
68
67
63
63
57
57
54
51

6

2

49
44
40
36
27
18

Three bands only count for points. Non -scoring figures in italics.

amplifiers, while the final session is a VHF

Committee forum. Stream B starts with

Chris Young, G4CCC, on getting a
repeater going, followed by Graham
Shirville, G3VZV, on ATV repeaters and

the future, and ending with Ian Wade,

G3NRW, on data and packet radio
systems. Stream C is devoted to
microwave topics starting with Mike

Walters, G3JVL, on microwave
measurements, followed by Dr. Ian
Morison, G1GZC, on microwaves in radio

astronomy, and ending with Dr. Steve
Grenhaugh on satellite TV. More details
next month.

Repeaters
The North Kent relay GB4NK on UHF
channel RB4 was restored to service on
Christmas Eve, following the fitting of a
new bandpass filter in place of the original

one which had "disintegrated." A 23cm.
repeater Tx is now operating on 1,297.225

MHz, callsign GB3RU and sited to the
west of Reading, Berks. It is on beacon
mode only at present but the Berkshire
Downs Repeater Group hopes to have it in
repeater mode by the late Spring. Details
from Chris Young, G4CCC. (QTHR)

DX-Pedition

University of Surrey before this

John Lemay, G4ZTR, is contemplating

some 4m. operation this summer from
Wales. He asks readers to suggest rare
counties they would like to work and
would also appreciate suggestions for
suitable sites in northwest Wales. John's
address is 280 Broomfield Road,
Chelmsford, CM1 4DY; the 1984 Call
Book address is not correct.

The Satellite Scene
The latest information from AMSAT-UK
concerning the Soviet amateur satellites is

that RS5 and RS8 are on every day. As
always, Mondays are QRP days and the
Wednesdays are reserved for special
experiments only. Generally, RS7 is robot

only operation though sometimes

its

transponder may be working.
UOSAT-2, or U0-11 is now once again
in a gravity gradient stabilised conditon.

Its on -board computer - OBC in the
jargon - initiated the necessary complex
manoeuvres over the Dec. 8/9 weekend.
Test images have been received from the
CCD camera but further work is required

on the ground station facilities at the

experiment can be fully evaluated, to
quote from UOSAT Bulletin no. 105.
During the December Geminids meteor
shower, a number of events were recorded
in the Space Dust Experiment and this data
is being analysed.

AMSAT-UK's Annual General
Meeting is scheduled for Saturday, April
20 at London House, as in previous years;
more details nearer the time. The supply of
John Branegan computer software from
AMSAT-UK has been discontinued. The

last issue of Orbit Magazine - No. 19 has been published. A less costly replacement was promised, the first issue being on
Jan. 15. There are no reports about
activity through Oscar -10 this month, but

Dave Robinson, G4FRE, (Suffolk) did
ask, "Have you noticed the incredible
correlation between an E -M -E weekend

and ones inability to get into 0-10?" In
Oscar News No. 50, mention is made of
YU 1 AW who, on Oct. 14, said he was
using lOw to a 12 metre dish giving about

16Kw e.i.r.p. No wonder the AGC on
0-10's Rx hit the 20 dB level when he came
on.
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4m. On Oct. 13/14, he operated

Six Metres
Very little news on 6m. activity. Martin

GB2DOG, a special event station

Blythe, G4HFO, reckons he is the only
Cornish station on the band. He uses a

connected with fund raising for Guide
Dogs for the Blind. 19 stations were
worked. He runs 80w to a rotary dipole
420ft. a.s.l. and has late -evening, threeway QSOs with G4LDZ (Norwich) and
G3CUN (Birmingham). Cross -mode
contacts are frequent and he gets better
copy from vertically polarised stations

muTek 2m/6m. transverter which he
thoroughly recommends. His antenna is a

5-ele. Tonna Yagi at 25ft but he suffers
strong QRM from a faulty 11kV electricity

pole 100 metres to the east. Martin finds
that 6m. signals get over the local hills far
better than do 2m. and 70cm. ones. His
best QSO has been an SSB MS one with
GM3WOJ (XR40a) completed in under

ten minutes. The Gibraltar beacon

when the dipole is 30° off the true azimuth.

John wonders who will be the first GO
station on the band.

ZB2VHF often comes out of the noise in

Two Metres

an MS burst and is easier to hear than

Many readers took advantage of the
excellent tropo. conditions around Dec.

GB3NHQ.

Derrick Dance GM4CXP, (Borders)

10-12. David Whitaker (N. Yorks.) lists D,

has not worked anyone yet, his transverter
having been sent back for attention before
Christmas. He has received some response

F, GD, GJ, GU, LX, ON, OZ and Y
stations in some 26 widely assorted
squares. In this period, G4ARI added

to his sked requests. F8SC wrote that

many D, F, ON and PA stations on the key

SM6PU copied OX3VHF between 1655

plus EA1KC, LX1JP and DL/JA3BAG.

and 1909 last Nov. 20, presumably via

Tim found 64 new CW stations in the
month. Paul Whatton, G4DCV, (Kent)
worked OKIKFQ/P (HK) and Y42RK

Auroral Es scatter.

Four Metres

(FK) on CW and SSB respectively on Dec.

G4ARI, (Leics.) worked 14 new CW
operators in December to bring his 1984

7. On the 10th, EA1XH and EA1CYE
both in YD were new on SSB. The 12th
brought D, Y and OZ QS05 in FM, GL,
GM and GQ. Paul now has two 14-ele.

TWO METRES ANNUAL TABLE
Final Placings at December 31, 1984
Station
Counties Countries Total
GW4TTU
92
37
129
GIEZF
83
26
109
79
G6ECM
28
107
75
G6DER
25
100
G3FPK
75
24
99
G4SFY
G6XLL
G6XVV
G4ARI
G4TIF
G6YIN

G6ZPN
G3BW
G4VXE
G6AJE
G8RWG
G6MGL

G8PNN
GW8UCQ
G8ULU
G4LZD
G4SEU
G8XTJ
G4ROA
GW3CBY
G4ZTR
G4XKR
G4MUT
G8VFV

G6HFF
G4HGT
GD2HDZ
G6NVQ
G4YIR
GU4HUY
GM8YPI
G4WHZ
G4NRG

71

24

75

19
14

79
72

69
71

72
63

67
64
59
59
65
60
58
60
59
60
61

56
54

20
20
17
15

23
16
16

20
20
14
17

18
15
15

14
12
16
16

61

9

52
52
60
57
58
60

17
16
8
10

51

49
40

9
7
12
8

95
94
93
92
89
88
87
86
83
80
79
79
79
77
76
75
74
74
73
72
70
70
69
68
68
67
67
67
63
57
56
53
44

23

16
12
21

31

13

44

34
36

7

41
41

Down in Somerset on the 10th, Ken

GM4CXP
G2DHV
G8FMK
G4EZA
G8HHI

31
5

9
9

8

5

watt to a 3-ele. antenna in the loft, did

Osborne, G4IGO, heard D, F, ON and PA
stations into the D row of squares. On the

G6CSY
GW4HBK
G4CMZ

6

3

1

1

quite well. Ron Wilson, G4NZU, (Notts.)
transverts from 2m. with a Trio TR-9130,
also with a loft antenna, his being a 2-ele.
Quad.

OZ1WT (EQ21) and OZ1BUR (EQ54).
Ray Baker, G4SFY, (Norfolk) worked
many D and PA stations in the D row of

time country. Others worked were F, D

total to 87. Key Archer, G4CMZ, (Derby)
added Cheshire and Lancs. to make it 38
counties for 1984. John Wilkinson,
G4HGT, (Leeds) reckons he missed a lot
on the band but, considering he used one

M.E.T. Yagis.

12th he worked SM6MNS (GR11),

41

5

40
14
13

9
2

and PA in BJ, DK, DL, CL, and CN. Mick

Jerry Russell, G4SEU, (Warks.) lists
G4CAX (Cheshire), G3BW (Cumbria),

squares over Dec. 7-9. On the 10th, he got

Cuckoo, G6ECM, (Kent) worked

into AG, BI, DI, DJ, EK and ZI squares

Y31SM/A (GL53g) and Y42RK (FK25j)

on the 7th. On the 10th, HB9BSL and

Mchstr.) and GW3MHW (Dyfed) all
worked, with G3ZNU (Suffolk) heard.
Ian Parker, G4YUZ, (Herts.) reports a

but, although beacon HB9HB was S5
most of the day, no Swiss stations were
heard. Ds and Fs were heard working over

OE9HHI (EH) were contacted. Byron
Fletcher, G6HCV, (Staffs.) added Fs in
BF and BG for two new squares on the

GW4ALG (Gwent), G3TSJ (Gtr.

successful SSB MS sked with GM3WCS
(1086) on Dec. 16 and a 4m/2m. cross band CW MS sked with F9HS (JN13) on
the 14th in the Geminids. Ian got a 37
report and it was completed in 45 mins. He

runs 40w from a home made 2N6084
amplifier with an M.E.T. 5-ele. Yagi at
50ft.

John Jennings, G4VOZ, (Ullesthorpe,
Leics.) wonders why so few amateurs use
FOUR METRES ANNUAL TABLE
Final Placings at December 31, 1984
Station
Counties Countries Total
G3BW
GD2HDZ
G4SEU
G4ARI
G4CMZ
G4MUT
G4TIF
GW4HBK
G4NRG
GW3MHW
G4ZTR
G4HGT
G2DHV
GW3CBY
GM4CXP

46

6

52

43
40
42
38
37

5

6
4
4
4

48
46
46
42

31

3

29
22

4

4

34
33
26

16

2

18

17

1

18

14

2
2

16
12

3

9
2

10
6
1

1

41

to El, but no Irish stations were heard in

North Walsham. More Fs and Ds in
similar squares were worked on the 11th
but by the 12th, the lift brought in Y23OM

(GL), OZ1HOS (EQ), SM6CEN (FR),
DH6LAB (EN) and OZ1FOW (GO).
Ron Bentham, G4SHC, (Gtr. Mchstr.)
suffers from TVI so went out portable in
the period 10-12 Dec. to YN39d taking a
Yaesu FT -726, 100w amplifier and 9-ele.
Yagi. Over 150 QSOs were made in six
hours. Best DX included DL9NBE (FJ),
DL5NAG (FK), DD1YX (GI), Y23OM
(GL), DF9OX (FM) and Y23BD (GM).

LX1JX was an "end -stop" signal and
worked many Gs, but no HB, OE or OK
stations were heard. The most memorable
QSO was with DG4NAE at 0110 on the
12th from EJO6a who was S9 -plus 40 dB

off the back of his beam. They both

'MKV in DH, IW 1 DHH (FH) and

10th and now has 92 confirmed out of 109
worked.

Richard Mason, G6HKS, (Cambs.)
managed Y31SM/A, DL4YBM (EM),
GM8BDX (YP) and GI4GVS (XO) on the
8th. Over the period 23 -28th, GI, GM and

GW stations were worked. The best of
Laurie Segal's, G6XLL, (London)
December Top Ten was EA

(YD) on

the 1 I th. OZIEKI (EP) on the 12th was
new as was F6CKM (BG) on the 10th,
DJ7UD (El) on the 11th and DF9OX (FM)
on the 12th. Pete Hizzey, G6YLO, (Kent)
spent a little time on the band on Dec. 10 to
pick up Fs in BF, BG, BI and CG.

John Fitzgerald, G8XTJ, (Bucks.)
made 101 QSOs in the Dec. 2 Fixed

back home to find antenna/mast

contest, best DX being GM4YXI. In the
Dec. 10-12 lift operating time was at a
premium and his best DX was DB2ZY
(EK). LX1SR and G4FDX/LX were also
worked. Arthur Breese, GD2HDZ, is one

engineering in progress just as the lift

of several readers who reckoned that 1984

started, so hastily re -erected a 6-ek. Quad
at 20ft. G4FDX/LX (CJ) was a new all -

was a poor year overall. He thinks his

reduced power to 50-100 milliwatts and
exchanged S7 reports.

Mike Johnson, G6AJE, (Leics.) came

points total might be his lowest ever. In the

Volume 42

lift he added DK8KL on the 10th for his
ninth 1984 country.
GM4CXP admits to having had only
about 200 stations worked in 1984, even

shower. Tim Kirby, G4VXE, (Gloucs.)
heard some good reflections in the

so, it did bring LX and GU for two all-time

was heard from YU at 2100. Graham
Daubney, G8MBI, (Herts.) thought the

new countries, now at 33. Derrick has

Quadrantids quite good. On random SSB,
he worked OK2BFH and SM5MIX.

F6CYB (BH) for square no. 41 on Dec. 10,

found the Quantrids quite amazing. He

McCreadie, GM8YPI, says his best DX on
the 11th was F6GCT (BI).

From Wales, Jonathan Eastment,
GW4LXO, (Cardiff) worked OZ1IWT
(EQ) on Dec. 12 and is up to 213 squares on

this band. GW4TTU took his gear to
GW6OSM's site for the Fixed contest and
made 381 QSOs. Kelvin went out -/P for
the CW contest last November and made

93 QS05 in very bad conditions. Reg

random skeds for distances below 1,500
kms.

Geminids from I6CXD and Y22ME, with
F1JG as good as ever. However, nothing

already worked 10 counties in 1985, the
more distant ones being weak, on CW.
Alex Scott, GM8BDX, (Borders) netted

while another Borders operator Alex
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Eric Gedvilas, G8XVJ, (Cheshire)
heard little till 0800 on Jan. 3, then DLOPR

(EN) came up in bursts. At 0835 he had a
back scatter QSO with G4KTP with 48 and
39 reports, each beaming at about 25°. A
"CQ" at 0910 was answered by SM5MIX
the QSO completed in 20 mins. Later, at

Seventy Centimetres
David Whitaker made good use of the
Dec. 11/12 tropo. lift and listed about fifty

stations heard in 24 squares. The most
southerly were F1DUZ and F1FHI in ZH
and the most easterly DL7QY in FJ. Denis
Jones, G3UVR, (Merseyside) lists QS05
with F1HGU (AI) and F6DWG (BJ) on
Dec. 10 and DL7QY the next day, all on

SSB. He now has 92 squares worked.
G4DCV did well on the 10th and 11th
adding another 13 squares. Paul was

beaming due south - no reflections when
beaming at 130°. Again, beaming at 180°

F1HON's (DI) first G station. Other fine
QSOs were with DL7QY, F1GXX (ZF),
F1EFW (CG), HB9MIN/P (DH), DF9ZT
(EK) and DL9AAK (FL). He specially

IONLK (GB) was worked in 33 mins. Other
signals which came in well from the south

specifically to give him LX on 70cms.

1733,

I I ROI was worked with Eric

thanks G4FDX/LX who came on

Woolley, GW8VHI, (W. Glam.) was at
GW6KQC (XL40c) for the Fixed event
and 235 contacts resulted. Best DX was

were DH2NHF, OE6WIG and Y22RQ.

G4FRE mentions beacon Y41N

At 1016, LA1K was loudest at 108°. Other

(J060JW) which he found on 432.033

readers have remarked, over the air, on

MHz on Dec. 11. Also heard was DL7QY,

only CM square. He noted few stations in
YN, ZM and ZN squares, but lots in AL,
AM, ZL, etc.
Other tropo. reports were received from

way -off azimuths in this year's

. . fighting off a pile of G 1 s . . ."
G4HGT runs lOw to a 15-ele. Yagi. John

the following readers:- Ron Wilson,
G4NZU; Martyn Jones, G4TIF; Tim
Kirby, G4VXE; Sue Frost, G4WGY; June

Charles, G4YIR; Glenn Bates, G6HFF;
Colin Morris, G6ZPN and Neil Clarke,
G8VFV.

And now to the MS scene starting with
David Whitaker who heard good bursts on
Dec. 13 in the Geminids from F1JG (CD);
OK3KCM (JI); OE5OMM (HI); YU2RSD
(GF) and IV3GBO (GG). This was the first

shower David had experienced. John
Hunter, G3IMV, (Bucks.) thought the
Geminids good on the east -west path and

to the southeast, but not all that good in
other directions. SM2JCP (KZ) was a new

square and the Swede was only running
about 60w. In the Quadrantids shower,
which was exceptionally good this year, he
at last completed with IN3TWX (FG) after

many previous unsuccessful attempts.
However, the true QTE of 130° was used
for reception, but 160° for transmit
periods as the Italian had got good bursts

from John in earlier skeds when both
stations beamed towards BD square.
OH7MA (OW) and UR2RPZ (NS) were
also new squares for John.

Quadrantids.

GW4TTU had skeds with YUlONB
and YU7ECD in the Geminids, but only
weak pings were received. On Dec. 13, a
sked with Y22ME on SSB went through in
14 mins. on SSB and OK3KCM (JI) was
worked on SSB in one burst. On the 14th, a

CW sked with SM2JCP (KZ) took 65
mins. to complete. OZ1CFO
worked on SSB in one burst. None of

cooperative Class A licensee, preferably

GU3EJL on Alderney, which was new,

G4TIF (Warks.) added G6WZA
GI6ATZ (Co. Down) for three new 1984

operating his station on the 20m. VHF net.

counties on the 12th. The previous day

He has written to lots of people for skeds
with less than 50% response. He says that
DC7UT, (GM) who has four 16-ele. Yagis
on 2m. is looking for MS skeds with 6m.
operators, crossband.
G4YUZ had 15 skeds lined up for the

70 CENTIMETRES ANNUAL TABLE

Geminids between Dec. 12 and 16 and four

were completed:- YU3TS (HF) on the
13th; YU7ECD (KF) on the 14th; YU3ZW
(IG) and YU6AA (JC) on the 16th, all on

CW. Nothing was heard from three
stations, one sked suffered from QRM and

the other seven were not completed.
YU6AA at 1,780 kms. is Ian's best DX so

far. On Dec. 22 he had a completed 75

with OE7RKU (1163) on SSB in 70
seconds, thanks to a 35s. burst. Ken's

sent a long letter covering the latter part of
1984. He reports a successful MS QSO in
the Perseids in August with 9H1CD for a

0000 on the 14th in 25 mins. using 21/2 min.
periods. This was Ron's first major

country, and F1CYB (BH) for a new
square on Dec. 10. G4SEU contacted

(Somerset), G3HHD (N. Yorks.) and

Nick Peckett, G4KUX, (Co. Durham)

completed on SSB with EB5EHX (ZZ).
G4SHC reports his only Geminids QSO
of note as CT4KQ (WA21e) worked from

G4ROA,

advises G6XVV that the best way to
arrange skeds is to seek the help of a

on CW. On the 13th, G4IGO completed

found the Geminids very good although
many sked partners did not turn up. He

Chamberlain,

(Coventry) added ON4YG for a new 1984

and DL2KBB was Jerry's first German on
the band.

mins. sked with IOKYG (GB03e) receiving
20b, 20p, the best being 3 secs. at S6.

figures for 1984 were 141 squares and 32

Adrian

GW8VHI's Geminids skeds came off. Reg

G4DCV tail -ended G4BSW's sked with
SM5MIX (HS) on the 9th and completed

countries worked on 2m. by various
modes. Paul Turner, G4IJE, (Essex)

worked F2LQ (ZI) on Dec. 10, the next
day bringing DL7QY at 956 kms. for his
best DX. F6GCT (BI) was also worked.

first G/9H contact. The QRB is 2,533
kms. Henry Souchet, 9H1CD, was on in
the Geminids, his best QSO being with
YU7AU, all over in 20 mins. His long haul
skeds did not produce one ping, however.

He is surprised how few people want
sporadic meteor skeds during the week or
even at weekends. He reserves the major
showers for long distance skeds, preferring

Martyn worked DL7QY for square no. 90.

Station

Final Placings at December 31, 1984
Counties Countries Total

G8TFI
GW4TTU
G6DER
G4TIF
G4ROA
G6XVV
G8PNN

63

18

81

61

16
14

GIEZF
G6XLL
G6MGL
G8FMK
G4VXE
G4HGT
G6XSU
G4ZTR
GW8UCQ
G8ULU
GD2HDZ
G4XKR
G3BW
G6ZPN
G4MUT
G8HHI
G4SEU
GM8YPI
G4NRG
GW3CBY
G6HFF
G6AJE
G6YIN
G4WHZ
GW4HBK
GM4CXP
G6CSY
G2DHV

56
54
54

13

51

13

52
52
46
48
44
43

11

78
75
69
65
65
64
63

9

61

13
8

61

11
11

9

59
56
54
52

41

8

49

38

10

40
32

8
13
8

48
48
45
45
45

37
38
35
29
29
33
26
21

20
21

10

7

9
9
7
3

9
9
9
5
5

44
38
36
36
35

30
29
26
26

21
14

7

13

3

6
7

4
2

6

2

7

1

8
8

3

1

4

21
16
10
9
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G6AJE found Dec. 11/12 very rewarding,

Mike's best DX being DL7QY. Also
worked were Fs in BH, BI, BJ and CI, PAs

in CL and CN and Ds in DK and DL. He
was on for the fifth leg of the Cumulatives,

working to GW, PA and GU.
G6HKS is now QRV with a Yaesu FT 790R and 17 metres of UR-43 feeder to an
HB9CV antenna at 32ft, thus rather QRP.

Richard worked G4SHC (YN) and
GI HGJ and G4PEC (ZP) on Dec. 30 from
J002CQ. G6XLL's best DX was F1CYB
(BH2Ob) on Dec. 10. Other new squares on

the 10th and 11th were F1HGU (AI),
F6CTW (BI), ON5NY (BK) and ON5RU
(CK) bringing Laurie's total to 32. After

February, 1985

shack, found he had not worked AL

23 CENTIMETRES ANNUAL TABLE
Final Placings at December 31, 1984
Station
Counties
Countries Total
G8PNN
13
51
38
G8TFI
32
12
44

GW4TTU
G4ROA
G3PBV
G8FMK
G6DER
G4ZTR
G8HHI
G3BW
G1EZF
G8ULU
G6MGL
GW3CBY
GD2HDZ

29

8

32

5

30
30

6

25
22

8

37
37
36
35
33
28
22

5

6
4

18

16

5
2
7

21
19

6

15

8
8

4

12

3

11

G6CSY
G4NRG

4
4

2

6

1

5

G6XVV

1

1

2

17
8
9

15

missing two previous openings, Roy
Gibbons, G6XSU, (Herts.) did manage to
get in on the act on Dec. 10/11 adding CI,
DJ, EI, EK and FJ squares to make it 50 so
far.

G6YJO lists QSOs with F1CYB,
F6GCT, F6HEO (BG) on Dec. 10, and
DL7QY, ON4YG (CK) and DC8VJ (DL)
on the 11th. G6ZPN runs 1 Ow from his
FT -726R to a 19-ele. Yagi. On Dec. 11/12,

Colin worked ON4YC, ON5RU and
ON4YG all in CK; F1EHN and F6GCT in
BI; DL2KBB (DK) and PE1ACB (DM).

Gordon

Emmerson's

G8PNN,
(Northumberland) only new one was
G6IIA/P in Cumbria on the 8th to make it
51 counties for the year.
GD2HDZ added DL2KBB on the 12th
for country no. 8 in 1984. GM8BDX
found PAOHWM in CK on the same day
for a new square. GM8YPI's best DX on
the 11th was FIGCX (CI) and on the 12th,
DL9AAK/P in FL. Over the period Dec.

10/12, GW4LXO worked F1CYB,
F6HEO, F6HLD/P (CG), F1HGU (AI),
G6SVJ/P (ZN) and DL6XA (EK), all new

squares. Jonathan also worked DL7QY
and DBITP (El) plus about 40 other D, F,
ON and PAs in the B, C and D rows. On
the morning of the 12th, beacon FX4UHF
(IN93EH) on 432.866 MHz was S9 but no
southern Fs were heard. EA2AWD (ZD)
was heard.

The Microwaves

began collecting components last summer.

However, he has not been able to find a
source of 0.015" or 0.020" double -sided
PTFE board, such as Duroid D5880, for
making the capacitors, so would be most
grateful if anyone can assist.
GW4LXO was on 23cm. in the Dec. lift

and Jonathan's new ones were F1DED,
ON5NY, ON4ASL (BL), DK1VC (DL)
and F6ETI (YH), the latter a rare one by
2m. standards. ON5UHF beacon

DL7QY on CW. Denis now has 35 squares
on the band. On Dec. 4 he worked G8ECI
(AN) in Lincs. for a new county. On Dec.

11, John Quarmby worked to EK square
for a new one and is now up to 59 on 23cm.

G4ZTR was on 23cm. in the lift and, in
contrast to the good all round conditions
on 2m, found things much more selective
on the microwaves. He contacted Fs in BI
and BJ, PAs in CL and CM, and Ds in DJ
and DL from Chelmsford.

G6YLO now has eight countries on
23cm. and, in the lift, Pete worked
F1DED, F6GCT, DC8VJ and, nearer
home, G8ECI and G8IFT (YM). He has
started building a transverter for 9cm. and

could be heard from him so they returned

home. This foray in Arctic conditions
seems to have resulted in a bout of 'flu for
Dave, so he wonders whether one square
on 3.4 GHz was really worth the effort.

Moonbounce
In the December feature, it was reported

that GW4LXO had heard a number of
stations via E -M -E on 2m. Jonathan has

since made QS05 with SM2GGF,

DL8DAT, KB8RQ, K1WHS, K6MYC
and VE7BQH. He has heard OK1MS,
LA1TN, KDBSI, VE2DFO, RQ2GAG,
WB5LBT, HB9SV, Y22ME, K9MRI,

K9RX, KG6DX and UA6LJV, so
obviously his receiving system with four
9-ele. Yagis and 3SK97 masthead preamp.
is optimised.

Design Topic
Pete Hizzey, G6YLO, has been
experimenting with a high performance
receiver system based on what he calls, the

(JOIOUN) on 1,296.880 was copied at SI .

muTek front end philosophy. He has
taken this to the logical conclusion by

Other stations worked were F6DKW,
F6CER and F6GCT all in BI, F6APE
(ZH), DK8VR (DJ), DK8BG (EI) and

the masthead. At the "shack" end, the
signal is fed directly to the high level

GJ4ICD.

On Dec. 11, G4FRE, on hearing the

good opening on 70cm., persuaded

having the RF stage and all the filtering at
Schottky mixer and re -designed IF strip on

an Icom IC -201. He says that the results
compare very favourably with an IC -271

a

with muTek board. He has also been

microwave portable expedition on 3.4, 5.7
and 10 GHz. They set off at 1950. On 10

away from the carrier and says it was

G8HPU to accompany him on

GHz, no PA beacons could be heard,
however on 3.4 GHz, DC8UG (DK) was
copiable on a beer can at S5, so the signals
were skipping over Holland. They both
then worked DC8UG and then tried 5.7

GHz but the transverter seemed far too
quiet. The problem was that, in the very
low temperature, the prime mover, an
FT -290 was not working.
By the time the problem was sorted out,
conditions seemed to be fading. But

PAOEZ in Hilversum, in a nice warm

G3UVR operated on 23cm. in the Dec.

10/11 lift and contacted DK8VR (DJ),
F6DWG (BJ), ON1QJ (BK), ON5GF
(CK) and F1DED (BI) all on SSB, plus

square on 3.4 GHz. However, nothing

GW4TTU
G4SFY

G4ARI
G4WHZ
G4TVH
G4NOZ
G4NZU
G4TON
G4WGY
G4UNL
G4VXE
G4EZA
G2DHV
G4YIR
G4LZD
G4OUT
G4SGO

G4CMZ
GM4CXP
G4PSS

GU4HUY
G3URA
GW4HBK

-

87

I

493
553

329
334
277
214
190
161

154
137
100
117
31

1
1

--

27

---

104

7

1

-

5

27

-- -74
80
70

55
43
38
35
32
31

30

4

1

-------_

32

No. of different stations worked in 1984.

minus 119 dB. He comments, ". . . a very

good case for non -synthesised rigs on
today's crowded 2m. band."

Four Metres QRM
Paul Lewis, G4APL, and Ian Parker,

G4YUZ, have mentioned the severe
interference at times from illegal radio
telephones operating in our 70 MHz band.

Quite often, those using them do not
appreciate they are using illegal equipment
so careful monitoring of the

conversations, listening for names and

ANNUAL CW LADDER
Final Placings at December 31, 1984
Station
4m.
2m.
70cm
Wave

measuring the SSB phase noise 10 kHz

numbers, could give a clue as to the
Points
629
553

416
341
277

214
192
166
154
137
127
117
109
80

70
55

44
39
36
32
31

30
27

operators. Preferably these conversations
should be recorded with dates and times
and the evidence offered to the D. T. I. with

a request that the Department takes the
appropriate action. Another reader has so
sorted out a local case in this way.

Deadlines
A lengthy column this month from a
large mailbag in spite of the Christmas and
New Year holidays and early deadline. See

the box for forthcoming deadlines and
make a note of the dates in your diaries. As

always, send all your news, etc. to:-

"VHF Bands," SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE,

34 High
WELWYN, Herts., AL6 9EQ.
73 de G3FPK.

Street,
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A Horizontal Loop
Antenna
EFFECTIVE, AND CAPABLE OF
FITTING INTO THE AVERAGE
BACK GARDEN
A. D. TAYLOR, G8PG

to the configuration shown in Fig. 2. The purpose of connection
`X' in this diagram will be described later. All the results which

follow were obtained using a Heath HW-8 QRP transceiver
adjusted to give an output of OdBw (1 watt Rn in the CW mode.
Initial tests on 7 MHz were extremely encouraging, distances up
to 1,000 miles being worked without great difficulty. A second,
and quite unexpected bonus on this band came when working
other QRP stations at very short ranges (35-50 miles). Received
signals from these stations were well up on the long wire antenna
previously used, and in almost every case "best I have ever heard
you" reports were received from them.

The first major test of the antenna on 14 MHz took place
during the 1984 DL AGCW QRP Contest in January. Eleven
hours of operating produced contacts with 26 different countries,
including W, UL7 and UA9. Although not much time has been

available for work on the band since January, other contacts
THIS article is written in response to a number of requests,
both over the air and by mail, asking for further details of the
horizontal loop antenna in use at G8PG. For some time prior to

erecting the antenna the writer felt that large, horizontal loop
antennas would be worth trying, as a number of stations around

the world have reported obtaining good results with such
configurations. Unlike the quad, which is carefully tuned to

include HH, VE, VK and additional Ws. On 21 MHz the loop has

given a good account of itself when the band has been open to
areas such as UA9/0, UM8, UL7, etc. During the CW part of the
ARRL DX Contest 50 U.S. stations were worked in five hours,
despite some time being spent in looking for (and working) a
station in each of the States which the writer has actually visited.

resonance, large loop users try to get out as much wire as they can
so that the area enclosed by the loop is as large as possible. Shape

does not seem to be important. Squares, circles, rectangles and

wires "bent to fit into the back garden" have all proved

-L2

successful. A very long, thin shape is not recommended, however.

The shape of the antenna to be described is a rectangle.
Antenna erection at the G8PG QTH presents some problems
because of the combination of strong winds and heavy rain
commonly encountered in winter. Winds in excess of 60 m.p.h.
often occur, and the accompanying heavy rain turns the clay soil
into a sticky goo out of which antenna stay pickets slide with

monotonous regularity. Hard experience has shown that the

Point X
(see text)
Cl

100pF

C2

500pF
14/ 21 MHz

4 turns

Former 1" diameter

7/3-5MHz

20 turns

14/21 MHz

3 turns

L 2 close wound over L1
both 18 swg wire

7/3.5 MHz

15 turns

L1

antenna support most likely to remain erect during the winter is a

light, 20 -ft. high mast - but only provided lightweight wire is
used for the antenna.
To meet this requirement the loop was made from light, plastic

covered, stranded wire of the type that used to be used for
broadcast antennas. Fig. 1 shows the dimensions, which are the
largest that could be fitted into the back garden. One 60 -ft. leg
runs from the shack window to the lightweight mast mentioned
above. From this a 20 -ft. leg slopes to a 12 -ft. high mast on the
other side of the garden. The second 60 -ft. leg runs from that mast
back to the house, and the other 20 -ft. leg runs back to the shack

window parallel with the rear wall of the house; it is stood -off
from the wall by a distance of about three feet. An additional 8 -ft.
of wire was left at each of the free ends, and with the aid of suitable
spacers this was made into a short open -wire feeder and brought
into the shack. The spacing of this feeder is not critical, six to eight
inches being suggested. The actual feedpoint can also be moved to

accommodate the conditions at other sites. The four corners of
the loop are supported by halyards made from polypropelene

cord. This material is an excellent insulator, rot proof, very
strong, and does not stretch. Nylon cord should not be used as it
will stretch and cause many problems.
To feed the antenna the existing Z -match coupler was modified

Feeder

L2

Fig. 2

ANTENNA TUNING UNIT

478

The one band on which no improvement was initially obtained
was 3.5 MHz. This was hardly surprising as the low height and the
comparatively thin wire used meant that the radiation resistance
was almost equalled by the ohmic losses in the wire (this is also
found in mini -quads, but in that instance it is overcome by using a
thick, tubular conductor to form the loop). When considering the

problem it was suddenly realised that where the loop overall
length is considerably less than one wavelength it might be better
to treat it as an over -length horizontal folded monopole. To test

this idea the station earth system (water pipe/central heating
pipes/two counterpoise wires) was connected to point 'X' on Fig.
2. C2 had to be adjusted to re -resonate the system, but after this

had been done checks on received

signals indicated an

improvement of an S -point or more. This also proved to be the
case when transmitting, with good daylight contacts up to 250
miles and reasonable continental contacts after dark. On bands
above 3.5 MHz connecting an earth to point 'X' causes a marked
decrease of strength on both received and transmitted signals, so
this connection should only be used when the overall length of the
loop is considerably less than one wavelength.

From the results obtained it would seem that this type of
antenna should be of considerable use to those who are faced with
space and/or height restrictions. It seems very non -critical, and
requires neither extensive pruning nor specialised test equipment

to bring it into operation. The short range results obtained on
7 MHz when working close to the MUF for the path could also be
significant for professional users in countries where official short
Shack
Fig. 1

Feeder

LAYOUT OF ANTENNA

range HF links have to be maintained. As a purely amateur
venture it has proved extremely interesting and has given excellent
results.
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A Stable, Surefire VFO
for the LF Bands

February, 1985

VFO, when heard in a local receiver, as sounding like a Chinese
gong when the VFO enclosure is struck. The writer abhors the use
of printed circuits for VFO construction (as does Wes Heywood
W7ZOI, America's well-known QRP constructor). The PCB's
are often mounted too close to the VFO bottom or sides; when the

VFO is moved or struck during normal operation the board is
flexed and the capacity between the board and the surrounding

COLIN TURNER, G3VTT

metal work changes so shifting the VFO frequency. This situation

is a most agreeable one if we are searching for a new form of
musical instrument; however in a transmitter or receiver with
stability as the major requirement, it is far better to stick with
diecast boxes and tag strips.

Circuitry
ONE of the most often -heard requests in the writer's circle of

QRP operators and constructors is "what do you
recommend to make a really stable VFO?" The purpose of this
article is to outline one way I have found to build stable VFO 's and

to offer a foolproof circuit building block which can be used in
confidence for a transmitter or receiver project.
The swing in recent years to QRP operation has brought with it

designs for a large number of simple transmitters. These are
usually simple one or two -state rigs with crystal control which can

give, in the right conditions, plenty of contacts - particularly if
the crystal frequency can be altered by a series capacitor. The
slight changes of frequency obtained by this VXO method are in
the order of 2 to 5 kHz at most, and by using a VFO the number of

QS0's can be increased due to the improvement in operating
flexibility.
The circuit shown below, Fig. 1, is conventional and its secret of

stability lies not only in the choice of components but also in the
method of construction.

The circuit of this VFO is conventional. A Colpitts FET
oscillator followed by a two -transistor buffer amplifer, giving a
fairly constant output, and a toroid is used for the tuned circuit
inductance. The use of a toroid may cause a ripple of disbelief in

some construction circles. However, I have proved to myself
many times that a toroid is superior to a dust slug tuned coil by
virtue of it not having a slug. Many previous VFO' s were built
with slug tuned inductors which were unstable, movement of the

slug causing a large change in frequency; far better to have a
toroid which can be firmly clamped in plastic so preventing the
turns of wire from moving and the inductance changing.
The minor drawback of the toroid requiring clamping can be
best overcome by the use of a nylon bolt and two large plastic, not

metal, washers to sandwich the toroid. Amidon toroids are
obtainable from TMP of Clwyd who regularly advertise in
S. W.M.; they also offer a purpose designed plastic collar to fit the
various sizes of core. In the writer's VFO a junk -box fibre washer
was used along with a fibre collar and a nylon 4BA screw found in

an old transformer assembly. Never throw anything away! Be
sure never to use a metal screw to secure the toroid 'sandwich' as it
could alter the inductance and hence the operating frequency.

Mechanical Details
Many years ago I read an article in S. W.M. which gave details

to the novice constructor of a simple valve VFO (valves,
remember those?) and it ended with the reminder "by thine VFO
shall ye be known!" In constructional circles this saying is still
true. The stability and purity of our outgoing signal is still reliant
on our constructional abilities. As George Dobbs, G3RJV, once
said, "a VFO is like a boxer: both have to be built big to be stable,
one in the ring and the other on the bands". The writer prefers to
say that a good VFO can be dropped from 30,000 feet or run over
by a tank and still stay on frequency. Well maybe that is taking
things a little too far, but the point is clear: mechanical
considerations play the greatest part in the quest for stability.
By using a robust enclosure such as the Eddystone diecast box,
and by using tag strips as opposed to printed circuit boards, we
can alleviate many of the factors which would cause instability
and microphony. Microphony can be likened to the note of the

Table of Values
Fig. 1
RI = 22K
R2 = 15K
R3 = 10K
R4 = 33K
R5 = 390R
R6 = 1K
R7 = 47R
R8 = 220R

CI, C2, C3, CT = see Table I
C4, C7 = 0.01 g disc ceramic
25V DC working
C5, C6 = 0.1 ;.4F d/c, 25V DC working

DI = 1N4148
D2 = BZY88C8V2
TRI = 2N3819
TR2, TR3 = BCI07, BC108, or BCI71
LI = see Table 1

Note: all resistors are 1/4 -watt; CI, C2, C3 are silver mica types.

=
R8

0 +12 volts

220R

D2

..8110V

III
C1

1
op

TR1

TR3
C4

C2

LI

01

*CT
C3

7
Fig.1

RI

ur D1
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VFO CIRCUIT

TR2

C6
0-1
0V

C7

R2

111--D Output

15K

-01
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R3
10K
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390R
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General construction of an 80m.

VFO; this particular unit is part
of a 3.5 MHZ receiver.

photo: G3ROO

The VFO tuning capacitor should be of the type which has a
double bearing, i.e. the rotor vanes are supported at both ends.
Where do you get these from? Simple - you visit every rally you
can and you buy them. Another idea is to raid friends' junk boxes
and either swap or buy them. Swapping is by far the best method
of procurement: you can always recover the initial outlay at a later
date when you want to obtain something from your friend who in
turn wants something from you. This is called 'business' , amongst

other things, and it seems to be the predominant occupation in
one form or another of all the creatures on this small blue-green
planet of ours.
Double -bearing capacitors are effectively earthed at both ends

of the rotor and this inherent improvement in bonding aids
stability which could be impaired by poor earth contact. For the
FET in this VFO I have used a 2N3819; I have yet to find one of
these devices fail in this circuit providing it is fitted to the tag strips
carefully. The usual technique is to solder the FET in place as the

very last component and to solder it with an iron that has been

warmed up and then unplugged from the mains supply.
Unplugging the iron should prevent the FET from becoming
damaged by stray currents on the tip of the iron as sometimes
happens with mains soldering irons earthed with a three core
cable. The bi-polar transistors can be soldered in in the normal

CI
160m.
80m.
40m.

C2
(pF)

C3

CT

LI

(pF)

(pF)

(pF)

(turns)

1000
500
250

2200
1000
500

2200
1000
500

200

45

125
75

30
25

Table 1. Values of Cl, C2, C3, CT and LI for 160/80/40 metres. LI is
wound on a T68-2 core available from TMP Electronics. Note that the
value of CT is the total value, inclusive of both tuning and a parallel
capacitor to give the required value; e.g. for 160m. a value of CT was

way, although the writer usually leaves the fitting of these devices

until the majority of resistors and capacitors have been fitted.
Extra heat from the soldering iron has been known to destroy
transistors that are already in place on the tag strips.
In the quest for stability it must not be forgotten that all wiring
connected to tuned circuits must be short and sturdy. Generally 16
or 18 s.w.g. tinned copper wire is used for the leads between the

VFO capacitor, trimmer, gate of the FET and the two feedback
capacitors across the FET gate and source. Although an airspaced
trimmer will give the best stability a small mica compression type
has been tried with some loss of stability although offering smaller
dimensions.
The supply rail is best stabilised and decoupled to a voltage of
around 8.2 or 9.2 volts depending on whatever zener is available.

The two bipolar buffer transistors can be any of an everincreasing number of types. They are generally BC107, BC108,
2N3904, or BC171. In this circuit any small general purpose npn
type transistor seems to work.
The gate clamp diode, D1, should not be left out of the circuit
nor fitted incorrectly, it is in the circuit to clamp the output of the
VFO to a low level and to aid stability. The capacitors associated
with the tuned circuit, CI, C2, C3, and CT should be silver mica
types or a combination of silver mica and air -spaced variable
capacitors if only a small section of the band in question is to be
tuned. Table 1 gives details of the various coil and capacitor values
for each of the three lowest bands available. Although the values
will permit VFO operation in the required band some
experimentation is required to give the exact amount of coverage
needed. This will take the form of adjustment of the values of CT

or any padding capacitors that are in parallel.

Performance
Properly constructed, a VFO using such a rigid enclosure and
solid point-to-point wiring will not move in frequency if the box is

struck. This is certainly true for 160/80/40m., where the only
VFO frequency change is due to switch -on drift - often only a
few tens of hertz. The output is a few hundred millivolts which the

200pF, made up by a 75pF variable plus a 150pF trimmer adjusted to give

writer has found to be enough to drive many receiver and

coverage of the CW portion of the band.

transmitter projects.

March issue due to appear on Friday, February 22nd
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* * * * Oblast Corner * * * *
NIGEL CAWTHORNE, G3TXF

WITH declining sunspot numbers and a corresponding
decrease in HF conditions, long distance DX openings
on the HF bands become rarer. Working new countries, especially
if the ones that you need are far away in the Pacific gets progressively harder as we approach sunspot minimum.
DX-ing need not stop there! Whatever conditions are like, it is
usually possible to contact USSR stations on one band or another
at any time of day or night from the U.K. U.S.S.R. DX-ing (or
"oblast chasing") is an alternative form of HF DX-ing that is still
practical even when the DX bands are otherwise pretty
uninteresting!

transmitting and SWL HF operators who would like to keep track
of the different Russian oblasts that they have worked or heard.

Oblast Score
As a regular feature of "Oblast Corner", there will be a table of
the number of different oblasts heard or worked by readers. In
order to encourage newer HF operators to send in entries as well as
old-time DX-ers who may have been chasing DX for years, there

will be two listings within the table. An "All -Time" oblasts
worked list (where the maximum number is 191) and a 1985 "In Year" table where the maximum is 184.

Simple antennas such as dipoles and low power can be used very

satisfactorily for making contacts easily with stations which are
only one ionospheric hop away. This range includes many of the
more westerly Russian oblasts.

Oblast Chasing
The April issue of S. W.M. carried an article describing oblast

hunting and explained how to identify oblasts (administrative
regions) from Russian callsigns. No sooner had the ink dried on
that article, when on 1st May 1984, some major changes were
made in the callsign system used by U.S.S.R. stations! As well as

changes in the composition of callsigns, there were also some
additions and deletions of oblasts. These were explained in a
follow-up article that appeared in the August issue of S. W.M.

"Oblast Corner"
This alternate -month series of articles under the heading
"Oblast Corner" will bring news of U.S.S.R. DX-ing of interest
to both the transmitting amateur and the SWL.
After the changes that took place in May 1984, there are now a
total of 184 current oblasts. These are listed in Table 1. Individual
oblasts can be identified in most cases directly from the callsign.
Table 1 is intended as an operating aid and check list for both

Russian QSLs have improved in quality over the years: today there are
fewer of the rough carton -paper type QSL. Humorous QSLs are also
appearing as shown by this example from Vlad, UQ2GKM, in Latvia.

The "In -Year" table will show the number of oblasts heard or
worked since 1 January 1985 and will run for one year. The oblast

tables are open to both SWLs and transmitting amateurs and
QSOs can be on any mode. However if your oblast QS0s are all
on one mode (CW or SSB), please state that with your entry.

DX-peditions and Special Calls
Rare oblast 049 (UI-C) was active in September with the call
RI8CA. QSLs go via RA3AR (ex-UA3AEL). Although not in a
rare oblast, the special call EU3R was recently in use to celebrate
the 60th anniversary of the Russian magazine Radio.

Days of Old
If you have never worked stations with prefixes like YL2, LY1
or ES4, don't worry, because now you never will! These prefixes
have passed into the history of amateur radio. These were some of

the prefixes used in Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia in pre-war
Examples of pre-war Baltic states QSLs. YL-Latvia, LY-Lithuania
and ES -Estonia are all now part of the U.S.S.R. These historic QSLs
are from the collection of the late Jack Box, G6BQ.

days, before they became part of the U.S.S.R. The cards used in
the illustration come from the collection of the late G6BQ. These
and many other of Jack's rare and interesting QSLs are now being
kept safely by Dennis, G3MXJ.

1985

Oblast

TA1MLLE

Oblast

UAIA 169
UAIC 136

UA6P 96

UAIN 88

UA6W 86
UA6X 87

UA3A 170
UA3D 142
UA3E 147
UA3G 137

UA9K 163
UA9L 161
UA9M 146
UA9O 145
1JA9Q 134
UA9S 167
UA9U 130

UA3L 155
UA3M 168
UA3N 132
UA3P 160
UA3Q 121
UA3R 157
UA3S 151
UA3T 122
UA3Q 123
UA3V 119

93

UA6L 150

55
181

56
40
182
42

UB-N
UB-P
UB-Q
UB-R

57

81

UJ-R

UB-S
UB-T
UB-U
UB-V

74

41
UJ-S
UJ-X 183
UL -A 179

58

79
65

66

UL -B
UL -C
UL -D
UL -E
UL -F

16

28

29

UA9Y

9
UC-C
8
UC-I
5
UC-L
7
UC-O
10
UC-S
UC-W
6
2
UD-N
I
UD-D
UD-K
3
UF-F
12
OF -0 15
UF-Q 14
13
UF-V
4
UG-G
UH-A 191

UL -I
UL -J
UL -K

99

138

UAOS 124
UAOU 166

89

52

UL -G 190

UAOO 85
UAOQ 98

UA6E 109
UA6H 108

185

64

UI-Q
UI-T
UI-U
UI-V
UI-Z
UJ-J
UJ-K

48

UC-A 188

UAOK 139
UAOL 107

UA4Y 97
UA6A 101

50

67

51

UA9X 90

UAOJ 112

UA4W 95

UI-0

77

62
82

69

25
27
17

19

24
26
22

UL -L
UL -M
UL -N 31
UL -O 20
UL -P 23
UL -Q 18
UL -R 178
UL -T 21
UL -V 30
UL -Y 176

UH-B 180

UM -M 36
UM -N 34
UM -P 177

UH-E

UM -Q

44

UAOW 104
UAOX 129
UAOY 159

UH-H 43

UAOZ 128
UB-A 75
UB-B 76
UB-C 80
UB-D 63

UH-Y 46
UI-A 189
53
UI-B
49
UI-C
UI-D 173

UH-W 45

1985

54

UA9W 84

UAOI

UA4U 92

73
72

ALL
TIME

47

UB-X
UB-Y
UB-Z

UAOA 103
UAOB 105
UAOC 110
UAOD 111
UAOF 153
UAOH 106

UA3X 127
UA3Y 118
UA3Z 117
UA4A 156
UA4C 152
UA4F 148
UA4H 133
UA4L 164
UA4N 131
UA4P 94
UA4S 91

Oblast

71

UB-W 68

UA9Z 100

UA3W 135

1985
TA1MLLE

UI-F
UI-G
UI-I
UI-L

60
70
78

UB-M 59

UA9J 162

126

Oblast
UB-E
UB-F
UB-G
UB-H
UB-I
UB-J
UB-K
UB-L

UA6Y 102
UA8T 174
UA8V 175
UA9A 165
UA9C 154
UA9F 140
UA9G 141
UA9H 158

UAIP 114
UAIQ 120
UAIT 144
UAIW149
UAIZ 143
UA2F 125

UA6I
UA6J

1985
TAIMLLE

UA6U 115

UAIO 113

UA3I
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33

UM -T 184
UO-O 39
UP -B

UQ-G
UR-R

38
37
83

UT -J 187
UT -U 186

All Time

Deleted Oblasts
UAL -116 (Pre -1963)

UB5- 61 (Pre -1965)
UC2- 11 (Pre -1960)
UM- 32 (Pre -1960)
UM- 35 (Pre -1960)

Table 1

4K0-171 Arctic, deleted May 84
4KI-172 Antarctic, deleted May 84

Operating aid and checklist for oblast chasing. Use this list to keep your "All -Time" and "In -Year 1985" oblast records. The seven
deleted oblasts are shown separately. See April and August 1984 issues of S. W.M. for details of how to determine the oblast from the
callsign. Send your "MI -Time" and "In -Year 1985" totals to G3TXF to appear in the next "Oblast Corner" in the April issue; the
deadline and his address are at the end of the feature.

Contest News
HF contests are usually a good opportunity to work many
U.S.S.R. stations and to add to your oblasts. The beginning of the
new year brings the CQ Worldwide 160 contests (January 25 - 27
on CW and February 22 - 24 on SSB). U.S.S.R. activity on 160m.
has increased dramatically over the past few years since Russian
stations were first allowed on Top Band.
The RSGB's 7 MHz CW contest will provide numerous QSOs

for U.K. stations including a number of U.S.S.R. contacts.
Starting at 12z on Saturday, February 23rd, the 7 MHz CW
contest runs through to 09z on the Sunday morning, February
24th. U.S.S.R. stations are regular participants in many of the
RSGB's HF contests.
Send your first entries for the "All -Time" and "1985 In -Year"

oblasts heard/worked tables to G3TXF at Holt Cottage,
Kingston Hill, Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey, KT2 7JH, by
February 21st, to appear in the April issue.
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"Why Not Call It

QHO?"

blazed in the grate and already the battered kettle was sizzling on
the hob, although tea was still half an hour away. Noticing this
Highly Technical Gent boomed: "Conservation of energy, that's
what I like to see. Make the old coal fire do some work for you
rather than switch on the electric kettle every time."
"Quite honestly, so do I" chimed in Virginibus.

Until now Old Fangler had said nothing except to proffer a

suggested Old Fangler

short, perhaps curt, good evening to the electronic chums as they
had drifted into the clubroom during the last half hour. Maybe his
decades of radioactivity were wearing him down. Maybe he was

Jack Hum, G5UM

just in a New Year Blues mood. He would soon cheer up. He
always did, especially when the dogmatisms began to fly to give
him an opportunity to pontificate upon them.

"D'you know, Virginibus" he began, "You've said 'quite

CHRISTMAS, they said down at The Club, was rather like a
sawtooth waveform: a tremendous build-up and then . . .
flop, down to the no -voltage level. And now another Christmas
had come and gone.
"A very over -rated business, Christmas" said The Man at The
Club, casting his mind back to the events of a couple of weeks -

yet it seemed an aeon - ago: "At our factory every year on
December the First they start a thing called the SAC.
."
He was cut short by Ethelbald: "The Ess Ay See' Wossat?
.

.

Strategic Air Commaaand?" he enquired, elongating the vowel in
that American manner he had heard so many times on the telly.

"No, you clot

.

.

.

sorry, Ethelbald, take back 'clot' and

substitute 'my electronic friend'. I really must try to radiate some

of that sweetness and light we were told so much about over
Christmas. As I was saying, down at the works they form this

thing every December the First called The Society for the
Abolition of Christmas, the SAC. Got it Ethelbald?"
Ethelbald grunted that he had.
"Yes", went on TMC: "They form this SAC when the mad

rush begins at the start of December and they wind it up on
Christmas Eve".
"Presumably when the suppliers' reps come round with their
Christmas gifts for the workforce" came the deep sardonic voice
of Highly Technical Gent, whose person though invisibly sunk in
the old armchair in the clubroom was none the less evident from
the wreath of smoke winding ceilingwards from his saxophone shaped stink -pipe, as the younger members risibly called it.
"I love Christmas!" roared Ethelbald: "All those prezzies and
all those extra football matches on the telly .

.

. some of your are a

misanthropic old lot!"
"Phew!" whistled Virginibus: "I've never heard you use such a
long word before. Quite honestly, I didn't know you had it in
you."

"Nor did I. It just came out" murmured Ethelbald half
apologetically.

"Right, then" piped Virginibus, rubbing his hands together:
"Here we all are at our first club meeting of the new year and
nothing arranged. Quite honestly, I rather like it this way".

"Huh, I'm sure of that. You don't need to concentrate on
lecturers telling you all that stuff about Eye Seas and fifth order
products and other things you don't understand." It was Highly
Technical Gent again.
Smothering a temptation to reply "Old grouch, that's what you
are", Virginibus went to opine that Mister Chairperson might
care to outline the programme for the new year now upon them,

and would there be a river trip again so they could all go
waterborne mobile?

"Careful, Virginibus": You oughta read that bit in The
Licence about operating from any estuary, dock or similar
riparian environment" came an anonymous voice from the knot
of members standing around doing nothing in particular, waiting
for someone to open the proceedings and give them a sense of
direction on this first cold meet -of -the -year, cold in the
psychological sense but not in the physical sense, for a coal fire

honestly' no fewer than three times in the last four minutes to my
hearing and goodness knows how many times before that."
"Quite honestly, Old Fangler . . . er, sorry OM . . . I hadn't
noticed. But does it matter a lot?"
"No, no, Virginibus, of course not" observed Old Fangler in
his best avuncular vein: "Except that clichés can become darned
boring. You tend to wait for them like that 'See you further down

the log' thing or when you are watching one of those silly
interviews on television. Have you noticed how often people are
asked 'How do you feel' about this, that and the other on the most
inappropriate occasions?"
Ethelbald cut in upon hearing this: "I've never seen a cleeshay
on the telly in me life!" he roared.

"That's because you simply look and don't see" murmured
TMC: "You're like those people who must have a transistor radio
on all the time quite oblivious to what's coming out of it. They
hear but they don't listen. All part of the age of inattention."

"I'm not inattentive!" Ethelbald came back defiantly: "I
could tell you who scored every one of the goals City got last
Saturday."
"Department of Utterly Useless Information" came from
beneath the saxophone pipe.
"Cool it, chums" remarked Mister Chairperson, ambling over
to the group and delaying his visit to the Morse Room where
several young hopefuls showed signs of "wanting to take the
Class -A". This Morse thing in HTG's opinion was a waste of time:
he had told the hopefuls on many an occasion that when they got
their Class A's they would be exchanging a noise -to -signal ratio on
the HF bands for that delightful signal-to-noise ratio they enjoyed
on their Class -B metre -waves. They tended to take little notice of

him but to press on dit-dardless.
"What's the discussion about?" enquired Mister Chairperson.
"Oh, nothing much . . . just cliches" muttered Old Fangler.
"Well, what's the wrong with clichés? They are the cement of
conversation" replied Mister C.
"Yes, but some of that cement gets stuck in the cracks" came

back Old Fangler: "Don't you remember that animated
discussion we had in this place only a few months back about the
intrusive 'there' which people so often say over the air when they
mean 'here'? And all those royal plural 'we's?"
Mister Chairperson said he did indeed remember: the occasion
had prompted the suggestion that there ought to be a club meeting

devoted entirely to operating standards and how to improve
them.
Warming to his theme Old Fangler launched a diatribe upon the

CB terminology which, he averred, was being increasingly
inflicted on the amateur radio scene. "All that stuff about 'I can
hear you in the back of the set' and calling a transceiver 'a radio'
and saying 'on this side' when all that is meant is the simple word

`here'...."

"Quite honestly, none of that bothers me at all" chipped in
Virginibus, to which Highly Technical Gent added the thought

that perhaps after

all

these new terms strengthened the

aforementioned cement of conversation and might get us out of
some of our time -hallowed, redundant and cliche -ridden habits.
"Cliche -ridden! What about 'quite honestly'? That's the fifth
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time Virginibus has said it" exclaimed Old Fangler: "I'm going to
suggest we invent a new Q -signal for it. Let's call it QHO."

"Careful, Old Fangler" advised Mister Chairperson: "Have
you checked if QHO doesn't already mean something?"
Old Fangler confessed that he hadn't, adding that the thought
had crossed his mind only at that moment.
Mister Moneybags, who until then had been preoccupied with
collecting the subs for 1985 from those members in the clubroom

who still had any cash left after Christmas, came over to the
group. "What's the talking point?" he enquired.
Said Mister Chairperson: "Old Fangler has suggested we invent

a new Q -symbol for that overworked phrase 'quite honestly'. I
suppose he only wants it used in the Morse code . . . it would
sound pretty daft on speech. He says QHO should be used for
`quite honestly' because so many people for so much of the time
seem to use the phrase. I don't know why they do. After all, you
wouldn't think a person was dishonest until he had qualified
himself by saying 'quite honestly', would you?"
Mister Moneybags rubbed his chin: " H'm, we're getting into
the higher semantics again, aren't we? But then we often do in this

place!" he said with a laugh, adding: "If I may utter a word of
warning, Old Fangler, do you remember the case of that chap who
suggested in the ham press that the code -group QWU should be

adopted for use during contests to signify 'Have Worked U'?"
Old Fangler admitted he vaguely recalled seeing the suggestion

in some mag or other years before Virginibus was born; but he
went on to say that the amateur radio movement had always
adapted Q -signals to meet its own peculiar needs. Did his hearers

remember "QLF" for "Send with your left foot now"?
"Quite honestly, I find that really insulting" protested
Virginibus in an S9 -plus voice: "All these newcomers trying to
improve their Morse speeds and then you tell them they are
sending with their left feet!"
"I said nothing of the sort, young squirt . . sorry, my young
.

electronic friend. It's only good manners to go along at the speed
of the other person's Morse and give them all the encouragement
you can. But I do get tired of trying to copy those electronic keyers
that go along at twenty -five -per and send gibberish for much of
the time."
"Yes, Old Fangler, you've got a good point there and a good
excuse to send `QLF' back to them" soothed Mister Chairperson:
"But let's not launch QHO. It might (er, quite honestly) rebound
on us. Remember what happened when that man flew his kite

about QWU? He was told later that it meant 'I am towing a
glider'."
By now Highly Technical Gent had uncoiled himself from the
armchair and ambled over to the group contemplating the hiss of
the kettle on the fire as it emulated the sound of that 432 MHz
converter which one member had tried to build with little success
except for the noise of escaping steam. "I've been ear -wigging on
the discussion" he remarked ". . . and the bit that interested me

most was when you were all talking about how CB terms are
coming into amateur radio. My question to you is [and here he
perceptibly took on his best professor -on -the -campus mood]:
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The "Mini -Monitor"
Revisited
REV. G. C. DOBBS, G3RJV
REMEMBER the first time Short Wave Magazine had its new

jazzy cover? In that issue, March 1984, I described the
Mini -Monitor, a compact direct conversion receiver for 7 and 14
MHz monitoring. Since that time I have been in correspondence

with Martyn Lindars, an avid receiver builder who has made
several suggestions worth passing on to readers.

Tut -Tut
Martyn's first observation is an error in one of the values in
the VFO circuit, Fig. 1(a). The value of R2 was given as 47 ohms,
which allows the VFO to work but ensures a short life for the PP3
battery. The value should be 470 ohms which gives about 3mA
drain from the battery.

The VFO Tuned Circuit
Martyn also tried various combinations of the components in
the VFO circuit and offers the amended circuit in Fig. 1(b). In this
circuit the whole coil is used for 7 MHz and only part for 14 MHz;

this involves reversing the switch band labelling, and C3 now
couples between the tuned circuit and TR1. As with the original
circuit the 14 MHz tuning range is set up with the core in L1 and
then the 7 MHz range is set with the trimmer CT I .
Martyn has tried several types of transistor in the TR3 stage, the

audio preamplifier, and finds that the BC107A gives a good
account of itself. He also points out that the annoying hiss he
obtained with an 8 -ohm miniature earpiece was much improved
by the use of good quality headphones.
Our thanks to Martyn, who likes the design and would like to
hear of any other 'feedback' on the Mini -Monitor Receiver.

R2
C4

"Short Wave Magazine"
March 1984 p.26

ZD1

C3

d

TR1
S1a

#

ay.,0

1 72

S1 b

R1 t D1

14

crsfr)

L1

MI=

*C1

Fig. 1(a) ORIGINAL CIRCUIT

Does it really matter? If you can get away from those decades -old,
time -worn said-it-all-befores so much the better, I would say. And

after all, it's electronic communication we're ultimately all
interested in. So when we have a message to send what we say is
much more important than how we say it."
"We -1-1, yes, with respect HTG it does matter how we say it"

murmured Mister Chairperson: "It's got to be to the point and

R2(New)= 470R
Other values as original
Note change of Sta / b
and C3 position

none of this waffling from gasbags who don't realise that
frequency allocations are a commodity to be used sparingly . . .
maybe it doesn't matter whether we use CB talk or ham talk so
long as we say what we want to say decently and succinctly."

"Suck what?" boomed Ethelbald: "I haven't met that one
before!"

"Time for tea" piped up Virginibus: "A cup that cheers is
something I'd like better than anything else at this point in time,
quite honestly."

Fig 1 ( b) MODIFIED MINI- MONITOR V FO.
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RTTY Contests

February, 1985

One Man's Pleasure

KEN MICHAELSON, G3RDG

THIS article is addressed to those of you who are RTTY

switch. Up until I became interested in contests I had an

enthusiasts. Have you ever thought of entering for one of

arrangement of two switches which had to be changed to go from
transmit to receive, but what with the teleprinter keyboard, the

the many contests which take place during the year and which are
organised by teleprinter groups in various countries?
I started as a complete beginner, but learnt the hard way as I
went along. Very few people, believe me, have contesting in the
blood! One has to listen and learn from other more experienced

operators. You might wonder why anyone should sit at the
keyboard for 36 hours, with the minimum breaks allowed, taking
part in a contest. It sounds too much like work, I hear you say.

tape reader controls, the tuning knob, the gain control and the
changeover switches, it really was a little too much for one pair of
hands hoping to give a snappy return message! I therefore had to

think how I could speed up matters. Relays are the operator's
friends! you have no idea what a 4 -pole changeover relay can do
for your `transmit/receive' action. Come to that, it is possible to

buy a 4 -pole miniature changeover switch from Maplin,

Not so. You would agree that to be good at something takes a

(catalogue no. FHO8J) if you find it inconvenient to obtain the

personal effort, and whether serious or not, contest operating can
be good for you and for amateur radio.
In the first place contest work improves the efficiency of your
operating techniques. A quiet 'rag -chew' is most enjoyable but it
does not give you any training for fast and accurate operation. If

relay coil voltage.

you are ever called on to work under conditions of emergency
such as Raynet, it will be necessary for you to be able to operate
both correctly and with speed because under these circumstances

you may have only one opportunity to copy a message of the
utmost urgency. Entering contest enables you to discover how
good you are at at operating under pressure. By taking part you
will learn sharp operating, no wasted words and no wasted effort.

You will learn how to 'concentrate' and how to 'arrange' your
thinking. These two words contain the essence of successful
operating under pressure. Even if there is only a small increase in
your operating efficiency, then you have benefitted yourself, and
incidentally, the rest of the RTTY operators as a spin-off.
The second reason is that you will discover exactly what your
station is capable of in terms of efficient working. Most amateur
radio gear is never used to its fullest capacity, and operating in a
contest will show up any faults in your gear which would not have
been noticed under ordinary day-to-day working. I know it did
with me. The most obvious is the 'Transmit/Receive' changeover

What is meant by 'operating efficiency'. Well basically, your
station has to be running perfectly. The placement of the various
pieces of gear are of great importance because you should be able
to have all the controls to hand. None of this twisting round in
your seat to adjust the microphone gain for example. My own
station is arranged having two tables at ninety degrees to each
other against two walls of the room making the corner. I sit on a
swivel chair at the centre of the angle and therefore can use either
the left hand or right, (or both, which shouldn't be necessary) to

alter any control which might require adjustment. But don't
think that because you may not be lucky enough to have the use of

a room, it will prevent you from entering contests, or, for that
matter, running your station at peak efficiency. Care and thought
are the keystones of success. Try alternative ways of placing your

teleprinter/transceiver, etc, until you come up with the most
comfortable arrangement. Remember that in contests you will be
operating for long periods at a stretch. Then again, you must have
correct lighting. I don't mean lots of floodlights on the operating
position, it is only necessary to have a light shining over one or the
other shoulder onto the working area. In fact, since I operate with
a BBC computer and a monitor screen, I find that a 60 -watt bulb
in an `Anglepoise' table fitting is all I really require.
For a number of years now there have been RTTY contests.

There are about six big ones on the HF bands sponsored by
BARTG, CARTG, SARTG, DARC, ANARTS, and the Italian
amateur radio teleprinter club. All these contests have a section
for SWL's so the fact of not having a callsign certainly does not
bar you from having a go! My first venture into the world of
contesting, in fact, was as an SWL. I thought, far safer that way to
start with. There is, naturally, a contest on VHF/UHF which is
organised by the BARTG and which takes place each autumn. If

you are, or intend to become, a member of BARTG (British
Amateur Radio Teleprinter Group), then the major award they
offer is the Quarter Century Award (QCA for short). The basic
requirement for this award is to show evidence of two-way RTTY
contacts with a mimimum of 25 different countries. Short wave

listeners, of course, have their own section. Endorsements are
available in steps of 25. For those of you who enjoy chasing DX,
the contest is an ideal time. Very many stations come on the air

just for the contests, and I have worked some very interesting
RTTY stations while taking part in a contest that I most certainly
would not have heard in the normal course of events.

As far as the HF contests go, or for that matter any RTTY
Q:1

"most of the stuff here is ex -Navy

.

."

operating, there are specific portions of the HF bands where one
can find other RTTY stations. These are 3.590 MHz, 7.040 MHz,
14.090 MHz, 21.090 MHz and 28.090 MHz, plus or minus about
10 kHz; and since the rules of almost all the clubs say that a station
can be counted if worked again on another band, (e.g. 14 MHz
and 21 MHz) it is necessary to keep a checklist of the bands and the
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stations worked on those bands, so that when the station appears
a quick look will decide whether he is to be contacted or not. I
daresay that in this computer age it is possible to have a running
list for each band and just ask the computer if you have worked
the station before on the band, but I am afraid that I use the old
fashioned way of writing callsigns down!
When the contest has finished, there is more work to do. If you
have been using a mechanical teleprinter, then all the information
is on the paper, and only has to be copied from the paper to the log

book, but if a computer aided station is used, the procedure
possibly is slightly different, depending upon the make of micro

and the program loaded into it. Some RTTY programs will

automatically keep a check and you are able to get the
information by keying instructions into the computer, but others
may require different operations. But having got all the
information ready, the next thing is to complete the sheets to send
to the organising club. The final date for receipt of the logsheets is
always quoted in the rules, and I suggest to you that you send off
your logsheets as soon as you can, as time flies, and if you decide

to use sea mail it can take quite some time to get to say, Australia.

Contest logsheets and summary sheets are both printed by the
RSGB and are self-explanatory as regards the entries.
An Exchange Points table is used in some contests to claim
points according to the zone you work. We are zone 14 here and
so if you worked a station in, say zone 14 also you could claim 2
points; if you worked a station in zone 3 then you could claim 26

points, and so on. There is a "Prefix - Country - Zone" list
published by Geoff Watts editor of "DX News -Sheet", which
gives all the zones applicable to the various prefixes, and I would
think that this would be a necessary part of the `equipment' you
would require. See his advertisement in any issue of S. W. M.

I hope that I have given you a little insight into the world of
contest operating in the RTTY mode. There is the excitement of
the chase, hearing a rare one and waiting to get your chance to
work him, and the satisfaction of having all your equipment in
tip-top working condition for the event and the feeling that you

yourself have achieved something worthwhile.

.

.

. Good

hunting!

A Simple
Diode Tester

RI

6.3V A C
D2

DI

P. C. COLE, G3JFS
E

Test

Terminals

ALTHOUGH it is easy to test semiconductor diodes using the
resistance range of a multimeter, this method soon becomes

tedious if a lot of diodes are involved because of the need to

k

concentrate on the movement of a fine meter needle. To
overcome this problem a simple `go -no go' tester, using light
emitting diodes for indication, was built to the circuit shown in
Fig. 1(a).
D1 and D2 are two standard red (for maximum clarity) LEDs
connected back to back and fed from a six volt AC supply via a
current limiting resistor R1. A `good' diode connected to the test

a

Diode under test
Fig. 1(a)

'Miniature 3 Core

Miniature fuseholder

mains cable

terminals will light only one of these LEDs, whereas a faulty
diode will not light either LED if it is open circuit, or it will light up
both if it is short circuit. This allows rapid testing of a large batch

of diodes since it is only necessary to observe that just one LED
lights up as a diode is connected to the test terminals; any other
condition and the diode is immediately rejected.
Identification of the diode connections is also a simple matter.
DI will light up if the test diode cathode is connected to terminal
A, or D2 will light up if the cathode is to terminal B. If DI and D2
are mounted above terminals A and B respectively as shown in
Fig. 1(b), then the LED which lights up will indicate the terminal
that is joined to the cathode of the diode. This test is particularly
useful for finding the cathode and anode of some miniature diodes
and LEDs which are not always clearly marked.
A 6 volt supply was chosen for convenience but other voltages

DI

D2

o

o

O

0

A

Fig.1 (b)

Fig. 1(a). The circuit diagram of the diode tester. With a 'good' diode
connected to the test terminals as shown, LED DI will light. Fig. 1(b).
Panel layout of the diode tester. The components may be assembled in
a small plastic case that is large enough to hold the transformer. Using
the suggested layout, the LED which lights up will be the one above the

test terminal going to the cathode of the diode under lest.

up to about 15 volts may be used if the value of RI is changed. RI

should be chosen so that the LEDs are not over -run when

Table of Values
Fig. 1(a)
RI = 100R, 1/2 -watt (for

6.3V supply)

DI, D2 = standard
Red LEDs

TI = miniature mains transformer,
secondary loading approx.
50mA

Fl = 500mA fuse

terminals A and B are shorted together as this is when the LEDs
will dissipate the most power. The value could be calculated but in
practice it is much simpler to select R1 by trial and error to achieve
acceptable light levels.
In conclusion it can be said that the circuit performs its intended
function very well. Note also that its usefulness can be further
extended by connecting test probes to terminals A and B which
will allow the unit to be used as a continuity tester.
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An Aerial Tuning Unit for the
Yaesu FT -707 Transceiver
IAN KEYSER, G3ROO

THERE have been many articles and comments in the amateur
Press over the last thirty years discussing the Pros and cons
of various designs of ATU. In the end it boils down to the fact
that, if properly designed, they all do a very similar job, namely
impedance matching and removing unwanted reactance. There
are other factors, such as harmonic attenuation, which might be
an advantage, but when used with a properly designed transmitter
these are not important. Far more important is the ability to be

able to construct the component parts for the ATU, such as
variable inductors and high voltage variable capacitors, which are
grossly overpriced on the surplus market.
Problems in locating suitable switches for ATU's are
renowned! We have two conflicting requirements, multi position
and small size. After years of looking I have never found a suitable
unit and so resigned myself to having to build one. At first this
might seem a daunting prospect, but providing suitable tools are
available, and these are fairly common, it is not difficult at all.
Requirements in tools area set of drills, taps, dividers, and a pillar
drill. A Black and Decker unit is sufficient as all we need to be able
to do is to drill vertical holes. The base material we use for the
switch assembly is perspex. A good source of offcuts are sign

makers, although they use most of their offcuts for making
letters; however, if my local firm is anything to go by they will part
with suitable pieces. To help them help you it is advisable to know
exactly what you want before you go to see them, otherwise you
can waste a lot of their time and lose their assistance.

Construction
The switch is built on a 31/4 -inch square of perspex 1/4 -inch

thick, see Fig. 2. First check that it is square and then using
diagonals mark the exact centre with a scribe. Using the dividers
scribe a circle of 2'/ " diameter abut this centre point. The next job
is to divide the circumference into 28 equal segments of about
1/4 -inch. This is done by halving the angles subtended by the

FRONT
PANEL

TRANSMITTER INPUTS

3

4

and a touch of vandalism is the order of the day here! Sort out
some old potentiometers from the junk box and commence to pull

them apart, what we are looking for is a shaft and bush with a
plastic insulator firmly attached to the end of the shaft. You might
be lucky and find that the wiper attached to the shaft is suitable for
the new switch, though this will more likely be the case if you have

opened one of the older wirewound units. If not, it will be
necessary to make a wiper similar to that in Fig. 3. Your version
will perhaps need different fixing lugs, but that will be evident

when you study the unit. The wiper is then 'creased' along its
length to make it more rigid. A suitable material for the wiper is
thin brass or bronze shim available from the local model shop.
The studs are made of 1' " round head brass 6BA screws, and
these make suitable fixing for the toriods later. Insert these in the
holes around the circumference (about 330 degrees). Now fit the
bush and shaft, with wiper attached, into the centre hole, having
enlarged it sufficiently. Check that the wiper makes firm contact
with the screw heads, bending it slightly if it does not. As the shaft
is rotated it might be considered that the action is a little hard, and
a way around this is to carefully flatten the heads of the screws
with a file having removed the wiper and shaft assembly. It is now
necessary to drill the perspex in two places to fix 'stops' for the
wiper to butt against at each end of the travel; these can be seen in
Fig. 2, and the photographs.

50 OHM AERIAL INPUTS

5

(6) o)
Q
Sk1 Sk2 Sk3 Sk4C Sk5(6)

0

diagonals and then subdividing the resulting angles. Having done
this, use the pillar drill with a 1/32 -inch bit to drill through the
perspex at the 29 marks, plus the centre mark, being as accurate as
possible. Now redrill the circumference holes with a 6BA tapping
drill. The reason for doing this in two operations is that it is far
more easy to drill accurately with a small diameter drill; the larger
drill will then follow the pilot hole.
Now comes the boring job of tapping all the holes. It takes time
so be prepared, and ensure that the tap is kept perpendicular to the
plane of the perspex.
Having done that we turn our attention to the wiper and shaft,
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See Fig. 4
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Screws inserted other way

to "studs' with solder tags
for co. sections
(1.1 connections made to
end of screws),
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Fig. 2
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SWITCH CONSTRUCTION (S2)

Now we come to the inductors. These are wound on dust iron
rings to increase the inductance and reduce the size. There are
other advantages in using toroids, the principle ones being the
lack of external magnetic fields and the fact that we do not have to

find decent coil formers. The lack of external field gives us the
advantage of being able to house the ATU in a much smaller box
than otherwise, something that is important if the unit is to look
right alongside the FT -707. The wire we use has to be firm enough

to stay in place when wound onto the ring, but not too hard to
wind through the hole, I found that 18 s.w.g. is a suitable gauge
and being fairly thick reduces resistance loss. The toroid, by
increasing the inductance per turn, helps with resistance loss
considerably and helps the pocket, too, by reducing the amount
of wire needed - and with the price of copper wire these days that
is no mean achievement!
L I consists of 33 turns of wire tightly wound on to a toroid, and
this is used on the HF bands. L2 consists of 28 turns of wire and is
used in series with L1 for the 160 and 80 metre bands. Having
wound these toroids, the side that is going to be tapped should be
rubbed over with fine sandpaper to remove the enamel insulation.

Showing LI mounted on studs

The coil is then placed in position on the switch assembly and a
few temporary taps made to hold it in place. It is then an easy job
to make the correct taps as in Fig. 4. Having done that turn the
switch assembly over and connect L2 into circuit in the same way.
This is not quite so easy as there are only six connections and the
coil does not like to stay in place, so I have included another screw
on the other side of the toroid to act as an anchor; this tap is not
used electrically, only to support the toroid.
As will be seen in the photographs the variable capacitors are
also mounted on a perspex sheet which has been attached to the
switch assembly. These capacitors were found at one of the rallies,
and have been seen many times at other functions fairly cheaply.

Many people make the mistake that very high voltages are
developed in ATUs, but this is not really the case and a spacing
between the capacitors greater than 1 mm. will be adequate in

most cases with 100 watts (I have even used old broadcast
capacitors with great success in the past). A flash -over is not the
end, and if terminated quickly it is unlikely that any permanent
damage will be caused. It is necessary to insulate the shafts of the
capacitor from ground and for this I used flexible couplers and
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Tuner module of the FT -707
ATU

Showing flexible drive leaf
soldered to the slow-motion
drive

Side view and back drop of the
ATU
11111111111111!

slow-motion drives to make tuning easy. To make the whole
assembly look more tidy I unbolted one side of the couplers and
removed the shaft fixing -bush by drilling off the turnover, then I
soldered the leaf directly to the back of the slow-motion drive; this
also has the effect of reducing the overall length of the capacitor
assembly.
The balun is fairly simple to construct and is wound on a piece

of ferrite salvaged from an old trannie radio. With a file mark a
line around the piece of rod and about three inches from the end,
then with a sharp tap with the side of the file the rod should snap
along the file line. Now take three pieces of 16 s.w.g. enamelled
wire about 15 inches long and wind six to eight turns trifilar on the
rod. By that I mean all three side -by -side; this is a little difficult,
but I get around it by binding the start of the windings with cotton
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The switches are standard `Makaswitch' units which I had in
the junk box and have not caused any problems since the unit was
built over a year ago. The voltages are acceptable in nearly all the
switch positions but there might be a problem on the wafer that
switches the output of the tuner unit. If a better quality wafer is
available it should be used in this position.

Crease to increase rigidity

Drill hole and

While on the subject of making components, especially for

cut lugs to suit
plastic bush on
shaft (see text).

ATUs, it is well worth looking around at rallies for capacitors that
have been constructed by bolting the parts together. These can be
dismantled and the parts rebuilt into a suitable unit for the job in
hand. New end plates, if needed, can be fashioned from perspex,

Replacement brass or bronze wiper

Fig.3
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and then coating the binding with Araldite and leave to set. Then
do the windings and bind the end with cotton without letting go. If
all goes well and it does not slip coat the lot with Araldite and set

Table of Values
LI = 33 turns, 18 swg, on T-150-2 BPI to BP4 = insulated binding posts
L2 = 28 turns, 18 swg, on T-150-2 SI = 1 -pole, 6 -way
VC1, VC2, VC3 = 500 pF airspaced S3 = 2 -pole, 10 -way
Balun = see text
Skl to Sk16 = SO -259

aside. When hard, wire as shown in Fig. 1, the dots on the
diagram signify the start of each winding.
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Fig 4

TUNER UNIT CIRCUIT

and washers can be used to increase the spacing between the

plates. At the VHF Convention last year there were large
capacitors on sale for £2 which could very easily have been rebuilt
into 500pF capacitors suitable for the full maximum legal power
at a fraction of the price of a ready -built unit.
Lid to fi over base
with ?/8"overlap

Conclusion

at front

The unit has been in use now for over a year and has proved very

useful, especially with the signal generator plugged in the back
(beware of going on transmit while switched to this position

914

Fig. 5

CASE DETAILS (16swg Aluminium)

otherwise the attenuator in your signal generator will need some
work on it!) and the socket on the front panel. It saves a lot of time
changing plugs while testing a new piece of equipment. The tuner
section has coped with many a random piece of wire and a good
SWR has always been obtainable. The balun will cope with feed
impedances of up to a few thousand ohms but does tend to get a
little warm. If during use the SWR suddenly goes 'off the scale'

this is due to overheating and steps must be made to reduce the
impedance of the feeder.
Metalwork for this unit is available from H. L. Smith, 287-289
Edgware Road, London W2.
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Concrete Base Design for
Self -Supporting Masts,
Part 2
D. J. REYNOLDS, G3ZPF

Proper Compaction
IT is no use simply dumping the concrete into the hole, and
hoping that will suffice. Concrete needs to be compacted

X

properly if it is to last any time, but again the quantities involved

can present a daunting task if the normal DIY techniques are
used. Contact the local plant hire firm and hire a "concrete
vibrator", or "poker" as it is sometimes called. A small
compressor activates a mechanical vibrator within a steel tube,

X2

)111k:

and the steel tube is dropped repeatedly into the concrete as it is

\c/e:3

poured. It might not sound much in writing, but is extremely
effective and saves one hell of a lot of effort. It is also a fairly light
job if the XYL suddenly feels enthusiastic.
When dealing with large amounts of concrete swirling about in

a hole, it is surprising just how much sideways pressure can be
exerted on the 'cast -in" section of the mast, which has to be very
securely fixed vertically . . . if you intend it to remain that way.
Once the base is completed it will be advisable to cover the top
surface with polythene or damp hessian on a hot day, to prevent

the concrete drying out too quickly and producing surface

3

Bending moment at A r. W1.X1 + W2.X2 4- W3. X3
Fig.11

Fig. 11. Where several forces are acting, the total bending moment is
simply the sum of the individual moments. Note that distances are
measured perpendicularly from the line of action of the force.

cracking. On very cold days it pays to cover the top surface to keep

any frost off the concrete until it has hardened, although few
readers would contemplate aerial farming in the depths of winter.
As mentioned previously there is an initial set of concrete which

will occur some minutes after placing, and after which the
concrete should not be reworked. Following that the main
hardening process begins, with the concrete attaining about 2/3 of
its design strength after seven days. The full design strength is not
usually attained until after 28 days, so there is plenty of time to
recover from the exertion of concreting before the tower goes up.

Calculations
So much for the practicalities of casting the concrete base, but
the size has to be worked out first, and that involves a little maths.

complicated ICs as just 40 -pin components, with little or no idea
of their innards, and for the odd occasion the formulae here will
be needed it seems pointless to churn out pages of proofs.

Resultants
It has already been pointed out in a previous article that a
bending moment is equal to a force multiplied by its distance from
the point being acted upon, as illustrated in Fig. 10 for reference.

Where several forces exist then the total moment is simply the

algebraic sum of each of the individual moments (Fig.

11)

As with previous sections the theory will be minimised, and
formulae presented as 'mathematical tools' to be manipulated as
a means to an end. This approach may be criticised by purists, but

the author would only point out that it is not necessary to
understand the complex equations of physics behind the common
lump hammer in order to feel the pain as it accidentally hits your
thumb. Amateurs are gradually coming to terms with extremely

xi
W2

W3

-Bending moment at A = W X
Fig.10

Fig. 10. A bending moment is the twisting effect caused by a force at
some distance from (but connected to) the point under consideration.

1

Bending moment at A = W1 X1 + W2 X2 - W3 X3
Fig.12

Fig. 12. Where some of the forces are acting in opposition to others it
is necessary to ensure that they are subtracted. To avoid confusion it is
best to adopt an arbitrary sign convention; say, clockwise moments are

positive - or whatever.
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by the vertical loads. Nevertheless it is possible to express the
resultant in terms of the vertical loads but shifted slightly from the
centreline of the base.

The way to look at this is to understand that the action of the
bending moment is to cause a shift in the centre -of -gravity of the

>

I

x2

W1 X1 + W2 X2

(W1+W2)X

Fig. 13

base away from the centreline, which in turn causes an uneven
pressure distribution under the base. For those that need to know,
the line -of -action of the resultant actually passes through the
centre -of -gravity of the pressure diagram (phew) but we are
straying into deeper waters there.

Fig. 13. This illustrates the principle of a resultant. See text for details.

Wa+ w b

although care must be taken in case some of the forces oppose
others, as outlined in Fig. 12.
Obviously if W3.X 3 is greater than the sum of the other two
moments then the formula of Fig. 12 will give a negative answer,
but this simply means that the net twisting effect will be in the
direction of W3 rather than W , and W2. It is useful to adopt a
`sign convention' when dealing with bending moments and loads,

such as clockwise moments = + ye, and downward forces =
+ ye. In this way the sign of the answer will instantly tell the
direction without fear of confusion.
The total effect of the individual moments is referred to as the
`resultant' bending moment, and can be expressed in terms of the
sum of the individual forces causing the moments, multiplied by
the distance to the 'resultant line -of -action' as shown in Fig. 13.
Note how the distance to the line of action is referred to by a letter
with a line over it, which in our case would be referred to as tar X'. Readers need not adopt any special notation for the distance,
but it does make it stand out from the rest.

The distance 'e' is calculated from M = (Wa+Wb) e
Fig. 15

Fig. 15. The principle of resultants applied to a mast base as a
preliminary step towards determining the distribution and magnitude
of the bearing pressures under the base.

Shifting the Centre -of -Gravity
The same technique can be applied to a base where we have an
overturning moment plus vertical loads. In Fig. 14 the
overturning moment is from the wind forces acting about point
`A', and this is resisted by the 'restoring' moments generated by
the self weights of the mast plus the base acting in the opposite
direction. There are two things to check out here, the first being
that the restoring moments are at least twice the magnitude of the
overturning moment, to give a factor of safety of two against the
base simply toppling over. The second thing to find is the position
of the resultant line -of -action in order that the ground pressures
under the base may be checked. Here the case is slightly different
to those previously explained as the bending moment is not caused

The distance `e' is calculated from M = (Wa + Wb).e and it can
be shown that once `e' is greater than one -sixth of the length (or
breadth) of the base then the pressure along the upwind side of the
base goes 'below' zero, and the pressure diagram changes from
that shown in Fig. 6 to that in Fig. 7.

Wind direction

Wa

Z

Fig.16

b3
6

Z = Section modulus
b = length of side of base

Fig. 16. Plan view of base showing the section modulus for a wind
direction at right -angles to one of the sides of the base.

Overturning moment r M
Restoring moment r (Wa +Wb)X
Fig.14

Fig. 14. The combined self -weights of the aerial -plus -base resist the

overturning moment caused by the wind. The restoring moment
should be at least twice the overturning moment to give an adequate
factor of safety.

When the direction of the moment is relatively constant, as in
the structural frames of buildings, then providing the S.G.B.P. is
not exceeded then 'tension' under a base is acceptable. In the case
of a mast base the wind direction changes frequently, as does the
magnitude of the moment it delivers. Any base that lifts slightly at
one edge could then rock very slightly, so it is better for mast bases
to make the length and breadth (which will be the same) large
enough to ensure that e' never exceeds one -sixth of either, but
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the surface, and the vulnerability of soil near the surface to
weather variations has already been discussed. One good
downpour would soften the soil at the surface so much that its
S.G.B.P. would soon be reduced to zero.
Although the disturbed soil is enclosed by intact soil all around
it the base would need to compress the soil locally to bear upon it,
which implies that the base will have to tilt very slightly from the

vertical. As with the case of 'tension' under the base, cyclic
windloads would cause it to rock about and open up vertical
Wind

Z=

direction
Fig. 17

b3

6f

Fig. 17. The section modulus of a square section 'bending' about a
diagonal is less than that about its perpendicular axes. This smaller
value must be taken as the wind forces can come from any direction.

keep in mind that the depth must be a minimum of half the side
length.
Given the above situation then the pressures under the base can

cracks in the soil around the edges of the base. Fig. 19 illustrates
this situation, and shows the ingress of rainwater which could
percolate down to the bottom level of the base and soften the soil
there.

Soil weakened
by excavation

-Rainwater percolates from gap
to weaken soil below

be determined from:Pmax

W
A

where: W = Wa + Wb

W.e

e

+Z

= eccentricity

A = plan area of base
Z = section modulus of base

W
W.e
Pmin =
(when viewed on plan)
A
Z
Fig. 16 shows the plan view of a base with the value of Z for the

wind direction shown. Unfortunately the wind does not always
blow at right angles to one of the sides of the base, and unless bent
about one of its normal axes the 'Z' for a square section is not as
shown. The value of Z will be at a minimum when the wind blows

Undisturbed
ground

Fig.19

Fig. 19. If sidewall pressures were relied upon, the base would rock
and open up gaps around the edges of the base. As the gaps widened
rainwater would percolate down to the base of the foundations and
weaken the soil beneath the base.

at 45° to the base, as shown in Fig. 17, and this is the limiting

condition as the smaller the value of Z then the higher the
pressures under the base for a given loading condition. All that
then remains to be done is to calculate the maximum pressures
under the base, and check that it is less than the S.G.B.P. but if it
is higher then choose a slightly larger base size and try again.

The Design Process
The system is far simpler than it first appears, and can be
summed up in the following steps:-

Some readers may well be wondering why the soil pressures on

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

the downwind side face of the base were not considered as

(iv)

Sidewall Pressures
contributing to the overall stability since as Fig. 18 shows, there
would appear to be an advantage in doing so. There are two main

reasons for why it was neglected, the first being that the soil
around the sides of the base will have been disturbed during the
process of digging the hole and it is very unlikely that it will have
been compacted to anything like its former strength. Even if it
were fully compacted the maximum pressures would be exerted at

(v)
(vi)

Determine loads from aerial and mast, etc.
Determine bending moment due to wind.
Determine the S.G.B.P: for the soil.
Choose a base size and calculate its weight.
(concrete = 22 kN/m3)
Calculate `e'. If greater than one -sixth, repeat from (iv).

Check that restoring moments are at least twice the

overturning.
Check that the S.G.B.P. is not exceeded.
As with the design of the mast itself, it is necessary to firstly
guesstimate a size and then check through to see if it is adequate.
(vii)

Note that the wind moment at the base of the mast will be less than
the wind moment about the bottom of the base. The latter must be
used to determine soil pressures, and is larger because the depth of

the base adds to the lever arm of the wind moment.
That about winds up the theoretical design of an aerial, mast,
and base for a given height and windspeed. Although it is quite
straight -forward once some experience is gained, the author can

well imagine that is seems fairly hairy for the complete tyro,
especially those not too adept at maths. Since lessons seem best
Sidewall
pressures

P min

Pmax

Fig 18

Fig. 18. Sidewall pressures must be neglected when determining the
stability of the base. See text for details.

learned by example it is intended to produce some worked
examples to demonstrate the technique, and give some ideas on
practical details and connections. It would be quite possible to
write a computer program to take out all of the brain strain, and
the author may well do this if sufficient interest exists.
As with all previous sections every effort has been made to
ensure that the information presented is accurate, but the author
accepts no liability for the consequences of it being used. Purists
may well wince at the brutal simplifications which have been
made, but the savings gained on smaller installations by a rigorous
analysis would hardly be worth the effort and would undoubtedly
discourage readers from doing it.
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COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS
E. P. Essery, G3KFE
THIS has been a very thin month
indeed, for reports (no doubt
Christmas has something to do with that!)

and also conditions. A point of interest
that has arisen is the noticeable way in
which Top Band has been so poor; this
rather goes to indicate that the old idea
that when the sunspots are down, conditions on the low bands perk up, is just so
much hooey. Most likely, what in fact one

observes is the reverse of the ten -metre

thing: on Ten there is propagation but
usually no one there to take advantage of

it, while on Top Band there is a rise in
activity as people find the high bands dead

- but there isn't much real DX amongst
the increased activity. Now for someone to
shoot me down!

The Bands

OE3REB, JWOEQ, I4NEC, OE2JKN,

UG6GAW at 0152, VE3GAS at 0230,

0E5KE, K8CCV, W1RR, OE1KM,
SP3AGE, I2UBI, EA5CF, SMSDFF,

VE3KQS at 0413, 4U1ITU at 2228, and

EIOCZ; a larger crop than usual for Ted.
G3BDQ (Hastings) started his letter by
some philosophising on the subject of propagation knowledge; John feels strongly
that the text -books are very hazy about the
way propagation occurs on Top Band, and
to a degree on Eighty too. However, to the
meat of his report: G3BDQ worked seven
Wls, five W2s, eight W3s, four W4s, three
in W5, all in Arkansas, seven W8s, and a
couple in WO, most being hooked between
0700 and 0800, but a few at their
sunset. VE1BVL, VE1ZZ, VE3EK were
all worked at their sunset, and VE3MFA at
the morning opening, all on CW; the SSB
was used for KB3AF and WA3EUL and

were heard, the whole band from 1835 up
above 1.9 MHz was full of W local QSOs,
one indeed on top of a Russian QSO and
obviously quite oblivious of each other.

John was also able to help G4LMZ get

28 MHz contest, December 8/9, during

At the beginning of 1984, the sunspot

over for the first time. Other DX heard on

situation was far better than it had any
right to be, but through the year it pro-

the band, and raised, included HV2VO

and 1AOKM both taken on CW and

gressively fell away to the point where, in
October, it was some 40% lower than one

phone, EA8QO, T77C, 9H1ED, TF3SZ,
JWOEQ, HZ1AB twice, UA6UF/R for a

would have expected: this refers to the
monthly means, and is much more
indicative of the true state than the six -

little mystery, and by no means least
UAOAG for a new prefix. On a different
tack, John is still working on the problem

monthly smoothed numbers, which in fact
have kept pretty well on course. The last

of clicks, but reckons he doesn't know
how one can fit any more filtering to his

few days have seen - or so it appears to
the writer -a slight hint of an improve-

Corsair's fancy keying system, and lets out

ment, which would be mighty welcome if it
were sustained.

cathode keying!

Top Band
G6CJ has been active on the band, of
course, but says he finds the band comes to
a peak at a useless hour for those of us who
have to go to work!

At G4AAW (Maidstone) the CW got
out to 1AOKM (QSL via IOMGM),
HV2VO (via 12BBJ), HZ1AB (via
K8PVD), JWOEQ (via LA5NM), TF

3KG,

TF3 XUU/8,

UA9KAA,

UG6GAW, UM8MU, VE1ASJ, VE3EK,
KA1PE, W1RR, W1PL, W1CF, W2LT,
KT3M, and W4DR. Peter also notes that

a gentle sigh for the departed days of
Next we have G4KKI (Swinton) who
runs a PW 'Dart' rig on Top Band and
Eighty; the HF rig is reduced to its
component parts for the moment waiting
for a rebuild. Up aloft there is a half-size
G5RV, feeders strapped and fed against
the central heating system as an earth on
160 and 80 metres. That sounds like a very

good reason for going outside and
expending a lot of time on earthing system
improvements! Anyway, be that as it may,

this set-up got out to G4ZCN, G4LMZ,
G4WQD, G4ONG, G3RYU, G3RXH; all
these were on DSB, while the CW signal

4X4NJ at 0229z. On the night the VEs

Ten Metres
Nice to hear again from GW4BLE
(Newport, Gwent) after a long gap. Steve
was not all that active in 1984 owing to a

gale that brought down his Versatower
and beam, now replaced by a new one
topped with a TH5 beam. As for the DX,

Steve has topped the magic 300, but is
keeping his hand in by filling in the gaps on

each band, and a little contesting as time

permits. The last one was the ARRL

which the following were worked:
A22ME, CE5EMZ, CE3DNP, CE6EZ,
EAs, EA6, EA8, Fs, HG, Y23s, TU2ID,

KG4DX, ZP5JCY, ZF2AG, PYs,
ZD7BJ, ZS3BI, ZS6s, L2X (from LU),
TI1C, 3X4EX, 5L2AK, 5B4DN, Z23J0,

and 4X4FR. There was a total of 52
multipliers, including twenty from North

America, via an opening between

1815 -1900z on the Saturday and another,
longer one, between 1450z and 1645z on
the Sunday. A fine effort at this stage in
the sunspot cycle.
G3NOF (Yeovil) is a pretty consistent
monitor of the band, but he says he only
heard signals twice; on December 9 there
was some YU and GW, and on December
23 EA8. Otherwise - Nix!
"Abysmal" is the way Tony at G4HZW
describes it; one or two openings to Africa
were present if the beacons were audible,
but no actual real live signals to exchange
reports with! A Sporadic -E opening was
noted on December 18 and gave I, YU,
DL, HG; and during the contest there was
EA, LU4US and CT2FH - though Tony

managed DL9KZ, and G3PFZ. On a

missed the openings mentioned by
GW4BLE, hence much wailing and

operation around 1950 kHz, where

totally different tack, Bill asks if anyone

gnashing of teeth.

G3SZA and OH5NQ have already been
heard working W6 and W7s. The point

the Lowe SRX-30 receiver which is the
station receiver at G4KKI - anyone with

there is a new spot in use for simplex

about this one is that it is a lot quieter in the

States than the lower end of the band.
Next we have G2HKU (Sheppey) who

found conditions very wobbly - from
reasonable to ugh! SSB on Top Band
located I1BSN, PAOPN, and DJ7SR,
while the CW dealt with Y23WA,
DF9BW, F8IH/EA3, EA3VY, OKIDIJ,

DL6HN, W4BT, HZ1AB, TF3AB,

VE1ZZ, K2VV, OZ7YY, W2JB,

knows of any worthwhile modifications to

any useful information or references,
please send them to your scribe, addressed

c/o "CDXN", and we'll pass them on.

Finally, we have the regular twice annual letter from SWL D. A. Whitaker
(Harrogate). David says it's only a small
cold in
offering this time as it is too b
the shack to play amateur radio. Nonetheless, David heard T77V at 2200z,

DX News Sheet
After Geoff Watts retired, DX News

was carried on by G3ZAY and
G3XTT, who did a fine job; however,
Sheet

work is the curse of the DX-ing classes, as
ever, and so we now find ourselves under

the editorship of Bren, G4DYO, who
already, in his first issue, indicates the
value of a sense of humour - his "DX
Review of 1984" was quite hilarious but
nonetheless factual. Thanks to G3ZAY
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how rewarding this band can be for the
early -morning operator; at 0530z on the

on the gen that in January he is going to be

future success of DXNS under G4DYO.

signing G2CNN/A with his HW-8 rig.

Here & There

morning of December 23, W2HCW,
K3HBK, KB1BE, N4RJ were all ex-

and G3XTT, and good wishes to the

at Brill for some weeks and therefore

First some points from DXNS issues of

changing reports with the Europeans, and

The TOPS CW Net for Europe on
Sunday evenings, on 3534 kHz under

late. The question of A61AA's validity

UA2FO in Leningrad was getting good

G4GBG as controller, was joined by Lucia

was called into question rather strongly by
the DX Bulletin of K1TN in mid -

reports from ZL1BXA.

CT1YH, who previously held the call

The eighty -metre SSB report from D. A.

CR7LU before returning to her homeland.
The Wednesday evening net, we hear, has

December; however, G4DYO spoke to

Whitaker showed OA4OS (0725z),

Des, G3LCS, while the latter was on leave,

also been graced by a YL, this time

gets back to A61AA towards the end of
January.

FM7CL (0749), W6RDL (0800), 6Y5NR
(0806), YBOJH (2115), VP2MR (0744),
ZP5JAL (0800), A92EB (2216), PZ1AC
(0037), HH2MC (0749), VK3RI (1900),
PY7ZZ (2121), VK6LK (2126), 6Y5IC
(2248), 3X4EX (2332), N6ATS (2338),
FM7WD (2343), and OK4AWQ/MM in

The VR6 YLs will outnumber the OMs
shortly, when Betty, WD9GQV arrives,

the Indian Ocean. A pity David never gives
a hint of what he uses aloft and in the shack

Seriously, it seems to be either regarded

to winkle this sort of stuff out.
Just three watts of CW are available on

regularly, or downright hatred by the

and the indications are that documentation has gone off to ARRL. Additionally,
a Trio TS -930s has been ordered with a
view to some CW operation when G3LCS

with her callsign allocated as VR6BR, and
QSL Manager KA9W. Local licensees of

course are VR6TC, Tom Christian and
VR6KY Kari.

That 3YOAA effort was, as we had
thought, too close to target for a 1985
operation window, so the date now goes
back to Jan -March in 1986.
Those still in need of South Sandwich

Eighty to G4KKI, but Bill managed to
work DL9YA, G3MRP, and these QRP
stations; G3RJV, G4EZF who was also

under the call 4K1I will occur in some
months' time once they have settled down.
XU1SS is quite possibly finished by the
time this reaches the bookstalls; the latest
news we have is that the area is under heavy

attack and the station may have to close
down.

Turning to The DX Bulletin, only two
copies have reached us this month, neither
post-dating Christmas, so TDXB is for
once in the nature of a broken reed. However it does mention that KA4SBE/SU

QSLs are now considered O.K. by the
DXCC, after October 1, and also notes
how elusive 5R8AL is, particularly for the

Europeans, and quotes DX Report as
indicating he doesn't have permission for
Eighty.

Eighty
This is the band where anything can
happen, from the CW and SSB DX found

at the ends of the band, right to the
rabbittings-on found among the pundits
inhabiting the middle of the band! Some
of the latter have the saving grace of being
at least entertaining!
G3ZPF (Kingswinford) found a couple
of new ones by way of A92P and 6Y5MJ

on SSB, while 6Y5IC was at last nailed
down after a couple of near -misses; on the

other hand, HI8IH and XE1VIC slipped
through the `ZPF fingers. Something a
little out of the ordinary was KV9S heard

3508 kHz between 1400 and 1600z, with
GW6AQ as net controller.

Now Forty
Just has to be the band you love to hate!

with great affection by the ones who use it
others!
Just one contact was made by G2HKU,
namely VK2KM; this one was on CW.

Forty CW at G3BDQ was a matter of

with an indoor aerial, GM3OXX/A,

contacts with UI8LBA, VK2KM,

G8QM, G4BUE, and G4KKG. Sounds as
though Bill is after working all the G-QRP
Club members!

VK3MR, and VK3VJ.
D. A. Whitaker, from Harrogate, heard

could do worse than take note that the
Russians are putting a base into the area,
called "Progress", and amateur operation

Marion, GW4TNH. This last net is on

VK6IR, VK3AJJ, VK9XJ, 9K2EV,
UG6GCC, FROFLO, and UF6VAW;
hearing the FRO was maybe a consolation
prize for not hooking him on Top Band!

"CDXN" deadlines for the next three

New Bands

months:

March issue -January 31st
April issue -March 7th
May issue -April 4th
Be sure to note these dates

Just a couple of reports this

time.

G3BDQ made one of his rare forays upon

the band and came out clutching on to
W3CS and W3ARK.
By way ofDX News Sheet and others we

hear that the SMs have now received
permission to operate on all three of the

G3BDQ found himself on the band
between 1945 and 2030z in the evenings
and worked 9M2CO and JA6IEL on SSB
- the latter 'for real' and not by way of a

list. However, some 30 minutes earlier
John heard someone on the list op, and he
was saying "stand by for G3BDQ", then
"go ahead G3BDQ" - all before G3BDQ
had radiated any RF. Cue for G3BDQ to
transmit saying "this is the real G3BDQ"

and enjoying the stunned silence which

resulted. On the key, John made it to
UA9CPC, UA9CEI, and UA9MBO.
At G2HKU the activity on the band was
CW, to TF3CU, K1ZZ, and W2BA.
Finally on this band we have the regular

G2NJ report, from Peterborough. Nick

noted, as in previous Decembers, the
Europeans and Russians working JAs in
the early afternoons, when the JAs were

quite inaudible here. The outstanding
signal among these was UR1RWX,
Tallinn, who was heard to work ten JAs in
the hour 1410-1510z. On December 10, an

new bands, from December 1 1984, so by
the time this reaches you there should be
quite a bit more activity.
G4UZN (Leeds) is a faithful reporter on

these bands, which he describes as still
uncharted territory. On 10 MHz, no DX
was worked, but contacts were had on CW
of course, with CT2FN, EA7BU, EI6BA,
4U1VIC, 4X6GP and some fifty Swedish
stations. 18 MHz yielded CT1BSN,
GJ3EML, and ISOLYN, with J37AE, VK,

DL2GG/YV5, and lots of commercial
stuff heard. As for 24 MHz, nothing has
been heard on it, let alone worked!

Fifteen
Very much a daylight band nowadays,
and not too good at that. Therefore, not
many reports either! G3KFE flipped the
band switch to this band several times and
was greeted by the sound of frying eggs on
occasions, of washing -machine motor
noises, and, on one memorable occasion a
W1

at RST 339! However, it must be

exceptional day, SM6CPY was working
JA6YG, Sen. and was giving him a 569

admitted that the band is not open much
after dark, and we never get to the rig in

and quite oblivious of the Europeans

report while being audible to G2NJ at

daylight normally.

hearing him. Otherwise it was all EU and
U.S.A. worked, and no aerials up as yet
for any other band.

F6GLF/MM, near Portugal, at 2047 one

too: unstable to a degree, subject to

evening, and G2CNN, most unusually
from his home QTH in Norfolk, passing

sudden fade-outs, and mostly closing by
1600z. The East Coast Ws were around

as late as 1000z working Stateside stations

G4NOZ (Colchester) says he is surprised

RST449. Other contacts included

G3NOF thought the band very poor,
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from 14-1600; Africans 10-1200, and again

temporary permit for January and

1500-1600, while a few VKs were noted,
short path around 1000. In terms of SSB,

February.

contacts were made on G3NOF's
favourite band, with A92P, FG7BM,
FH8CB, FH8CR, HH2SD, J28DN,
J28EF, J87BS (Mustique), K5OVC,
TT8CW, VP8LP (Falkland Isles),
VQ9YR, VK3PTS, VK6DU, VK6IR, East

Coast Ws, W5VAW, ZS1EZ, ZS6CEA,
5X5GK, and 9LICSIV.
All the way SSB was the word from
G3BDQ, from his Hastings retreat, with
VK6VB, VK6BA, VK6JH, 5H3MH (exVE5VJ we gather), and Z21BP.

The band opens at around 0600z to
G3NOF, usually dying around 1800z; the
LP openings to VK have occured on most
mornings but have been of short duration;
and the short path has on occasion been

Also a rather poor display this time,
although a bit more reliable than 21 MHz,
and closing a bit later in the evening. For

G3BDQ, CW was enough to

get at

UI8AHW, while SSB Phone accounted
for VU2RX - Top Band addicts to note
this station is trying for a Top Band

Activity Period - New Bands
For the rest of the year, we propose the
first weekend in each month as an Activity
Period. The idea will be to come on and see
who is around and who you can work; in
no way a contest just a question of getting

open 1300-1600z. Africans were heard

those who can to come on and give the

around 1600-1700z and East Coast W/VE
from lunchtime till tea, with the W6s heard

and to report what goes on to their

band a whirl, especially 18 and 24 MHz;

on the short path around 1500z. SSB

favourite DX column. This proposal is
being circulated to magazines on both

HV2VO, P29AF, VK2CU, VK6HQ,

sides of the Atlantic, and we hope for their

contacts were made with C53FG,
W2NQ/7, ZL2AUB, ZL2BKI, ZL2BBF,

support, too.

XL4IG/P, 1AOKM, 5H3HM, 5R8AL,
and 6Y5NR.

Twenty
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Finally also from G3NOF a note that
ZD8KM operates on most days; he starts
at 1900z on 21075 kHz CW and moves

14052 kHz as conditions dictate. Also,
G3KSK will be on as ZD8JP until June
1985, operating daily around 14200 kHz,
from 1900z.

Conclusion
The very early deadline for the next time
is in the 'box' as usual, and is for the arrival

of your letters, addressed as ever to your

scribe, "CDXN" SHORT WAVE
MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn,
Herts. AL6 9EQ. And, if you run across a
ZA, then WFWL - work him first, worry
later!

"Practically Yours"
with GLEN ROSS, G8MWR

Filters

2-15pF Trimmer

Tuning knob

THIS month we will be looking at filters and some of the uses
to which they can be put. Filters come in many shapes and
sizes and are intended for a multiplicity of purposes ranging from
near DC right up into the highest microwave bands. The purpose

of a filter, put at its most basic level, is to either allow certain
frequencies to pass unhindered (bandpass) or to block a range of
frequencies (bandstop). As is normal, you do not get something
for nothing and there is always a certain amount of loss, known as
the insertion loss, associated with most filters. (A certain type

6 turns 18swg
15mm dia.

144 MHz

BNC or similar
connector

known as an active filter and commonly used in audio
applications, such as filtering RTTY tones, can exhibit a

I E. IF

considerable stage gain, but they do not concern us here.) With
care this loss can be kept to a minimum and is usually a small price

to pay for the advantages that are to be obtained from the filter.

60 mm

Using Filters

1/4"dia.Copper tube

x 65mm long

One of the most obvious uses is to keep your signal out of your

neighbour's TV receiver. Most of the problems are due to your
signal "blasting through" the TV receiver's front end. A suitable

18swg T.Cu wire

filter will allow the TV signals to pass but can attenuate your signal

OBA or 1/4' Whit. bolt

by as much as 60dB (reducing the level to a millionth of what it

(to cut own thread in
copper tube)

was).

A power meter will read all the power fed into it at whatever

Spacing 6mm

Fig.1

Solder tags
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Tuning knob

combination of them, depending on the purpose of the filter. The
essential point for bandpass filters to cover the VHF bands is that

25pF Trimmer

the "Q" of the circuit should be very high so that the response

drops off rapidly outside the bands. This entails care in the
construction of the filters and the use of low -loss components.
They should be built into well made boxes so as to reduce detuning

1/4 dia.Copper tube
x 90mm long.

due to movement of the components. Great attention should be
given to really solid earthing; very high currents may flow at these
points and, if the earthing is poor, the losses will be high.

432 MHz

Practical Filters

10mm Spacing

Three filters will be described, one each for 145, 432 and 1296
MHz. Each one has a fairly wide tuning range with low insertion

loss and moderate bandwidth; too tight a bandwidth can be a
nuisance, involving retuning across the band. The 145 and 432

T

MHz units are of the quarter -wave type and the 1296 MHz filter
shows the application of the half -wave system. From the designs

BNC or similar
connector

30mm

shown it should be possible to make a unit for any frequency

lBswg T Cu wire

OBA or 1/4 Whit. bolt

required.

Solder tags

Mechanical Details

Fig. 2

The units are built in standard diecast boxes, the lower
frequency units in boxes of about 4.5 inches in length and 2 inches
square, whilst the 1296 MHz filter is in a box about 1 inch square
by 3.5 inches long. The actual construction will be apparent from

frequency, due to the fact that it is a broad band device. If your rig
or linear generates spurious harmonics then these will be added to

the diagrams and there is little to comment on except to restate
that all earths must be well made. The tuning capacitor for the
1296 unit is made from a tubular trimmer that has had the body
broken away so as to leave only the mounting and the threaded

your fundamental power and you will think you have plenty of
output. If you put a bandpass filter in the lead to the power meter
these spurious outputs will be attenuated and you will get a correct
power reading.
The output of a local oscillator strip can be filtered to ensure a

rod onto which a 2BA washer is carefully soldered. A 2BA washer

is also soldered to the centre of the tuning line to form the other
plate of the capacitor. This is done by first fitting the washer to the
tuning screw then cutting some lightweight card. Place the card
between the two washers to form a sandwich and then screw the

clean drive to the mixer system, so ensuring a reduction in
unwanted signals in the receiver and an overall improvement in

performance. The list is endless and only limited by your

adjusting screw in until the whole assembly is firmly held together;

imagination. Possibly one of the best uses for a filter is in the aerial
feeder of your rig. This will do two things, first it will ensure that

now solder the washer to the rod and remove the card.

Solder tags

BNC

Tuning screw

socket

Lid
(underside)

62mm---.1
I

Brazing rod
soldered to tags
Fixing nut

and locknut

1296 MHz
BNC Socket

General appearance of unit

2BA Washers

L®39

Fig. 3

far less spurious energy reaches the aerial system to be radiated
and, secondly, it will reduce the level of out -of -band signals
reaching the receiver and so improve the blocking and cross modulation performance.

Filter Components
The filter consists of nothing more than a tuned circuit, or

Additional Use
The two lower frequency units can be used as wavemeters.
Apply the signal to be checked to one socket and connect a
suitable diode and meter to the other one. Tune the filter until a
peak is found on the meter. This will only be of use if the tuning
control has been calibrated by using known frequencies, which is
a fairly simple undertaking.
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MAPLIN ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LIMITED claims to
be the biggest retail supplier of electronics components
in the U.K. If the size of the latest catalogue is any indication,

then the company probably is. It is called the Maplin 1985
Buyer's Guide to Electronic Components and is in soft cover
format 298 x 210mm and 21mm thick, weighing 0.74kg.
There are 29 sections alphabetically arranged from Aerials
to Wound Components, with a final, 30th part called
Miscellaneous. Apart from a 2m. "rubber duck" type, all the
aerials are TV, FM and car radio ones and there is a wide range
of hardware such as brackets, rotators, diplexers, s&kets, etc.

The Batteries stock includes all the popular sizes of zinc carbon, zinc -chloride, alkaline, silver -oxide, mercuric -oxide,
zinc -air and NiCad types and chargers and holders are listed.

The Books section is very extensive mainly dealing with
computer literature. Each title is briefly described. A wide
variety of Boxes in metal and plastic is listed, including diecast
ones and some elegant equipment cases, together with many
accessories. The Cables section lists mains, multicore, coaxial,
ribbon and coiled types, plus cable grips, ties and sleeving.

The Capacitors section starts with a Capacitor Finder
chart from 1.8pF to 10,00014F in all the usual dielectrics and

case forms. Some Jackson Bros. variables are listed, plus

Components, while the Miscellaneous section even includes a
blood pressure tester.
This latest Maplin catalogue is a sound investment and is
available from the W. H. Smith shops, the shelf price being
£1.35. All items are now priced on the page and the printed
prices are valid till the end of February. Thereafter, quarterly
updates will be available. There are Maplin shops in
Westcliffe-on-Sea, Essex, London W.6, Manchester,

Birmingham and Southampton, open Tuesday to Saturday.
Some of the bulkier items like coaxial cable, are cheaper over
the counter. The company's mail order operation is based in
Rayleigh in Essex at P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, SS6 8LR.
The telephone number is 0702 554155, with additional
numbers for retail sales, trade sales and Cashtel.
DANESBURY INSTRUMENTS have sent the fourth

edition of their catalogue of quality test gear and

measuring instruments. It is a very nice 24 page list. The

Company distributes products by U.K., U.S.A., Japanese,
French, West German and Indian manufacturers. A very
useful feature is a page of charts covering analogue and digital
instruments, oscilloscopes, and signal sources giving instant
indication of what is available. For example, if you need an LF
function generator, in the Signal Sources chart you will find
they list one covering 0.01 Hz to 10 MHz with sine, square and

assorted trimmers and hardware. Crystals are included in this
section. The short Communications part includes CB
accessories, the only amateur radio item being a ten channel,
2m. scanning receiver. The Computers section features the
Multitech MPF- 1P, Z80 system with various peripherals and
software for Atari, BBC, Dragon and Commodore machines.
The Connectors section is comprehensive listing everything
from miniature PCB to 96 -way edge connectors, BNC, UHF
and N -type series and lots of system adaptors. In Electrical

triangular wave outputs, internal and external AM and FM
modulation and that "details are on page 17".
Among the hundreds of items listed are oscilloscopes by
Hitachi and Bridage Scientific Instruments, hand-held and
bench DMMs by Keighley, AOIP and Hitachi, and signal

Asseccories are listed a range of household items for the D -I -Y
home electrician. The Hardware section offers the usual metal

and Black Star. The Hitachi products carry a two year

and nylon nuts and bolts, screws, grommets, transfers and
such.

The catalogue includes 31 pages of Heathkit products
including an IBM compatible Personal Computer Kit in the
£2,000 price bracket. The Knobs section is followed by
Microphones of which there are many from cheap crystal lapel
types, to expensive professional dynamic models. A range of
stands is also listed. The Opto-Electrical section includes

neons, filament lamps, LEDs, LCD displays, solar panels,
Xenon and laser tubes and the Panel Meters pages cover
analogue and digital instruments. The PCB section includes
Vero products, breadboards, etching materials and aids, and

sources, bench PSUs, frequency counters, logic analysers, X -Y
plotters and chart recorders by Unaohm, Thander, Rikadenki

-

warranty with an MTBF - Minimum Time Before Failure
target of 20,000 hours.
Prices are listed separately being those ruling at the time of
despatch. Danesbury Instruments' head office is at 22
Parkway, Welwyn Garden City, Herts., England, AL8 6HG.

The telephone number is 07073 38623, Telex no. 825633
OTSSB. The person to contact there is Managing Director Roy
Gibbons. The Company also has sales offices in
Kidderminster, Lancashire and Glasgow and delivery is quoted
as, "normally ex -stock."
N. A . S. F.

transfers.
Projects and Modules occupy 57 pages covering hundreds of
projects from simple audio preamplifiers to electronic organs
and a £620 music synthesiser. There is a comprehensive

Resistors section which includes a wide range of rotary and

slider potentiometers in linear and logarithmic laws. The
Semiconductors section runs to 91 pages and lists a huge range

of discrete devices, TTL and CMOS ICs, memories and
microprocessors, etc. There is a lot of very useful applications
information in this section, too.
The Switches and Relays sections cover virtually everything
from sub -miniature toggle switches to power relays, and wafer

switches to alphanumeric keyboards. However, there are no
co -axial relays listed. In the Test Gear part are digital and
analogue meters, oscilloscopes and accessories. This is
followed by Tools, from trimming tools to drill stands,
soldering irons to video tape head cleaners. The Wound
Components part lists various coil formers, chokes and a
comprehensive range of toroidal mains transformers up to
500VA rating. There are sections, too, devoted to Musical and

Effects, of prime interest to disco folk, and also Organ

Dr. Tim Thirst, G4CTT (left) of Eastern Communications, presenting

one of two T.E.T. beams to Dr. Tim Cole, G4RHQ, of the Dunn
Nutrition Unit, Cambridge. The beams were donated jointly by
Eastern Communications and Amateur Electronics UK, for use by the
Unit in their communications with Africa.
photo: BBC East
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CLUBS ROUNDUP
Ily "Club Secretary"

AS many clubs have recently held their AGM, now is a good
time for us to ask you all to check and be sure we have the
name and address of the club's current Hon. Sec., including his
post code, and with his telephone number given in the 'approved'
fashion - namely "Bloggsville (0123) 456789" as the Post Office
requests.

The Letters
Abergavenny & Nevill Hall foregather on Thursday evenings,

in the room above Male Ward 2 at Pen-y-Fal Hospital,
Abergavenny. The club specialises in RAE and Morse classes and

provides a local examination centre - all the details from the
Hon. Sec., - see Panel.
Tuesday, February 19 is the day for Acton, Brentford &

Chiswick, when the group will be talking about the new
`Maidenhead Squares' system and their own personal views of it.
The venue, as ever is Chiswick Town Hall, High Road, Chiswick.

The Antrim club is having a recruiting campaign, and any
potential member, be he SWL or licensed amateur, is asked to get
in touch, using the nice simple address of Antrim Radio Club, Box
3, Antrim. The next AGM is on March 11, but alas we don't have
any current Hq. address details.

Still in GI, we turn to Bangor, where the date at the time of
writing is February 1 at the Sands Hotel on Bangor's sea -front but we understand they may have a visit lined up so it would seem

a telephone call to the Hon. Sec. wouldn't come amiss.

Back on the mainland, and Bath - which means the
"Englishcombe Inn", Englishcombe Lane, on alternate

Wednesday evenings. For the latest dates try phoning the Hon.
Sec. on Frome 63939.
Having just had their AGM, the Biggin Hill crowd is looking
forward to February 19 and their RTTY demonstration, at St.
Mark's Church Hall, Biggin Hill.
Still active is the Bishops Stortford set-up; the formal meeting is
on the third Monday in each month, at the British Legion Club in
Windhill; they also have an informal on the first Thursday of each

February, 1985

this desk, and we hope is they can keep it up!
At Bromsgrove there are two clubs; the one reporting this time
is based on the British Legion club, Birmingham Road, and seems
to be more interested in advising how democratic it is than in
giving detailed programme. However, this method sometimes

comes off, and so a visit could be well worth while - try the
second and fourth Tuesday of the month.
Up to Bury now, and hence the Mosses Centre, Cecil Street,
Bury; every Tuesday, with the second one each month as the
formal - February 12 has a talk on OSCAR -10. But on Sunday
10th they have their Hamfest all day, with talk -in on S22 - the
Mosses lies just three minutes from Junction 2 on the M66. More
details on the latter event from G1BWN who is QTHR, or the

Hon. Sec. - see Panel.
Cheltenham comes next and their amalgamation of some years
ago seems to have gone from strength to strength; and nowadays

they are to be found in the Stanton Room in Charlton Kings
Library. However, there seems to be a hiccup in the quoted dates

for February, so we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. for any
correction; his details are in the Panel.
At Cheshunt the meetings are weekly at the Church Room,

Church Lane Wormley, every Wednesday. February's natter
evenings are on 13th and 27th; on February 6 Phil Ranner,
G4ZCX, leads a discussion on the club project, and on 20th they
have the inimitable G3AAJ to give them the word on AMSAT
and its activities.
February 5 and 21 are the dates for Chichester; the former in the

Long Room and the latter in the Green Room, at Fernleigh
Centre, 40 North Street, Chichester.
On to Colchester and on February 7 they have G1DGQ talking

about scale radio controlled models, while on 21st Norman
Clarke will talk about the Royal National Lifeboat Institution.
Both meetings, as always, at the Colchester Institute, Sheepen
Road, Colchester.
The Cornish Hq. these days is the Church Hall, Treleigh, and it

is there on February 7 that the club will sit down to a talk by
G3VWK on AMTOR.
Coventry has come a long way since they had their own little
place which was, as we recall, swept away as part of the rebuilding
of the City's roads; nowadays they live at Baden-Powell House,

121 St. Nicholas Street, Radford, Coventry, and they are in
session every Friday evening. February 1 is down for a talk by a
crime prevention officer, and on 15th there is a film night. The
two intervening weeks are, as usual, 'nights on the air'.

The Crawley crowd alternate informals at members' homes

month at the "Nag's Head" pub on the A120 Dunmow Road,
next door to the Golf and Squash Club, in the saloon bar.

with their main meetings at Trinity Chuch Hall, Ifield on, by the
look of it, the fourth Wednesday of each month. However, we
would strongly suggest a check with the Hon. Sec. - see Panel for
his details.

February for Bolton means the Horwich Leisure Centre, every
Wednesday evening, with February 6 set apart for G3RJV to give

Palace, and it tells us that February 16 is their Annual General

his chat about QRP.
The Seven -Furlong Bar at Brighton Racecourse is the home
these days of the Brighton club, every other Wednesday evening.
More details on acitvities from the Hon. Sec., - see Panel.

The Bristol group has its Hq. at the YMCA, Park Road,
Kingswood, where they are to be found every week. On February
5 they operate their GB2IST, while the club management meeting
occurs on 12th. Club projects are featured on February 19, while
on 26th they have a computer night and a VHF NFD discussion.
Now to Bristol (Shirehampton) who are also weekly, on Fridays
at Twyford House, High Street, Shirehampton, from 7.30 to 9.30

p.m., they plan for a formal activity of some sort (talk, film, or
whatever) on alternate weeks, and of course they have a club
shack and rig for the other weeks too!
A year ago, B.A.R.T.G. represented some 100 members, all
interested in RTTY; now they are hell -for -leather after 5000
members and of course are cashing in on the boom in the home
computer, plus the interest in packet radio amd mailbox systems,

all of which are germane to their club's constitution. Their
magazine Datacom has now grown to be the best offering to cross

A familiar handwriting appears on the letter from Crystal
Meeting and Club constructional contest. As usual the venue is at
All Saints Church Parish Rooms, at the junction of Church Road

and Beulah Hill, Upper Norwood, opposite the IBA mast which should make it easy enough to find!
At Derby the locals have the whole top floor at 119 Green Lane

for their headquarters; they are to be found there every
Wednesday evening, unless otherwise specified.
Dudley seems to have an odd date routine; we see February 4
for a committee and natter night, plus February 18 and February

25, both of which still unsettled as to programme when they
wrote. Thus this group seems to go to three meetings a month. To

double-check, contact the Hon. Sec. -see Panel.
No mistake with Edgware - the front page of the news -letter is
covered in all the important details. They live at 145 Orange Hill
Road, Burnt Oak, Edgware, and meet on the second and fourth

Thursday of each month. February 14 is down for 'practical
techniques' and on 28th they propose to put some slow CW on the
air.
February 11 is the date for the Exeter group, at the Community

Centre, St. Davids Hill, Exeter, for a talk "Introduction to
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Names and Addresses of Club Secretaries reporting in this issue:
ABERGAVENNY: D. F. Jones, GW3SSY, 80 Craesonen Parc, Abergavenny,
Gwent NP7 6PE. (0873 78674)

ACTON, BRENTFORD & CHISWICK: W. G. Dyer, G3GEH, 188

LOUGHBOROUGH: J. S. Smith, G4DZL, 91 Anson Road, Shepshed,
Loughborough, Leics LE12 9PT. (Letters only)

LOUGH ERNE: C. Corderoy, GI4CZW, 9 Tarman Brae, Enniskillen,

Antrim, BT41.
BANGOR: S. Mackay, GI4OCK, 11 Dellmount Park, Bangor, BT20 4UA.

Northern Ireland.
MEDWAY: A. Wallis, G4TQS, 13 Stoneacre Close, Parkwood, Rainham,
Gillingham, Kent ME8 9PS. (0634363960)
MIDLAND: N. Gutteridge, G8BHE, 68 Max Road, Quinton, Birmingham

(Bangor 54049)
BATH: C. Ashley, G4UMN, 57 Stourbridge Drive, Frome, Somerset. (Frome

MID-WARWICKS: Mrs. C. Finnis, G4TIL, 37 Stowe Drive, Southam,

Gunnersbury Avenue, Acton, London W3 8LB. (01-992 3778)

ANTRIM: Dr. D. Hutchinson, GI4FUM, 8 Oakglan, Greystone Road,

63639)

BIGGIN HILL:

I.

Mitchell,

G4NSD, Greenway Cottage, Tatsfield,

Westerham, TN16 2BT. (Tatsfield 376)

BISHOPS STORTFORD: S. Mammott, G6HKK, 31 Atherton End,
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. CM21 OBS. (0279 724669)
BOLTON: K. J. Pope, G6CGZ, 403 Derby Street, Bolton, Lancs. BL3 6LT.
(0204 62443)

BRIGHTON: P. Turner, G4IIL, Flat 6, 132 Marine Parade, Brighton, Sussex
BN2 I DE. (Brighton 607737)
BRISTOL: T. Rowe, G8NNU, 68 Cobourg Road, Montpelier, Bristol, Avon
BS6 5HX. (Bristol 559398)
BRISTOL (Shirehampton): R. G. Ford, G4GTD, 2 Jersey Avenue, St. Annes,
Bristol BS4 4RA.
B.A.R.T.G.: I. Brothwell, G4EAN, 56 Amot Hill Road, Arnold, Nottingham
NG5 6LQ.

B32 1LB. (021-422 9787)

Warks. CV33 ONZ. (Southam (092681) 4765)
NORTH CORNWALL: J. West, G6ICW, 4 Trevella Road, Bude EX23 8NA.
(Bude 4976)

NORTH DEVON: H. G. Hughes, G4CG, Crinnis, High Wall, Sticklepath,
Barnstaple, Devon EX31 2DP.
NORTH WAKEFIELD: S. Thompson, G4RCH, 3 Harlington Court, Morley
LS27 ORT. (0532 536603)

POOLE: P. Ciotti, G3XBZ, 214 Rossmore Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset
BH12 2HN. (0202 730012)

BROMSGROVE: J. Rowlands, G4OJS, 70 Braces Lane, Marlbrook,

R.A.I.B.C.: Mrs. F. Woolley, G3LWY, 9 Rannoch Court, Adelaide Road,
Surbiton KT6 4TE.
R.A.O.T.A.: Miss M. Gadsden, 19 Drummond House, Font Hills, Long Lane
East, Finchley, London N2.
READING: C. Young, G4CCC, 18 Wincroft Road, Caversham, Reading,
Berks. RG4 7HH.
REIGATE: T. I. P. Trew, G8JXV, Hoath Meadow, Church Hill, Merstham,

Bromsgrove, Worcs. (021-4453207)
BURY: B. Tyldesley, G4TBT, 4 Colne Road, Burnley, Lancs. (Burnley 24254)

ROYAL NAVY: M. Puttick, G3LIK, 21 Sandyfield Crescent, Cowplain,

CHELTENHAM: Mrs. G. Harmsworth, G6COH, 42 Leckhampton Road,
Cheltenham, Glos. (Cheltenham 25162)

CHESHUNT: R. Frisby, G4OAA, 2 Westfield Road, Hoddesdon, Herts.
EN11 8QX.

CHICHESTER: T. M. Allen, G4ETU, 2 Hillside, West Stoke, Chichester,
Sussex P018 9BL.
COLCHESTER: F. R. Howe, G3FIJ, 29 Kingswood Road, Colchester. (0206
70189)

CORNISH: N. Pascoe, G4USB, Bosuathick Farm, Constantine, Falmouth,
Cornwall. (Falmouth 40367)

COVENTRY: R. Tew, G4JDO, 4 Chetwode Close, Coventry CV5 9NA.
(Coventry 73999)

CRAWLEY: D. L. Hill, G4IQM, 14 The Garrones, Worth, Crawley, W.
Sussex RHIO 4YT. (Crawley 882641)

CRYSTAL PALACE: G. M. C. Stone, G3FZL, II Liphook Crescent,
London SE23 3BN. (01-699 6940)

DERBY: Mrs. J. Shardlow, G4EYM, 19 Portreath Drive, Darley Abbey,
Derby DE3 2BJ. (0332 556875)

DUDLEY: J. F. Tinsdale, G4NRA, 12 Digby Road, Kingswinford, W.
Midlands DY6 7RP. (0384 278300)

EDGWARE: J. Cobley, G4RMD, 4 Briars Close, Hatfield, Herts. (Hatfield
64342)

EXETER: R. Tipper, G4KXR, 11 Chancel Court, Chancel Lane, Pinhoe,
Exeter. (Exeter 68065)

FARNBOROUGH: P. Taylor, G4MBZ, 12 Dunbar Road, Paddock Hill,
Frimley, Camberley, Surrey GU16 5UZ.
FYLDE: H. Fenton, G8GG, 5 Cromer Road, St. Annes, Lytham St. Annes,
Lancs. FY8 3HD.
GLENROTHES: A. Givens, GM3YOR, 41 Veronica Crescent, Kirkcaldy,
Fife KYI 2LH. (Kirkcaldy 200335)
G-QRP CLUB: Rev. G. C. Dobbs, G3RJV, 498 Manchester Road, Rochdale,
Lancs. OL11 3HE. (Rochdale (0706) 31812)
GREATER PETERBOROUGH: F. Brisley, G4NRJ, 27 Lady Lodge Drive,
Orton Longueville, Peterborough, Cambs. (0733 231848)
GRIMSBY: G. J. Smith, G4EBK, 6 Fenby Close, Gt. Grimsby, S. Humberside
DN37 9QJ.
HAMBLETON: Dr. A. Wilson, G3MAE, 8 The Paddock, Appleton Wiske,
Northallerton, N. Yorks. DL6 2BE. (Great Smeaton 530)
HARROW: D. Atkins, G8XBZ, 25 Maxwell Close, Rickmansworth, Herts.
(0923 779942)

HASTINGS: D. Shirley, G4NVQ, 93 Alfred Road, Hastings, Sussex.
(Hastings 420608)

HAVERING: J. R. Gibbs, G4UQR, 40 Bridge Avenue, Upminster, Essex
RMI4 2LX. (Upminster 26904)
HEREFORD: F. E. G. Cox, 35 Thompson Place, Hereford. (Hereford 54064)
IPSWICH: J. Tootill, G4IFF, 76 Fircroft Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP 1 6PX.
(Ipswich (0473) 44017)

I.R.T.S.: C. Hunter, EI9V, 30 Coolgariff Road, Beaumont, Dublin 9, Eire.

KIDDERMINSTER: A. F. Hartland, G8WOX, 22 Granville Crescent,
Offmore Fami, Kidderminster. (Kidderminster 61584)

Amateur Televison."
February 13 is an equipment evening for the Farnborough
group at their place in the Railway Enthusiasts' Club in Hawley

Redhill, Surrey.

Portsmouth, Hants. P08 8SQ. I Waterlooville 558801

ST. HELENS: A. Riley, G6MXT, 32 Old Lane, Eccleston, Prescot,
Merseyside L34 2RG.

SCARBOROUGH: N. Lill, G4YWR, 7 Harev ood Avenue, Newby,
Scarborough, N. Yorks. Y012 6DH. 10723 3605871
SOUTH BRISTOL: L. Baker, G4RZY, 62 Court Farm Road, Whitchurch,
Bristol, Avon BS14 OEG.

SOUTH CHESHIRE: N. Gutten, G6IGW, 5 Clare Drive, Wistaston, Crewe
CW2 8ED. (0270 600621

SOUTHDOWN: T. Rawlance, G4MVN,

18

Royal Sussex Crescent,

Eastbourne.
SOUTH MANCHESTER: D. Holland, G3WFT, 32 Woodville Road, Sale,
Greater Manchester. (061-9 73 1837)

STAFFORD: A. C. Bairstow, G4RSW, 63 Barnes Road, Stafford. (Stafford
46306)

STANLEY: R. Piper, G6XCO, The Crescent, Tanfield Lea, Stanley, Co.
Durham DH9 9NQ. (0207 235930)

SURREY: R. Howells, G4FFY, 7 Betchworth Close, Sutton, Surrey SM1
4NR. (01-642 9871)

SUTTON & CHEAM: A. Keech, G4BOX, 26 St. Albans Road, Cheam,
Surrey.

SWALE: B. Hancock, G4NPM, Leahurst, Augustine Road, Minster,
Sheerness, Kent ME12 2NB. (Minster 873147)
SWINDON: D. Ireson, G4ZAZ, 20 The Broadway, Swindon SN2 3BT.
THORNTON CLEVELEYS: Mrs. J. Ward, G8YOK, 143 Arundel Drive,
Poulton-le-Fylde, Blackpool, Lancs. FY6 7TZ. (Blackpool 890114)
TIVERTON (South West): G. Draper, G4ZNV, 19 Sunnymead, Copplestone,
Crediton, Devon EX17 5NQ.
TORBAY: B. Wall, GIEUA, 48 Pennyacre Road, Teignmouth, TQ1 4 8LB.
(Teignmouth 78554)
TROWBRIDGE: G. Callaghan, G4SPE, 54 Bratton Road, Westbury, Wilts.
BAI3 3ES.

UK FM GROUP (Northern): J. P. Laughton, G4UNA, Claremont, Main

Street, East Ardsley WF3 2AP.
VERULAM: H. Claytonsmith, G4JKS, 115 Marshalswick Lane, St. Albans,
Herts. (St. Albans 59318)
WACRAL: L. Colley, G3AGX, Micasa, 13 Ferry Road, Wawne, Hull, Yorks.
HU7 5XU.

WAKEFIELD: W. Parkin, G8PBE, 14 Cleveland Grove, Lupset Park,

Wakefield WF2 8LD. (Wakefield 378727)
WEST KENT: Mrs. J. Green, G4UPI, 13 Culverden Down, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent TN4 9SB (Tunbridge Wells 28275).
WIRRAL: C. Cawthorne, G4KPY, 40 Westboume Road, West Kirby, Wirral
L48 4DH.
WOLVERHAMPTON: K. Jenkinson, 10 Avondale Road, Wolverhampton
WV6 OA1. (0902 24870)

WORCESTER: D. W. Batchelor, G4RBD, 14 Oakleigh Heath, Hallow,

Worcester. (Worcester 641733)
YEOVIL: E. H. Godfrey, G3GC, Dorset Reach, 60 Chilton Grove, Yeovil,
Somerset BA21 4AW. (0935 75533)
YORK: K. R. Cass, G3WVO, 4 Heworth Village, York.
308: D. Davis, G6YQD, 13 Maple Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 4AA.

meeting -room facility. Find them on February 5 for the "Secret

Listeners" tape and again on February 19 when they have an
informal with Morse.

Lane, Farnborough, with members favourites in evidence.

GM now, and Glenrothes, where the resident live -wire is

February 27 is an Open Evening, laid on for RAE students locally
and visitors.

GM3YOR. One thing they don't believe in is publicising the dates

Blackpool next, which means the Kite Club; their sub, is a

card -index says that every Wednesday evening might well do the
trick, plus the third Sunday of each month.

combined one and gives them full membership of the Kite Club
during normal opening hours, plus of course the comfortable club

of the meetings at Provosts Land, Leslie, Fife. However, our
If you are into QRP operating, or home-brew gear for that
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matter, you should be a member of the G-QRP Club; details from

Birmingham, clearly marked; although they have their main

the Hon. Sec. - see Panel for his details.

meeting on February 19 for a quiz, we understand there is quite a
possibility there may be members at Hq. on most evenings of the
week as well.
At 61 Emscote Road, Warwick, the Mid -Warwick locals will

February 28 is the date for the Greater Peterborough crowd, at
Southfields Junior School, Stanground. It should be an
interesting one as G3WDG, Charles Suckling, will give his talk on
microwaves.
The Grimsby chaps have a quiz night on February 7, and a talk
on D/F on 21st; the venue continues to be the Cromwell Social
Club, Grimsby, and the start at 8 p.m. - although the club doors
open at 7 p.m.
Room C11 at Allertonshire School, Northallerton, is the home
of the Hambleton club; for all the details, get in touch with the

Hon. Sec. - see Panel for his details.
Our condolences to the Harrow club on the recent death of
their founder member Don Morgan, G3SM. Members attended
the funeral and a spray was sent on behalf of the rest of the
members. On February 1 they have G3OSS on the use and abuse
of VHF, and there are activity nights on 8th and 22nd. That leaves
February 15 for G8ASI to talk about slow -scan TV. Venue is the
Harrow Arts Centre, High Road, Harrow Weald.

On the third Wednesday of the month, at West Hill
Community Centre, the Hastings crowd has its main meeting. In
addition, if you go to Ashdown Farm Community Centre, you
can find them every Friday having a chat night.

The Havering Hq. is at Fairkytes Arts Centre, Billet Lane,
Hornchurch. February 6 is an informal, and on 13th they have a
`topic', details to be announced at the time of writing. February
20 is a pre -contest briefing and then informal, and on February 27
they have a talk by Bill McClintock, G3VPK, the Zone 'C' RR for
RSGB, who is also on the VHF Committee.
February 1 is AGM night for the Hereford crowd, at County
Control, Civil Defence Hq, Gaol Street, Hereford. To recover,
they have February 15 is down as an informal club meeting at the
same venue.
Turning now to Ipswich we find that both February 13 and 27
are `to be arranged' at the time their newsletter went to print;
however, we have no doubt that if you turn up at the "Rose and

show their equipment on February 12, while February 26 is a
natter session.

February 6 at North Cornwall is mainly a natter night but

includes G4LXS giving a refresher talk on D/F aerials. The venue

for all meetings is the R.A.O.B. Club in Camelford - first
Wednesday each month.
The change of Hq. for North Devon to "Micro Chips", Castle
Street, Barnstaple, has now taken place, and the next session will

be on February 6 and then March 6; no detail given on the
programme.

North Wakefield are on -the -air on February 7, and have a
lecture (or, maybe, a visit) on 14th. February 21 is 'music night',

with live music and refreshments, and the monthly formal
meeting is on February 28 - all are at Carr Gate Working Men's
Club.
For all details on the Poole club we must refer you to the Hon.
Sec. - see Panel for his details.
R.A.I.B.C. is the club that caters for all the blind and invalid
practitioners of our hobby, whether licensed or SWL; or indeed
for those who, through disability, would find amateur radio a
window on the world. Of course, to make it 'go' it needs

supporters and representatives - contact the Hon. Sec. to find
out how you can help. And congratulate her on her brand new
B.E.M.!

Deadlines for "Clubs" for the next three monthsMarch issue-January 25th
April issue-February 2nd
May issue-March 29th
June issue-April 26th

Crown" at the junction of Bramford Road and the Norwich
Road, you will find they have laid some interesting entertainment
on. Incidentally, the clubroom has access separately from the
public bars so youngsters are welcome as members.
The I.R.T.S. group is the Eire national society, and as such it is
the place to contact should you need to know anything about the
amateur radio scene in El -land; the monthly news -sheet keeps

everyone in touch, and usually carries quite a lot of both local
news and club data. For more information, contact the Hon. Sec.

- see Panel.

Turning now to Kidderminster, we find them ensconced in
Aggborough Community Centre, Hoo Road, Kidderminster; for
the dates, we feel we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. at the address

in the Panel, as the last list sent to us indicates several variances
from a regular routine.
The Loughborough Hq. is available to the members every night
of the week; it is at the top floor of the Brush Sports & Social Club,
18 Fennel Street, near the centre of Loughborough, car parks and
the main bus station. The main evening is Friday when they try to
always have an organised programme running, plus a

constructional night on Tuesdays. Unfortunately the RAE and
Morse classes are temporarily in abeyance as all the candidates

have passed! New candidates (and members) are therefore

Please be sure to note these dates!

R.A.O.T.A. is the one for old-timers - 25 years is the
minimum in the hobby. This is a once -for -all subscription affair,
i.e. membership is for life. All those interested should get in touch

either with the Hon. Sec. - see Panel - or if they can help more
actively, with G6CJ (QTHR) who is trying to get things humming
again.

Heading now for Reading, one finds that the club meets on

alternate Tuesdays in the clubroom of the "White Horse",
Peppard Road, Emmer Green, Reading. More details on the
programme and dates from the Hon. Sec., - see Panel.
The third Tuesday of each month is the one for Reigate at the

Constitutional and Conservative Centre, Warwick Road,
Redhill, Surrrey; for details on the programme we must refer you

to the Hon. Sec. - see Panel.
What about you ex -Royal Navy types - or for that matter,

wanted, so a re -start can be made with the technical stuff.
Over to GI now and Lough Erne, where they have the 1985
Mobile Rally date set as April 21st, at Killyhevlin Hotel,
Enniskillen. More details from the Hon. Sec. - see Panel.
Every Friday evening the radio amateurs in the Medway area

present RN, or MN or even foreign navies? All are valid
customers for the Royal Navy club, details of which can be

head for No. 1 Hall, St. Lukes Church, King William Road,

evening at the Conservative Rooms, Boundary Road. 7.30 p.m. is

Gillingham; February 1 is the construction contest and February 8

the AGM, but we don't have any detail for dates after this, for
which we refer you to the Hon. Sec. - see Panel.
Nice to see that on the latest cover of the Midland "Probe"
newsletter, they have the club Hq. address of 294A Broad Street,

obtained by way of a letter to the Hon. Sec. - see Panel for his
details.

Now to St. Helens where the locals meet every Thursday
the start with Morse until 8 p.m. when the formal programme
begins. More details from the Hon. Sec. - see Panel.
At Scarborough you must look for the pavilion of the local
cricket club in North Marine Road, on any Monday, when visitors
and members are always welcome.
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No Hq!

The South Bristol Hq. at Whitchurch Folk House, in East
Dundry Road, uses Rooms 3 or 4, or both together. On February
4 they have a lecture on cables and connectors, while on 13th they
have an activity night on 432 MHz. February 20 is 1985 Contest
Planning evening and on 27th the month is nicely rounded off by
constructional project progress reports.
The South Cheshire crowd has the second and fourth Monday

in every month booked at the Victoria Club, Gatefield Street,
Crewe. More data from the Hon. Sec. - see Panel.
On to Southdown where they meet at the Chaseley Home for
Disabled Ex -Servicemen, South Cliff, Eastbourne, on the first
Monday of each month; we were amused in the current newsletter
to read of the mystification of a certain member and his wife who

found a crossed 70cm. Jaybeam aerial at the bottom of their
garden - fairies?
South Manchester now, and Sale Moor Community Centre,
Norris Road, Sale, where they are to be found on Mondays
(informally) and Fridays for the main meetings. February 1 is a
club quiz, and on February 23 they have a 'quadruple midnight
D/F contest'. More details from the Hon. Sec., - see Panel.

We head now for the Stafford group, at the "Coach and
Horses" motel every Tuesday - this spot is at Weston on the A51
road. Each week they try to put on a talk or a demonstration of
some sort; more details from the Hon. Sec. at the address in the
Panel.

New Group
This one is at Stanley in Co. Durham, and is based on the
"Kings Head" hotel at Stanley, where they foregather every
Tuesday evening; apart from RAE tuition they also run
construction classes, and doubtless other activities too. More
details from the Hon. Sec., - see Panel.
At Surrey they are booked in at the TS Terra Nova, 34 The
Waldrons, South Croydon, Surrey, on first and third Mondays.
February 4 is the Sid Morley Memorial Lecture and is on WW2
German equipment, given by G3IEE.
A nice long programme appears on the front page of the Sutton
& Cheam newsletter; from it we observe February 4 is a natter
night and on 15th there is a junk sale, at the same place - Downs
Lawn Tennis Club, Holland Avenue, Cheam.
The writer was entertained by the most recent hand-out from
WACRAL - this is the group for the committed Christians in the
hobby. Details of the club from the Hon. Sec., - see Panel.
Now the letter from Swale who meet each week on Mondays at
the Ivy Leaf club in Dover Street, Sittingbourne; more details on
the programme from the Hon. Sec., - see Panel for his details.

Turning to Swindon, we find them at Oakfield School,
Marlowe Avenue, Swindon, every Thursday evening; they
alternate informal natters with organised sessions, so that
February looks like; on 7th a talk on satellite telemetry from
Sputnik onwards, by G3MQD, on 14th a natter and on February
21 a talk on home construction the 'professional' way by G3LTZ,
featuring PCB manufacture at the kitchen sink; and the month
rounds off with another natter night.
Now to Thornton Cleveleys where they are nowadays to be

found at the 1st Norbreck Scout Hq. Carr Road, Bispham,
Blackpool, every Monday. The framework allows for a guest
speaker on the first and third Monday, an advanced Morse class
under G3ZRZ on the second and fifth Monday, and an informal/
construction session on the fourth Monday in each month.
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That's the sad state for the Torbay group at the time of writing!

They are keeping in touch by way of a net on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays on 3.755 MHz at 2230z and at 2200z on

Saturdays. They also have the Annual Dinner arranged for
March. For details of the latest position, contact the Hon. Sec., see Panel.

Another New One!
Trowbridge is the lucky town this time, and the group has its
base at the village hall, Southwick, near Trowbridge; the third

Thursday is the routine for the moment and that gives them
February 21 for a film show. Latest details from the Hon. Sec., see Panel.
UK FM Group (Northern) takes care of GB3NA and GB3SY,
and as a club, foregathers on the first Sunday of each month at the

"Royal Hotel", Church Street, in Barnsley, at 7.30 p.m. That
gives the date for the next meeting as February 3 - more details
from the Hon. Sec.

February 26 is the date for the Verulam meeting at the
R.A.F.A. Hq., New Kent Road, off Marlborough Road, St.
Albans. We hear a little buzz that the proposer's call is I8CW!
Up at Wakefield the group gets together on alternate Tuesdays
at the Community Centre, Prospect Road, Ossett, near
Wakefield. February 2 is the Annual Dinner at the Centre, and on
the normal meeting night of February 5 they have a radio quiz.

February 12 is the committee meeting, and on February 19,
G4BLT takes the stand to talk about RTTY.
The regular West Kent meetings go on as ever; February 8 for a
surplus equipment sale, and February 22 for G4KIU's talk on

Raynet. The informals fall on February 1 and 15. All four
gatherings are, though they don't say so, at the Adult Education
Centre Annexe, Quarry Road, Tunbridge Wells.
The Wirral gang are based on Heswell Church Parish Hall, next
to the bus station, where they are to be found on the first and third
Wednesday. Unfortunately we don't have the current programme
data, for which we must refer you to the Hon. Sec.

Every Tuesday the Wolverhampton group meets at the
Wolverhampton Electricity Sports and Social Club, St. Mark's
Road, Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton. February 5 is down for
G4JCP to give Part 3 of his talk about data communications, and
on 12th they are calling for requests for tests on transmitters; if
there are enough of these the tests will be carried out on February
19 and 26, and if not, there will be a discussion. March 5 is down
for a talk on frequency synthesis by digital and mixer methods, to
be given by G6UDX.
Over to Worcester the main meeting, on February 4, will be a
slide show at the Oddfellows Club in New Street, Worcester; the
informal is at the "Old Pheasant", in the same street, on February
18.

The Yeovil gang has a place at the Recreation Centre, Chilton

Grove, Yeovil, where they are to be found every Thursday
evening; February 7 is "Computer 2" by G3GC, and February 14
is G3MYM on JFET AF Amplifiers. G3GC takes over again on

21st for a demonstration of VHF matching techniques, and on
28th they have a natter night.
No letter this month from York so all we can say is that they
will, as usual, meet at the United Services Club, every Friday
evening, with a special welcome for visitors.
Finally 308 who have their corporate being at the Coach House,
Church Hill Road, Surbiton. For the rest, we must refer you to the

Hon. Sec., -see Panel for the details.

Change of Venue
The Tiverton (South West) crowd has moved to the "Half
Moon Inn" in Fore Street, Tiverton, which will offer better
facilities both socially and radio -wise. By the time this comes to be
read the club will have been visited by Les Hawkyard, G5HD, to

talk about RSGB, and doubtless they have other activities
planned for each Tuesday evening.

Conclusion
Once again we reach the bottom of the pile; deadlines for your
letters are in the 'box' in the body of the piece, and are for arrival

with us, addressed as always to "Club Secretary", SHORT
WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, WELWYN, Herts. AL6
9EQ. 'Bye now, and look out for the ice!
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UNION MILLS, ISLE OF MAN
Tel: MAROWN (06241851277
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NEW RANGE
SENTINEL 2M LINEAR POWER/PRE-AMPLIFIERS
Now feature either POWER AMP alone or PRE -AMP alone or both POWER AND PRE AMP or STRAIGHT THROU when OFF. Plus a gain control on the PRE -AMP from Oto
20dB. N.F. around 1dB with a neutralised strip line DUAL GATE MOSFET. 113E9811.

Ultra LINEAR for all modes and R.F. or P.T.T. switched. 13.8V nominal supply. S0239
sockets.

SEMFACT. Our range of 2M linears cannot be bettered on receive or transmit.

S.E.M. TRANZMATCH. The most versatile AERIAL MATCHING (Tuning) UNIT
available. Matches 15- 5,000ohms BALANCED or UNBALANCED feeders up to 1kw.
Air coupled balun Ino toroidsl means no connection to equipment which can cure TVI
both ways. An S0239 and screw terminals for CO -AX, END FED or TWIN FEED. They
say "It will match anything". 83/4" x 4" x 73/4" . 3. 5-30MHz £80. 1 8-3CMHz £90. The
highly acclaimed EZITUNE built in (see below) £29.50 extra. All EX -STOCK.
NEW SEM WAVEMETER. Have you read your licence? Have you got a wavemeter?
Covers 1.5-30MHz in 3 switched bands with a very nice meter readout. Only £29.50.
Selling so quickly. But at last Ex -stock.
S.E.M. EZITUNE NEW CIRCUIT

Five Models:
1.
3/36. 12 times power gain. E.g. 3W in 36W out. £70.00.
1/50. 50 times gain. 1W in 50W out. E99.00.
2.
10/50. 10W in 50W out. £86.00.
3.
4.
10/ 100. 10W in 100W out. E 135.00.
5.

1/1001W in 100W out. £148.00.
All Ex -stock

POWER SUPPLIES for our linears 12 amp E49.00.
SENTINEL AUTO 2 METRE or 4 METRE PRE -AMPLIFIER

RF switched, same spec. as in our linears, see above. 400W P.E.P. power rating. Use
on any mode. 12V 25mA; . £29.50 Ex stock.
PAS. Same specification as the Auto including 24CV P.S.U. £33.00" Ex -stock

Gives MORE noise a bomb proof operation. Because no similar unit is made, its
usefulness is not appreciated until you have used one. Eliminates need for S.W.R.

SENTINEL 2 METRE PRE -AMPLIFIER. No R.F. switch. E 15.00* Ex stock.

bridge.

The most versatile filter available. Gives "passband" tuning, "variable selectivity"
and one or two notches. Switched Hi -pass, Lo -pass, peak or notch. Selectivity from

Clean up the bands by tuning up without transmitting. Increase your PA life by many
times.
Connects in aerial lead, produces S9 + 11 - 170MHz) noise in receiver. Adjust A.T.U.
or aerial for minimum noise. You have now put an exact 500hms into your transceiver.
Fully protected, you can transmit through it, save your P.A. and stop ORM S0239s. 3"

x 11/2 " x 2". £34.50 Ex stock. P.c.b. to fit in any A.T.U. £29.50 Ex stock.
S.E.M. IMABIC KEYER. No better fully auto keyer anywhere. Uses Curtis chip. R.F.
proof. Sidetone etc. £313. A first class twin paddle key E15. Ex Stock.
BRAID BREAKER/HI PASS FILTER. Put in T.V. ant. lead to cure TVI. £6.50 Ex Stock.
RF NOISE BRIDGE. Adjustable 0-1,000ohms, 3" x 1Yr " x 2" only. S0239s, 1-170MHz.
Neat, accurate 6 economical. £34.50 Ex Stock.

3 WAY ANTENNA SWITCH 1Kw S0239s. Good to 2 metres. E17.50Ex stock. Or 4th
position to earth output E19.80 Ex Stock.
S.E.M. 2 METRE TRANZMATCH. 51/2 " x 2", 3" deep. S0239s. E24.90 Ex stock.

S.E.M. AUDIO MULTIFILTER IA very good filter at a very good price).
2.5KHz to 20-1z. Tunable from 2.5KHz to 250-1z. PLUS another notch available in any

of the four switch positions which covers 10KHz to 1001z. 12V supply. Sizes: 6" x
2Yr " front panel, 31/2 " deep, all for only E57.00 Ex stock.
SENTINEL AUTO H.F. WIDEBAND PRE-AMPLFIER 2-4CMHz, 15dB gain. Straight
through when OFF, 9.12V. 2% " x 11/2 " x 3" . 20CNN/ through power. £19.55 Ex stock.

SENTINEL STANDARD H.F. PRE -AMPLIFIER. No R.F. switching. £1262. Ex stock.
12 MONTHS COMPLETE GUARANTEE INCLUDING ALL TRANSISTORS.

Prices include VAT and delivery. C.W.O. or phone your credit card number for same
day service.
'Means Belling Lee sockets, add E1.90for S0239s or BNC sockets. Ring or write for
more information. Place orders or request information on our Ansaphone at cheap rate
times.
Goods normally by return.

Northern Amateur Radio Societies Association
RADIO/ELECTRONICS EXHIBITION
The Northern Amateur Radio Societies Associations
will be holding their
23rd Annual Radio Et Electronics Exhibition and Mobile
Rally in the

Central Hall, BELLE VUE, Redgate Lane, Longsight, Manchester on
Sunday 10th March 1985. commencing at 11.00 a.m.
Admission will be El to the exhibition.
OAP 8- Children 50p
Car park facilities 80p are available as will be restaurant and bar.

A play area for children will be available.
Contests and a raffle will take place.

Talk in will be on S22, SU8 or any other clear frequency.
COME ALONG AND ENJOY YOURSELF AND MAKE IT A GREAT SUCCESS.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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Why own a 1st Class Radio
with a 2nd Class Sound?

May

The SW -reception system of the future on
professional level for the serious DX-er!

we

POCOM° PFC-100

suggest

Intelligent Frequency -Controller
for ICOM R-70/JRC NRD-515

11M IN
A 71 El

POCOM
PFC -100

an

answer?
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Now for the first time, a new ingenious compact sound system
allows you to hear weak signals like never before, sort out the rare

ones and listen to quality like you have never heard from your
receiver, handle talkie or scanner. Usually, accessory speakers arc

PFC- 100 FEATURES:

Nonvolatile memory for 100 complete operation
settings - all functions can be programmed from the
keyboard - versatile timer functions Ion/off); 6outputs

can be switched separately - automatic memory
channel and frequency scan modes with freely
definable parameters - frequency offset mode for
converter usage - alphanumeric liquid crystal display
- intelligent selftest functions - 6 kByte user ram, 16
kByte operating programme - low power consumption
8 Bit CMOS CPU - easy software adaption for future

modifications - developed and manufactured

in

Switzerland by Poly -Electronic.
The efficient monitoring of the complete SW -range calls

for the use of modern receivers which should offer a

large amount of operating comfort. Recently good
receivers such as the popular ICOM R-70 and the JRC
NRD- 515 have become available on the market, but
they lack the optimal microprocessor -supported
operating possibilities. These requirements are fulfilled
by the intelligent programmable frequency controller
POCOM PFC-100 from Poly -Electronic.
The use of up-to-date circuit technology contributes to

the class of this innovation which meets the highest
demands of all active SW -listeners. Together with one
of the two receivers IICOM/JRC) the PFC-100 permits
an unsurpassed degree of operational ease due to the
consequent use of a microprocessor and comfortable
software.
Large S.A.E. for details.

Price to be announced.

Dewsbury Electronics offer a full range of
Trio Equipment always in stock.
We are also stockists of DAIWA - WELTZ - DAVTREND
- TASCO TELEREADERS - MICROWAVE MODULES ICS AMTOR - AEA PRODUCTS - DREA - BNOS
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED

LICENSED CREDIT BROKER

no more than 50 pence speakers in fifty pound boxes. Their
efficiency, frequency response and
distortion levels are minimal and
since most of all of the new
transceivers have less than one watt
of audio, our ability to understand
becomes very difficult.
The new SS -2 Heil Sound System contains two five watt amplifiers.
a 3.5" woofer with a half pound magnet a 1.5" tweeter with a 12 dB
per octave passive crossover network. The
tweeter is crossed over at 1500 hz, right
where the response of the human ear starts
to fall off and the huge woofer fills out the
mid -range and low frequency response. No
single cheap speaker can begin to give you
this type of response.
The second five watt amplifier can be used to drive a second speaker

enclosure and will be used in a dual diversity system using the Heil
parametric equalization system which will be introduced very soon.
When most receivers are running at a
comfortable listening level, their little

one half watt amplifiers are being
pushed into extreme distortion levels.

The extended response, the added
efficiency and additional output

power of the SS2 will lower your
noise floor, reduce noise and allow

you to copy signals that formerly
were impossible to hear.
Mobile optional with the new Heil Sound System is unbelievable.

The 5 watts of output and the tweeter system really adds to the
articulation fator making signals so much easier to copy. The system
makes Hand Held receivers come alive!
The SS -2 measures 33/4" x 5" x 33/4". It weighs 2 lbs. and is housed in
a high impact silver beige case. Power requirements are 12-13.8 volts

1).C. at 400 M.A. A red L.E.D. is mounted on the front panel for
power up indication. All input/output connections to the amplifier is
made through a 5 pin DIN plug.
You can own this great new addition to your station for only £65.00
inclusive of VAT and carriage. We suggest that you hurry as there is
probably someone calling you right now that your present speaker

isn't truly reproducing. Discover the world of high quality audio
today!

SS -2 Sound System

£65.00

Dewsbury Electronics

176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge
West Midlands
Telephone: Stourbridge 103844 390063/371228
Instant H.P. subject to status, Access,
Barclaycard and real money.
Open Monday thru Saturday

AIL

SERVICES LTD.,
194 NORTHOLT ROAD, SOUTH HARROW,
MIDDX. HA2 OEN. ENGLAND.

(Opp. South Harrow Underground Station)
TEL: 01-422 9585. TELEX: 24263
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FOR THE
BEST DEALS
AMATEUR RADIOXCHANGE LTD

LONDON: 373 UXBRIDGE ROAD, ACTON.
LONDON W3 9RH.
Tel 01-992 5765/6

NORTHERN: 38 BRIDGE STREET, EARLSTOWN.
NEWTON LE WILLOWS, MERSEYSIDE WA12 9BA
Tel: 092 52 29881

NEW! IC271e (plus H!) UPGRADED REPLACEMENT FRONT-END
For some time we have of course been aware that the receiver of the IC271H has no less a need of a decent
front-end stage than the IC271E (or any other 'unmodified' rig for that matter!I We have therefore, produced
a new upgraded version of our fast -selling RPCB 271ub which will fit both the IC271E and 'H models, with a
minimum of fuss, The major areas of change are the antenna transfer switching and the mixer, The antenna
changeover relay on the RPCB 271ub replaces the existing Icom system in the 25W 'E model, while it acts as
an isolation relay in the higher power 'H model. The mixer is an in-house designed diode ring, which has

been optimised for the 50-200MHz part of the spectrum. It will also be appearing in our other front-end
boards as time passes.

Remember that the use of a properly -designed replacement front-end will almost always win over the
preamp approach. A genuine noise figure of a little over 2dB, combined with outstanding strong signal
performance, makes the IC271 into a transceiver by which others are judged.

£89.90

inc
VAT+ £1.50 p.p.

muTek limited -

the rf technology company
Dept. S.W., Bradworthy, Holsworthy, Devon EX22 7TU (0409 24) 543

PM

HOW DO YOU GET TOP PRICES FOR YOUR
SECONDHAND GEAR?
ANSWER CONTACT G3RCQ's USED
EQUIPMENT CENTRE

2 ALEXANDER DRIVE. HESWALL. WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE, L61 6X T

Telephone 051 342 4443 Telex 627371

"AUCTION"

from the comfort of your own fireside! How? Let's say
Auction
you have a Yaesu FT -290 for sale and you value it at E200, you send me 10% If 201
for inclusion into the auction, your reserve price of E200 will not be quoted so you
may even get bids over and above what you expect. Whatever the selling price there
is no further payment. The first agreed price is all you pay the 10% on, for this fee I
will advertise your equipment in List a Rig (those of you who have sold gear through
the list will know how successful it is!.

NATIONAL ADVERTISING FREE!
I will advertise nationally in all monthly magazines on a rotation basis lists of all items
to be auctioned. Potential purchasers will be invited to submit their bids by post to
me before a specified date (auctions will be monthly). All bids will be forwarded to
you, the seller. It is then up to you to contact the bidder of your choice and conduct
the sale.

ELECTRONIC
SERVICES

THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL SPECIALIST
AMATEUR RADIO CRYSTALS FROM STOCK
4m, 2m, 7cm and transverter/converter
MARKER
from
MICROPROCESSOR
CRYSTALS
stock
CRYSTALS

DOUBLE BALANCED MIXERS M8 and M18
PIN compatible with MD108 and SBL1

NO SALE - NO FEE

If after advertising your gear for two months it does not sell will return your 10%.
I

LIST -A -RIG
To include your advert onto the list but not into the auction, send E2 for a maximum
of 40 words, Adverts will remain on the list for 2 months,

INSTANT CASH!

If you cannot wait and you must have cash today then I will buy your gear. Please
phone or write - I pay the best prices.

BUY Et TRY
If you buy a rig from me you have one month to change your mind. If during the first
month of purchase you decide you have made a mistake or you simply cannot get on
with the rig! will allow you 90% in part exchange for another rig of equal or greater
value. If you want cash back without another rig ! will give you 80% of your purchase

but

with superior spec available from stock.
WE CAN SUPPLY CRYSTALS TO MOST
COMMERCIAL AND PROFESSIONAL
SPECIFICATION INCLUDING COLD
WELD SPECS.

CRYSTAL SOCKETS for HC6/u, HC 13/u
and HC25/u

price.

A FAIR DEAL IS MY POLICY

MADE TO ORDER SERVICE

When you deal with G3RCQ you get a straight deal - a full no quibble guarantee,
coupled with free advice covering 25 years of amateur radio.
Send s.a.e, today for current list to:-

OVER FREQUENCY RANGE 6KHz to 25C1V1Hz with

USED EQUIPMENT CENTRE, G3RCQ ELECTRONICS
V/S4

65 Cecil Avenue, Hornchurch, Essex.
Telephone: Hornchurch (040-24) 55733

Please leave a message on the answer phone 73's de Dave & Coral G34CQ & G4RCQ

express service if required
For full details of the above services,
please send s.a.e.

FOR THE FASTEST AND
CHEAPEST MAIL ORDER
AMATEUR RADIOXCHANGE LTD

LONDON: 373 UXBRIDGE ROAD. ACTON,
LONDON W3 9RH
Tel: 01-992 5765/6

NORTHERN: 38 BRIDGE STREET. EARLSTOWN,
NEWTO N LE WILLOWS. MERSEYSIDE WA12 9BA.
Tel: 092 52 29881
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
HIGH RELIABILITY
LOW COST

FREQUENCY COUNTERS

The brand new Meteor series of 8 -digit Frequency Counters offer the lowest cost professional performance available anywhere.

*
*
*
*

Measuring typically 2Hz - 1.2GHz

*

3 Gate Times

Sensitivity < 50mV at 1GHz

Setability 0.5ppm
High Accuracy

*
*
*
*
*

Low Pass Filter

Battery or Mains
Factory Calibrated

1600MHz)

£147.77

METEOR 1000

11GHz1

£204.12

la

iv r,
$

0.5' easy to read L.E.D. Display

PRICES (Inc. adaptorIcharger, P Et P and VATI
£116.72
METEOR 100
1100MHz)
METEOR 600

r re U.
r, f_fri

I

1 -Year Guarantee

II

Illustrated colour brochure
with technical specification
and prices available on request

Designed and
manufactered
in Britain.

I

BLACK STAR LTD, (Dept SW). 4 Stephenson Road, St. Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs, PE17 4WJ, England.
Tel: (0480) 62440 Telex- 32339

Black*Star

FOR RELIABLE
AFTER SALES SERVICE
NORTHERN: 38 BRIDGE STREET, EARLSTOWN,
NEWTON LE WILLOWS, MERSEYSIDE WA12 9BA.
Tel: 092 52 29881

LONDON: 373 UXBRIDGE ROAD, ACTON,
LONDON W3 9RH.
Tel: 01-992 5765/6

AMATEUR RADIOXCHANGE LTD

KW TEN-TEC

"ARGOSY II
a winner!

100 watts SSB/CW
Mobile, Portable or Home Station

LOOK! BEAT THE PILE UP WITH
NO HANDS AND THE HEIL BM10
A NEW and UNIQUE NO HANDS Headset/Boom
Microphone weighing in at a super light Roz.
The Heil BM1O is a VERY SPECIAL unit designed

to a specification from some of the WORLD'S
LEADING contest and DX operators.

The microphone 'element is the SPECTACULAR
Heil HC4 with a specially TAILORED RESPONSE to

help you push through the pile up. The headpieces are soft, comfortable and have a high
"CLOSE OUT

of external noises. The whole unit

Price: £516 incl. VAT 8. Delivery (UK)
Another winner from KW TEN-TEC the

is HIGHLY VERSATILE allowing removal or adjustment of the headpieces or microphone to suit the
OPERATOR'S NEEDS yet it remains ROBUST

"CORSAIR"
200 watts SSB/CW with many facilities.

enough to meet the RIGOROUS demands of

Price £922 incl.
Prices subject to fluctuation, check with KW first.
Available shortly, the new KTT CENTURY -22
HF CW only transceiver

HANDS OFF STYLE, RELAX SIT RIGHT BACK,

WRITE OR PHONE FOR DETAILS.
PURCHASE BY H. P., ACCESS OR VISA.

PROLONGED use.

The Heil BM1O CAN DO MUCH FOR YOU, TRY IT,
CUT THROUGH THE PILE UP AND WATCH YOUR
CONTEST SCORE SOAR.

PRICE HEIL BM10 f65:00 inc VAT & Carr.
'Adaptor required for Icom equipment

KW TEN-TEC LTD.
Vanguard Works, Jenkins Dale, Chatham, Kent, ME4 513T

Tel: 0634815173

HE

suLt.w,

Goods will be despatched by return

SERVICES LTD.,
194 NORTHOLT ROAD, SOUTH HARROW,
MIDDX. HA2 OEN, ENGLAND. (Opp. South

Harrow Underground Station)
TEL: 01-422 9585, TELEX: 24263

THE LARGEST RETAIL
OUTLET IN THE UK
AMATEUR RADIOXCHANGE LTD

LONDON: 373 UXBRIDGE ROAD, ACTON,
LONDON W3 9RH.
Tel: 01-992 5765/6

NORTHERN: 38 BRIDGE STREET, EARLSTOWN,
NEWTON LE WILLOWS. MERSEYSIDE WA12 9BA.
Tel: 092 52 29881
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STOCK CRYSTALS
CRYSTALS FOR 2 METRES
HC25 CZ 15FOR ONE CRYSTAL
HC6E2.15FOR ONE CRYSTAL

HC6/U 4 & 8 MHz XPF

QUARTZ CRYSTALS

MADE TO ORDER CRYSTALS

FUNDAMENTALS

E1.96WHEN 2OR MORE PURCHASED
E206WHEN 2OR MORE PURCHASED
CHANNELS IN STOCK
RO TO R7, 511, S2OTO S23
RO TO R7, 58 TO S235 532

44 MHz SERIES RES
HC25U 12 MHz 30 Er 4CPF
44MHz SERIES RES
HC25U 18 MHz 255. 2CPF
14/15 MHz 20 & 30 PF
ROTO R7, 58 TO 5235 532
HC25
SCANNER XTLS (NOT 5139/
ROTO R7, S8 TO S23& S32
Full list available on request: please send SAE
4 METRE CRYSTALS FOR 70.26in HCEAJ AT £24061.13
TX 8.78250 RX 29.79000

FREQUENCY RANGE

PRICE

5CkHz

E21.00

3d OVT

50 TO 1510tHz
153 TO 50CkHz
160 TO 999IEle
1 TO 1.5MHz
1.5 TO 2.CMHz

E 11 03

5th OVT
5th OVT
7th OVT

5 TO

E7.93
El 1 90

OVERTONES
FREQUENCY RANGE
21.00 TO 65.0ZMHz

woo TO

110.C1v1Hz

110.00 TO

1250MHz

12503 TO

175.0MHz

PRICE

E4.55
E5.10
E7.40
E 10.00

E1075
E510

70CM CRYSTALS (scup,. Ez 50 44.4,

DELIVERY 2.0 TO 175.0MHz 2 TO 3 weeks
E4.75
20 TO 6.0MHz
50 TO 999 9kHz 6 TO 8 weeks
6 TO 21MHz
E455
1.0 TO I 499MHz 3 TO 4 weeks
21 TO 25MHz
E6.53
£650
25 TO 3:MHz
Unless otherwtse requested fundamentals will be supplied for 30pf load capacitance and overtones for series

ALSO for MULTI Ull ONLY SU12 SU16 SU18

resonant operation.

For Pye PF1 PF2 & PF70 series. Wood & Douglas and MK Multi Ull
SU81433.21 SU20 RBO RB2 RB4 RB6 RBtO RB11 RB13 R8 14 RB15
CONVERTER CRYSTALS IN HC18AJ AT E286 each

HOLDERS: PLEASE SPECIFY WHEN ORDERING - else HC25/U supplied for XTLS above 3MHz

22.000 38.666 70.000 96.000 106.666 101.603 116.000
FREQUENCY STANDARDS E275 each
HCS/U
203kHz
1CCCkl-lz
HC18/1.1

1CCCkhlz

7.CCMHz

Also HC&U 203,Hz 455 kHz [am each.

3.50MHz
10.70MHz

10.COMHz

48.COMHz

10303MHz

TONEBURST, I.F. MPU CRYSTALS IN fIC 18 E225 EACH
7.168 MHz (for 1750 Hz Tone)
10245 MHz (for 10.7 I.F.)
327E78
5068138
14.3190
15 CCCCO
YAESU CRYSTALS for FT101's FT901 end etc. E4.00 with
Many available ex stock. IA list is available on request: pse send

Li 1--1

I cluartSLab

HC 134/ 620EkHz HC6/U & HC33/U 17CkHz -1794Hz HC 18/U & HC25/U 2-175MHz.
DISCOUNTS: Price on application for 10* units to same frequency/spec. or bulk purchases of mixed frequencies.
We supply FREE xtals for use in U.K. repeaters.
COMMERCIAL CRYSTALS: Available on fast delivery and at competitive prices. Please send for list stating interests.
EMERGENCY SERVICE: for XTALS I to 1251/1Hz. Add the surcharge for each XTAL. Days refer to working days
Ea
4 days - E12, 6 days E7, 8 days + f5, 13 days
CRYSTAL SOCKETS HC25 raw ea. HC6 E0.25 ea. MINIMUM ORDER CHARGE E1.50 unless ordered with
crystais.
TERMS: Cash with order post Inc to U.K. & Ireland. Cheques & P 0 's to CISL LTD.
A stamped addressed envelope with ALL enquiries please.
PRICES ARE EX. VAT. PLEASE ADD 15% p.0. Box /9
Telephone: 01,3184419 24Hr Anmf one: 0errford10322) 330830
Erith
Note new Ansaf one No.
Kent DAB nil
Telex: 8813271 GECOMS-G Attention QUARTSLABI

5 CCMHz

SAE

MARKETING LTD

ALL

10703 MHz

FOR ALL MAKES OF
AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT
AMATEUR RADIO

EXCHANGE LTD

UXBRIDG 9RH.E ROAD. ACTON.
LONDON: LONDON
W3
Tel. 01-992 5765/6

---BECOME A
tRADIO
AMATEUR

Tel : 092 52 29881

THE STRAIT,
LN2 1JF. Phone, 20767
J.
BIRKETT 13LINCOLN.
FETS J334 6 for £1, J230 @ 5 for 603.

Train now for the Radio Amateur Licence
examination. No previous knowledge
needed, only a few hours per week of home
for 3 to 6 months. Post coupon now
IT
I
for details or tel. 0734 51515 (24 hr service) British National Radio & Electronics School Reading, Berks. RG1 1BR

FREE brochure without obligation from: -

CACC

NORTHERN: 38 BRIDGE STREET, EARLSTOWN.
NEWTON LE WILLOWS. MERSEYSIDE WA12 9BA.

1

British National Radio ecElectronics School

I

READING, BERKS. RG1 1 BR

Name

Address

VMOS POWER TRANSISTORS VN1OKM @ 5Cp, WM211 @ 40p.
MOTORALA UHF POWER TRANSISTORS MRF 511, 2.1GHz, 5watt @ £3.95.
1 WATT RF TRANSISTORS BLY 34 @ 75p, 2N3866@ 75p.
SMALL DISC CERAMICS 0.1UF 5WW @ 5p each,
AUDIO IC LM3B6 WITH CIRCUITS @ 75p, TBA800@
50 ASSORTED COIL FORMERS CERAMIC, PHENOLIC ECT, @ 3.65.
PHILLIPS CONCENTRIC TRIMMERS 15PF @ 15p, 100PF Compression Trimmer @ 15p.
NUT FIXING FEED THRUS 3000 VOLT INSULATION @ 6 for 502).
FILM TRIMMERS 10PF, 35PF, 6CPF @ 15p, 125PF @
VENITRON CERAMIC FILTERS 10.7MHz 6 for £1.
FERRANTI RADIO ICZN414 with circuits @ 95p.
PLESSEY FILM VARIABLE CAPACITORS 190X190'F 5 for £1.
MULLARD AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS 500+ 170PF @ £1.50.
FERRITE BEADS FX 1115 @ 15p doz, T " long type @ 6 for 1Cp.
6" X Y. FERRITE RODS @ 50p each, 3/16 Coil Formers 6 for 25p.
TRANSISTORS 2N 9184 25p, 2N2894@ 15p, 2N2219 @ 22p, 2N3440@ 25p.
TWO HOLE FERRITE BLOCKS @ 15p, 100PIV 20 amp bridge @ £1.30.
ITT CRYSTAL FILTERS 10.7M Hz BW± 6KHz @ £5.
VHF-HF POWER TRANSISTORS 587BLY, 45watt, 1.6 to 175MHz @ £3.
SILICONEX FETS 1...11897@ 7 for E 1.

BLOCK CAPS PLEASE j

L SW 2/846

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK

a

25 ASSORTED VARI-CAP DIODES for 50p.
Wood and Douglas Kits ayaiable by post and for callers.
Access and Barclaycards accepted. P&P 50p under E5, over free.

G2VF Inventor and proprietor of Patent for VARIABLE HIGH
FREQUENCY FRAME ANTENNA wishes all Hams and SWL's to

benefit from his invention and offers circuit and full assembly
details for the modest sum of £5. A Do -It -Yourself project.
Components required to be found in most Ham shacks. Most
expensive components, two variable tuning capacitors. Antenna

twenty-one inches square, mounts on top of control box, fully
rotatable from operating position, tunable all the way 80 to 10

G2BAR HAM BAND AERIALS

metres there being only one inductance. SWR One to One 40, 15

10-15-20 MONOBAND BEAMS. MADE IN BRISTOL.

ALSO IN STOCK BY - TET JAYBEAM YAESU TONNA
G.WHIP OSCAR VERTICAL - MOBILE - MULTI ELEMENT
TRI-BAND ARRAYS - ALL AT CURRENT PRICES.

and 10 and One Point Five to One £30 and 20. R9 on CW from JA, W
areas Oto 9, VE 1 to 6 and all Europe. Ninety awards obtained with

frame. Maximum power 100 watts. NEW EFFICIENT L.W. AND
M. WAVE FRAME ANTENNA. 21 inches square. D.I.Y. project.

Send 310p for illustrated literature.

Circuit, parts list, assembly data £3. Ideal Caravan and flat
dwellers. SWL's note. This antenna also tunes to Short Wave

12 14 PENNYWELL ROAD BRISTOL BS 5121TJ

Callers welcome any day any time.
Bands 40 to 10metres.
F. G. Rylands, 39 Parkside Avenue
Millbrook, Southampton SO1 9AF
Tel. (0703) 775064

Telephone Bristol 10272) 557732

FOR THE BEST PART -EXCHANGE

& SECOND HAND BARGAINS
AMATEUR RADIOXCHANGE LTD

LONDON: 373 UXBRIDGE ROAD. ACTON
LONDON W3 9RH
Tel: 01-992 5765/6

NORTHERN: 38 BRIDGE STREET, EARLSTOWN,
NEWTON LE WILLOWS, MERSEYSIDE WA12 9BA.
Tel: 092 52 29881
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("SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE")
25p per word, minimum charge £3.00. No series discount. All charges payable with order.
Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add 50 per cent for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No
responsibility accepted for transcription errors. Box Numbers 40p extra. Send copy, with
remittance, to the Classified Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts.
AL6 9EQ.
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D. P. HOBBS (NCH) LTD.
FDK - ICOM - TRIO - YAESU
ICOM IC2E 2m Handheld
ICOM ICO2E Keyboard Scanning Handheld
ICOM IC4E 70cm Handheld

AOR-AR2001 Scanning Receiver, 25to 550MHz

Copy must be received by February 7th to be sure of inclusion in
the March issue, published on February 22nd

TRIO R600 Gen. Coverage Rx
TRIO R2000 Gen. Coverage RX
YAESU FRG7700 Gen. Coverage Rx
YAESUFT29CEI 2m Portable, multi
FDK 725X 2m 25W. mobile
R537 Airband Rx. VFO + 2 xtals
R.528 Scanning Airband Rx. 6 Channel
R532 Synthesised Airband Scanning Receiver

G3HEO
£199.00
£259.00
£259.00
£365.00
£285.26
£456.63
£385.00
£ 309.10

E249.00
£55.00

£98.00
E 186.50

ALL TELEPHONE AND MAIL ORDERS DESPATCHED BY RETURN
PART EXCHANGES WELCOME
ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD + CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE

TRADE

13 St. Benedict's St., Norwich. Tel. 615786

Amstrad CPC 464 Morse Tutor program, Morse Transmit
program, interface circuit included, £6.00 each postpaid. -G.
Christie, 3 Victoria Drive, Belfast BT4 1QT, Northern Ireland.

RADIO AMATEUR PREFIX -COUNTRY -ZONE LIST
published by GEOFF WATTS
Editor of "DX News -Sheet" 1962-82

QSL Cards: Check our designs and prices. Send for samples,
please state

if SWL.-Deroga Printing, Whitewell Road,

Sparham, Norwich NR9 5PN.

March issue: due to appear on Friday, February 22nd. Single
copies at £1.10 post paid will be sent by first-class mail for orders
received by Wednesday, February 20th, as available. -

The List you have always needed, the list that gives you everything, and all
on one line! For each country: a. its DXCC "status"
e. the continent
b. the normal prefix
f. the "CQ" Zone No.
c. the special prefixes
g. the ITU Zone No.
d. the ITU callsign block allocation

Full information on Antarctic stations, USSR Klub-stations, obsolete
prefixes used during the past 10 years, and much more.
The List can be kept always up-to-date because ample space has been
provided for adding every new prefix, each new ITU allocation, etc.
Everything arranged alphabetically and numerically in order of prefix. Ideal
for Contest operators and SWL's.
Tell your Club -members about it. Order an extra copy for that overseas
friend. 15 pages. Price f 1.00 IUKI, overseas lair mail) $2.00 or 6 IRCs.

Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street,
Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

GEOFF WATTS

62 BELMORE ROAD, NORWICH NR7 OPU, ENGLAND

Yaesu valves from G3LLL. Stamped matched pairs for FT101ZD, FT -902, etc., 6146B/GE, £22 post paid (matched 3 for
FT -102, £32 post paid). FT -101 Mk. 1-E, 6JS6C/NEC, £22 post
paid. 12BY7A/NEC (OK all), £5.75 post paid. See below.

THE UNIDEN CR-2021
PORTABLE COMMUNICATION RECEIVER
We recommend this receiver to all Amateurs and Short Wave Listeners who
require first class performance comparable with the best. At a competitive
price.

FT -101, Mk. 1-E mods., G3LLL. FT -101 Mk. 2-E. Double balanced mixer, £14.50 post paid (FT -101 Mk. 1, £15 post paid).

DX 'Brighter' mic., £6.50 post paid. New bands WARC kit,
£15.75 post paid. RF Clipper, £41 post paid. S.a.e. for details.
New Yaesu in stock, see below.

Brief Spec. AM/S.S.B. (U.S.B. and L.S.B.)/C.W. 150 kHz to 29999 kHz.
Triple superhet. Digital Tuning, Scan and six memories. Also F.M. 76- 108
MHz. L.C.D. frequency display, etc., etc. Supplied with mains power unit.
12 months guarantee
£ 166. 74inc. VAT and Carriage
For full technical Spec. send S.A.E.

G800P

G4FLN

G8ADO

E.M.A.
MUNDAYS LANE, ORFORD, WOODBRIDGE, SUFFOLK

Black Star 600 MHz counters, £141 post paid. G3LLL
recommended for pro quality. S.a.e. for leaflet. -

Tel: 039-45-696
2411R ANSWERING SERVICE

AEUK/Holdings Ltd., 45 Johnston Street, Blackburn BB2 1EF.
Tel. 0254-59595. Access/Barclaycard. Closed Thursdays.
HATELY ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY - GM3HAT

PCB's to your requirements. Prototypes, small/large batches,
solder masking, screen printing. Quotations: Orbit, 38 Torquay
Gardens, Redbridge, Essex. (Tel: 01-550 3610).

DIPOLE OF DELIGHT

Our Signal Success can be yours. Have you been unable to fulfil your hopes in amateur
radio because of adverse environmental conditions? Then you need a Dipole of Delight.
The DD gives an exceptional quiet background because it has an entirely new lightweight
capacitive balun and can therefore feed, and be fed, properly using coax cable, without
an ATU.
Hundreds of operators now have good contacts because they have bought a Dipole of
Delight. Whether you are an experienced operator struggling in a noisy location with TV

sets all around, or are a beginner eager to achieve satisfying DX with a low power

Morse reading programs. Work on clean signals without
hardware interface. ZX81 1K unexpanded memory: translated
code with word and line spaces for easy reading, automatic scroll
action, £7.00 inclusive. Spectrum 16/48K: scroll action with
10 -page scrolling memory, instantly accessible page -by -page,
£8.00 inclusive. All types variable speeds; feed signal direct into
`ear' socket.-Pinehurst Data Studios, 69 Pinehurst Park, West
Moors, Wimborne, Dorset BH22 OBP.

transmitter, why not try a DD and enjoy yourself? Remember we offer a 1 month money
back policy for any purchaser not delighted with the DD.
All antennas are a full halfwavelength long on their lowest f req. band.
MULTIBANDERS:
£48.50
DD 3.65/7
DD USA 7/21
£28.00
DD 7/14/21/28L
£58.00
DD 14/21/28L
£46.50
E28.00
DD Europe 7/21
DD 10/18/24
£56.00
MONOBANDERS
DDM 14E15.50,
DDM 10E23.50,
DDM 21E11.50
DDM 28E11.50
Unified Price structure. UK inc. VAT 8. 1st Class Post. DX inc. Air Mail.

For UK purchasers of antenna, recommended 5mm coax 30p per metre, PI 259 inc.
reducer E 1 parcel post paid. Details and Photos SAE please.
Hpgit Antenna Technology, 1 Kenfleld Place, ABERDEEN, AB1 7LIW, Scotland, UK.
tor: Maurice C. Hately, MSc, MIEE, Chartered Electrical Engineer, (GM3HAT).
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Course for City & Guilds, Radio Amateur's Examination. Pass
this important examination and obtain your licence, with an RRC
Home Study Course. For details of this and other courses (GCE,
Career and professional examination, etc.) write or phone: THE

JUNKER PRECISION
HAND KEY

RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JV7, Tuition House,

Still going strong after 50 years in professional use.

Front Et back contacts, fully adjustable. Hinged
cover. Free-standing.
£49.45 including delivery U.K. and 15% VAT.

SPACEMARK LTD.

London SW19 4DS. Tel: 01-947 7272 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) or use our
24 hour Recordacall Service, 01-946 1102 quoting Dept. JV7.

Amidon toroidal cores, ferrite rings and beads. Send s.a.e. for
data and prices. Business hours: 10-5 p.m. Tues.-Fri.; 10-4 p.m.
Sat.-SMC (TMP Electronics), Unit 27, Pinfold Workshops,
Pinfold Lane, Buckley, Clwyd CH7 3PL.

Thornfield House, Delamer Road, Altrincham,
Cheshire. (Tel: 061-928 8458)

Resistors, capacitors. 1000 mixed 1/8W, 1/4W, 1/2W, 2%, 5%,

10%, carbon film resistors, £2.95. 50 flat tubular ceramic
capacitors, £1.00. Post/packing 50p. - D. J. Hooker, Romney
Marsh Electronics, Pennywood, Clark Road, Greatstone,
Romney Marsh, Kent TN28 8PB.

AMATEUR ELECTRONICS UK
G6XHB

G8UUS

R.A.S. (Nottingham)
Radio Amateur Supplies
Tel: 0602 280267

Visit your Local Emporium
Large Selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR:
F.K.K.
AZDEN
ICOM
YAESU
FORTOP ATV

ACCESSORIES:
Weiz Range

Microwave Modules
Mutek Pre. Amps
Barenco Mast Supports
DRAE PSU and Wave Meters

Adonics Mics

Morse reader programs. Off air onto screen. Programs for BBC
`13', Spectrum, ZX81 16K, Dragon, Amstrad 464, Commodore
64 and any Vic -20. Sinclair computers need no interface, others
use simple one -transistor (BC107) interface. Programs self tracking 8/30 w.p.m. All connections to existing sockets. Cassette
with full instructions and circuit, £6.00 - J. E. Price, 4 Housman
Walk, Offmore, Kidderminster.

AERIAL.. Tonna, Halbar, New Diamond Range of Mobile Whips

Tuition: self -test manual for R.A.E. students-"Questions &
Answers", £2.75 inc. post/packing. For details please send

PLUS OWN

'Special' 0.R.P. GW5HF5 Band Beams JUST GIVE USA RING
Monday: CLOSED. Tuesday - Saturday: 10.00am to 5.00prn

3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham

s.a.e.-Peter Bubb (Tuition), G3UWJ, 58 Greenacres, Bath BA1

Off Ring Rd. between A52 (Derby Rd.) & A13133 (Ilkeston Road)

4NR.

D.I.Y. QSL/SWL cards (state which), 100 mixed

8 TRAP DI -POLES
Data Sheets, Large 24p S.A.E. Aerial Guide £1

G2DYM, UPLOWMAN, TIVERTON, DEVON
Callers Welcome By Appointment ONLY

Tel:03986215

designs/colours, £2.50 c.w.o. Personalised QSLs, 1000 for £15.
Station logs, 10 for £18.-Currie Cards, Blackhill, Consett DH8
8LT.

Amateur radio equipment bought, sold, exchanged. Phone Dave,
on 025587-663 or 04024-57722, or send s.a.e. for list to G4TNY
Electronics, 132 Albany Road, Hornchurch, Essex RM12 4AQ.

For the best deal - guaranteed!
Continental DX-pedition/holiday plans? Start with "GB News

1985". For copy, send two 13p stamps. - GB Car Club,
FREEPOST 2, Romsey, Hampshire S05 8ZT.

Call or phone for a
ALL
most courteous quotation
VALVES
01-749 3934
We are one of the largest
Et TRANSISTORS
stockists of valves etc. in the U.K.
ROAD

COLOMOR ELECTRONICS LTD. LONDONL11:;VH1r

READERS ADVERTISEMENTS
10p per word. minimum charge £1.50 payable with order. Add 25 per cent for Bold Face (Hem)
Type). Please write clearly, using full punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility
accepted for transcription errors. Box numbers 40p extra. Send copy. with remittance, to the
Classified Dept.. Short wave Magazine lid.. 34 High Street. Welwyn. Herts. Alb 9EQ.

Copy must be received by February 7th to be sure of inclusion in
the March issue, published on February 22nd.

MORSE EASYE BY THE RHYTHM METHOD!
No expenshre equipment required only a amenable
"STRANGE BUT TRUE"
If you start RIGHT you will be reading amateur and commercial Morse within a month.

(Most students take about three weeks). That's why after 30 YEARS we still use
three scientifically prepared special records with which you cannot fail to learn the
MORSE RHYTHM automatically. It's as easy as learning a tune. 18w.p.m. in 4weeks
guaranteed. Complete course comprising 2 x 12" + 1 x 7" multi -speed records +
books Et U.K. p.p. £7.50. (Overseas, sufficient for 750 grms.).
Stan. Bennett, G3ISC. Moo 141, 46 Green Lam Pisley, Surrey CR2 3PC1. 01-660 2896.

READERS
Wanted: Eddystone receivers 770R 770U, 770S, in any condition.

- John, GM8MLH, QTHR. (Tel: 08382-304).
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For Sale: MBA -RC, A.E.A. Morse/Baudot/ASCII reader, code
converter, transmitter, £190 or near offer. DRAE VHF
wavemeter, £14. S.E.M. Ezitune unit, £17. LAR antenna noise
bridge, £17. Weltz SP -15M power/SWR meter, £20. Toyo wide

CALL BOOKS
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOKS (1985)

£18.45
£19.25
£7.10

Foreign ("DX") Listings
U.S. Listings
U.K. Callbook, 1984Edn. (RSGB)

band dummy load, 100 -watt 50 -ohm, £10. - Sephton, 16
Bloemfontein Avenue, Shepherds Bush, London W12 7BL. (Tel:
01-749 1454).

MAPS

"SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE" DX ZONE MAP

Sale: Trio TS -770, fine quality multi-band/mode base (can split

£4.35

(GREAT CIRCLE) in colour. Latest 10th edition

VFO for repeaters), real transistor PA, £460. Prefer buyer to

AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD Mercator Projection -

collect; transport negotiable if RAIBC. - G8UNZ, QTHR

Much DX Information -in colour. Latest 15th editon

(sorry, no phone).

.

.

.

£1.10

RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE U.S.A. AND NORTH

AMERICA State Boundaries and Prefixes, size 24" x 30" ,
95p
paper. Latest 7th edition
RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD ATLAS In booklet form,
Mercator projection, for desk use. Gives Zones and
£ 2. 20
Prefixes. Latest 12th edition

For Sale: Trio TS -180S with PS -30, immaculate, £550. Icom
IC -730 with IC-PS20 PSU/speaker, new, £650. FV-101Z VFO
(for FT -101), perfect, £125. FTV-901R with new 2m. module,
£250. FR -101 receiver, excellent, with 2m/6m. converters, £250.
- Ring Womak, G4TNY, Hornchurch (04024) 57722 anytime.

LOG BOOKS

£2.70
£2.75
£1.20

Amateur Radio Logbook
Receiving Station Log
Mobile Logbook

Selling; Lowe SRX-30D receiver, coverage 500 kHz to 30 MHz,

CW/USB/LSB/AM, excellent condition, £150 or near offer. -

(The above prices include postage and packing)

Ring 011erton, Rainford 4729.

Available from:
Publications Dept.

Selling: Scarab Systems MPTU-1 decoder/encoder, hardly used,

£45. Scarab "VICRTTY" cassette, £5. - Ring Webster,

Short Wave Magazine

0228-61665.

34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ
Tel: Welwyn (043871) 5206/7
(Counter Service, 9.30-5.00 Mon. to Fri.)
(Giro A/c No. 547 6151)

Sale: Yaesu FT-757GX multimode HF transceiver with matching
heavy-duty PSU and scanning microphone, 2 months old, all in

mint condition (redundancy forces sale), £750 or near offer. Ring 0782-44737.
I.

March issue: due to appear Friday, February 22nd. Single copies
at £1.10 post paid will be sent by first-class mail for orders received

by Wednesday, February 20th, as available. -Circulation Dept.,
Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6
9EQ.

0

AMATEUR RADIO

0

by Gordon Stokes and Peter Bubb

I
/

The Lutterworth Press are the publishers of this book, which is

i

0

intended for those wishing to study for the R.A.E. and /
comprises nineteen chapters, plus Introduction and Index,
covering the basic, technical material the would-be candidate
needs to obtain a 'pass'. Copiously illustrated with simple

For Sale: Uniden CR-2021 portable communications receiver,
AM/SSB/FM, 76-108 MHz, digital tuning, scan, six memories,

PSU, boxed, used only few hours, £125. - Ring Smith,
0602-289753.

Wanted: Pair of 813's and/or bases, at fair price. - GI3CSV,

I

/

0

0

diagrams and excellent plates. Published in hardback.
I
f 9.60 inc. p/p ,
192pages
Publications Dept.

/

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.

/

34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ

/
/
0

4

0

QTHR. (Tel: 0265-823464).

t I/
Wanted: Avo voltage test meter and Racal frequency counter. Ring Tomlinson, Farnborough (Kent) 58825.

Sale: Trio R-1000 communications receiver, boxed, in new,

I.II4IAr41"411,4C

PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF
VALVE RADIO REPAIR
by Chas. E. Miller
One of the latest titles in the "Newnes Technical Book" series,

this book contains historical and technical information,

pristine condition, first £200 or near offer secures. - Ring Dick,

together with a comprehensive and detailed description of

08403-282.
16.

Can you help No. 451 Squadron, Air Training Corps.

fault-finding and repair techniques, on a wide range of vintage
broadcast bands receivers from the 1920's to the 1950's. The
basic information is of great value in the restoration of valved
amateur bands receivers, too. Published in hardback.
221 pages

Stourbridge, establish an HF/VHF radio station by donating

unwanted equipment, not necessarily in working order?
Collection can be arranged. - Write to their civilian radio
instructor, J. Chandler, Selbourne House, Newfield Road,
Hagley, Stourbridge, West Midlands DY9 OJR.

VAIA r4

£ 17.15 inc. p/p

Publications Dept..

Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
.4

IA

34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9 EQ.
IA Pr4
IITATAIFIIA PrA
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FOR YAESU, ICOM
AND TRIO-KENWOOD
1985

1985

CALL BOOK

CALL BOOK

I

I
I
I

"DX LISTINGS"

"U.S. LISTINGS"

I

NOW IN STOCK!
(i.e. a// amateur call -signs outside the U.S.A. and
its Possessions)
In this issue

NOW IN STOCK!

I In this issue
I
* 438,007 licensed U.S. Radio Amateurs
.

I

I
I

I
I
I

.

NORTHERN: 38 BRIDGE STREET, EARLSTOWN,
NEWTON LE WILLOWS, MERSEYSIDE WA12 9BA.
Tel: 092 52 29881

LONDON: 373 UXBRIDGE ROAD. ACTON.
LONDON W3 9RH.
Tel 01-992 5765,6

AMATEUR RADIOXCHANGE LTD

.

* 27,610 new U.S. licenses included, issued
since the 1984 edition
* 96,703 changes in listings
* Then 8- Now - call letter changes
* QSL managers
* ARRL Countries list
* Zip Codes and Licence Class on all listings
* Standard Time charts
* Plus many other features

* 447,257 licensed Radio Amateurs
* 46,010 new licences included, issued since the 1984
edition

* 97,904 changes in listings
* QSL managers
* Radio amateur prefixes of the world
ARRL Countries list
* Standard Time charts
* Census of world Amateur Radio licenses
* Plus much, much more!

£ 19.25 inc. postage

£ 18.45 inc. postage

(Some 1984 U.S. Listings still available at L-8.00 each inc.).

(Some 1984 DX Listings still available at f8.00 each inc.)

I

I
I
I

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.

34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ

34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ

O r AlI4IglI41,4//Ir4PrjVAIDIA r I

"S.W M " DX ZONE MAP
1

Latest 10th Edition!

A

TELEPRINTER]
HANDBOOK

1

t
mounting, 33% in. wide by 241/2 in. deep. Giving essential DX '
1 information - bearing and distance of all parts of the world k
1\

Great Circle Projection on durable, quality, paper for wall

h

relative to the U.K., the Zone areas into which the world is 1

divided for Amateur Radio purposes, with major prefixes listed L
1 separately. Distance scale in miles and kilometres. Time scale
IL

comprehensive guides available to the theory and practice of amateur RTTY, and is a

in GMT. Marking of Lat./Long. close enough for accurate

plotting. Hundreds of place names, mainly the unusual ones, Z
1 and most of the rare islands.

Price £4.35 inc. p/p
1

Publications Dept.

L.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,

1

2nd Edition .
This RSGB book, edited by G8G0J, G3IR and G2UK, is one of the most

,

34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 %Q.

%14IAr41A1A IA TA II TA a IP /WI/

1

"must" for anyone seriously interested in this mode. Fully illustrated with line

,

diagrams and close-up photos, it provides descriptions and servicing information for
several popular European and American machines as well as other essential RTTY
equipment. Plus chapters on setting -up an RTTY station and operating procedures.
Published in hardback.
E13.70 inc. p/p
368pages
Publications Dept.

a

Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9E0.

ral

HP & PERSONAL
LOANS AVAILABLE
AMATEUR RADIOXCHANGE LTD

LONDON: 373 UXBRIDGE ROAD. ACTON.
LONDON W3 9RH
Tel: 01-992 5765/6

NORTHERN: 38 BRIDGE STREET, EARLSTOWN,
NEWTON LE WILLOWS, MERSEYSIDE WA12 9BA
Tel: 092 52 29881

16,
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THE SATELLITE
EXPERIMENTER'S
HANDBOOK
Recently published by the ARRL, this superb handbook
provides all you need to know to communicate through, or
pick up the signals from, orbiting satellites - whether your
interest is in amateur -radio, weather or TV -broadcast
satellites. Chapter headings include: - Preliminaries, Early
Days, Past/Present/Future, Getting Started, Tracking

Basics, Ground Station Antennas, Receiving and
Transmitting, Satellite Orbits, and more; plus Tables and
Charts.

THE ARRL
1985 HANDBOOK
for the Radio Amateur
62nd Edition
* 1024 pages
* 376 pages more than last year's edition
* Over 1700 circuit diagrams and illustrations

* 40 chapters
* 17 more chapters than last year's edition

Whether you are a beginner or an expert, if your interest is

satellites, and particularly Amateur Radio "birds", this

NOW IN STOCK!

book is indispensable and un-reservedly recommended.

£9.70 inc. p/p

208pages

soft cover, f 16.25 inc. p/p
(hard cover available shortly)

Order from:

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ

HERTS. AL6 9EQ

SIMPLE, LOW-COST

WIRE ANTENNAS
by William Orr, W6SA1
Latest Edition

This excellent and thoroughly recommended
handbook is the publication on the practical
approach to building aerials. After starting with
aerial fundamentals there are discussions and
descriptions of ground -plane, end -fed, DX dipole,

vertical and wire beam antennas, plus coverage
on a universal HF antenna system and working
DX with an "invisible aerial"; the SWR meter and
coaxial cable also have chapters to themselves.

The whole book is presented in an
authoritative, immensely clear, readable and
enjoyable manner with the emphasis on the
practical throughout - to the extent that even
the chap who can hardly strip a piece of co -ax
need not feel at all left out! Just as practical for the
SWL, too!
192 pages

£6.20 inc. post.

Order from

Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd.
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ

Butterworth Group
publications now in stock
Two -Metre Antenna Handbook
Beginners Guide to Radio, 9th edition
Beginners Guide to Electronics, 4th edition

£6.35
£5.10
£5.05

Beginners Guide to Amateur Radio

£ 5. 45

Beginners Guide to Integrated Circuits, 2nd edition £5.00 S
Projects in Amateur Radio and Short Wave
S
Listening
£4.20
Guide to Broadcasting Stations, latest 18th edition £5.00
The World's Radio Broadcasting Stations and
European FM/TV Guide
£7.60 /
Semiconductor Data, new 11th edition
£8.05
Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 10th
edition
£10.05
Practical Handbook of Valve Radio Repair, new
£17.15
title
Electronics Pocket Book, new 4th edition
£6.20
Oscilloscopes - How to Use Them, How They
Work
£5.20
prices include postage and packing

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ

Technical Books and Manuals
(ENGLISH AND AMERICAN)
AERIAL INFORMATION

Long Distance Television Reception ITV -DX) for
the Enthusiast (revised edition)
An Introduction to Radio DXing
Radio Amateurs DX Guide (14th Edition)
Power Supply Projects (Penfold)

£2.25
£2.30
£2.45
£2.05

Antenna Handbook (Orr and Cowan)
Beam Antenna Handbook
Cubical Quad Antennae. 2nd Edition
Simple Low Cost Wire Antennas, by Orr
Aerial Projects (Penfold)
73 Dipole and Long -Wire Antennas (E. M. Noll)
Antenna Book (ARRLIlatesf 14th Edition
The (ARRL) Antenna Anthology
Two -metre Antenna Handbook, F. C. Judd

£4.55
£4.35
£3.90
£6.20
£2.30
18.00
£4.50

HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

G2BCX
HF Antennas for All Locations IRSGB) ,

£6.35
£6.65

combined (paperback), RSGB
Teleprinter Handbook. New 2nd Ed. (RSGB)

f2.25

The ARRL 1985 Handbook for the Radio Amateur,
soft cover
£16.25
The ARRL 1985 Handbook for the Radio Amateur,
available shortly
hard cover
Learning to Work with Integrated Circuits (ARRL). £1.70
Weather Satellite Handbook
0/S
The Satellite Experimenter's Handbook (ARRL)
£9.70
Test Equipment for the Radio Amateur IRSGB) .
£5.75
Amateur Radio Operating Manual (RSGB) 2nd Ed
£5.35

25 Simple Shortwave Broadcast Band Aerials
(E. M. Noll)

0/S

£2.25
£2.05

25Simple Amateur Band Aerials )E. M. Noll)
25Simple Indoor and Window Aerials
VHF Propagation Handbook, by WA4MVI

0/S

Radio Communication Handbook, Vols. 1 and 2
£11.05
£13.70
£2.20

TVI Manual (2nd Edn. )IRSGEO

.

BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER
Amateur Radio (Lutterworth Press)
Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners
(R. A. Penfold)
Beginners Guide to Radio 19th Edition)
Beginners Guide to Electronics, 4th Edition
Beginners Guide to Amateur Radio (Newnes)
Beginners Guide to Integrated Circuits, 2nd edn.. .
Guide to Amateur Radio, 19th Edition (RSGB) .
Morse Code for the Radio Amateur IRSGB)
Understanding Amateur Radio (ARRL)
.

£2.25
f 5.10
£5.05
£5.45
£5.00

.

.

.

.

£9.60

£ 3.40

.

10th edition IRSGB)

How to Design and Make Your Own PCB's
How to Build Advanced Short Wave Receivers ..
Better Short Wave Reception, (5th Ed)
FM 8. Repeaters for the Radio Amateur (ARRL)

.

.

Easibinder Ito hold 12 copies of "Short Wave
The World's Radio Broadcasting Stations and
European FM/TV (Newnes)
Guide to Broadcasting Stations (18th Edition)
Radio Stations Guide

.

Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) .

£3.30

£3.05

£5.20
£17.15

0/S

£7.60

Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 10th
.

£10.05

0/S
£7.10
£4.30
£3.15
£2.40
£3.40
£6.20

£4.20
£2.25
£2.25
£2.25
£6.20
£4.35
£12.15

World Radio Er TV Handbook 1984 Edition

(Newnes)
Radio Propagation Handbook, by W4LGF (Tab). .

Edition (Scroggie)
Amateur Radio Techniques, 7th Edn. IRSGB)
U.K. Call Book 1984 IRSGB)
Hints and Kinks (ARRL)
Electronics Data Book IARRL)
Radio Frequency Interference (ARRL)
Amateur Radio Awards, IRSGB)
Electronics Pocket Book, 4th Edition (Newnes) .

0/S

Magazine" together)

Work (Newnes)

£3.60

How to Build your own Solid State Oscilloscope
(Bayer)

.

Practical Handbook of Valve Radio Repair

USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS

GENERAL
Weekend Projects for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) .
Projects in Amateur Radio and Short Wave
Listening (Newnes)

.

Oscilloscopes - How to Use Them, How They

£1.50
5.45

Radio Amateur's Examination Manual, latest
How to Pass the Radio Amateurs' Examination
IRSGB)new title

.

f7.60
£5.00

0/S

VALVE AND TRANSISTOR MANUALS
Towers' International Transistor Selector, latest
Edition (Up -Date No. 2)

Semiconductor Data Book, 11th Edition (Newnes)
International Transistor Equivalents Guide
International Diode Equivalents Guide

£10.60
£8.05
£3.40
£2.60

VHF PUBLICATIONS
VHF Handbook, Wm. I. Orr W6SAI new 3rd
Edition
VHF/UHF Manual (RSGB) 4th Edition
The UHF -Compendium, Parts 1 and 2

£9.75
£10.60

0/S

orders despatched by return of post
0/P (Out of print)

THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING

0/S (Out of stock)

Many of these titles are American in origin

(Terms C.W.O.)

Prices are subject to alteration without notice.

Available from

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept.

34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ-Welwyn (043871) 5206/7
(Counter Service: 9.30- 5.00Mon. to Fri.)

(GIRO A/C No. 5476151)
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